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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to present a case for the
incrusion of drama as a core subject in the public school
curriculum.

The study was based on the premise that the current
publÍc high school curriculum is falling short of its
responsibility to provide students with a beneficiar and

relevant education. curricura needs to be structured in a

manner that focuses on how to think, not what to think, in
order to enabre students to cope with the ever increasing body

of information avairable to them. Dramar ðs a subject area,
is presented as an important contributor to the realization of
such a curriculum. paralrels are drawn between the
deveropment of dramatic ski11s and processes and the
development of higher thinking skilrs such as analyzing,
slmthesizíng, interpreting, expatÍating, and persuading.

Drama is Íllustrated as having a sorid connection to the
concepts and ideas of educationar philosophers who are not
traditionally associated with drama education: John Dewey and

C.A. Bowers.

The writer offers the process of REFLECTIVE-CoMMUNICATION

as a central focus for effective curriculum development.
REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN is deveroped through the merding and

extension of the process of "reflective thinking" developed by
John Dewey ( 1-9L0 ) and the concept of ,'comnuni_cative

Lt-



competencê", developed by C.A. Bowers (1987). REFLECTIVE-

coMMUNrcATroN operates as a four step experience-based process

that encourages and develops comprex thinking skirrs providing

the tools necessary for the identification and examÍnation of
the human origin of knowledge. In short, REFLECTIVE-

coMMUNrcATroN provides students with a means to actively
participate in their learning. The processes and activities
that comprise the structure of the drama class are illustrated
as providing vast potentiar for the development of REFLECTTVE-

COMMUNICATION.

The study presents an outline for a program and specific
sample units for the devel_opment of a REFLECTIVE-

COMMUNICATION-based drama program.

Lat
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

Statement of Purpose

The purpose of this thesis is to present a case for the
inclusion of drama as a core subject in the pubric school

curriculum. The study is based on the premise that the
current public school system, specifícally the organization of
the high schoor curriculum, is falring short of its
responsibirity to provide students with a beneficiar and

relevant education. Drama, as a subject area, is presented as

a means by whÍch students can deverop skirrs and attitudes
that witl enhance and accelerate general cognitive development

and that wilr promote the deveropment of higher thinking
skÍtrs such as analyzíng, synthesizing, and interpreting. The

methodology and process used in the organization of the drama

curriculum is irrustrated as having clearry identifíabre
simiLarities to the processes and concepts embraced by two

educational philosophers who are not tradÍtionally associated
with drama in education: John Dewey and c. A. Bowers. The

theories of Dewey and Bowers are examined respectívery as the
phirosophicar basis for and the vehicre by which to organize

and develop more effective currícula.
The process of REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN is developed by

the writer as a central focus from which to deverop a drama

program that will clearly establish a correlation between the



development of drarnatic skilrs and the deveropment of higher
thinking ski11s. REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN is deveroped by the
writer through the melding and the extension of the concepts
of "refrective thinking, " developed by Dewey and

"communicative competencê, " developed by Bowers. REFLECTTVE-

coMMUNrcATroN provides a four step experience-based process

that promotes and develops comprex thinking skirls, creatingr
the tools necessary for the identification and the examínation
of the human origin of knowredge. rn short, REFLECTTVE-

col'1}{uNrcATroN provides students with a means of participating
actively in their learning.

The environment and the structure of the drama class is
illustrated as providing vast potentiar for the deveropment of
REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN. The major focus of the study ís the
presentation of a drama program specificalty organized for the
development of REFLECTIVE-COMMUNICATION and the illustration
of direct paraIleIs between the REFLECTIVE-CoMMUNICATION

process and the dramatic process. The REFLECTIVE_

coMMUNrcATroN-based drama program is a philosophicarry
grounded (philosophy based) program that clearry estabrishes
drama as an important contributor to the deveropment of higher
thinking skills as well as to the deveropment of generar

cognitive ski1Is.
The conceptualization and the deveropment of the

REFLECTI\IE-COMMUNICATION process is the result of an extensive
review of literature directed at the study of generarist



educationar phirosophy and incruding the examination of the
theories of prominent drama practitioners and advocates. The

process is specificarry deveroped through the intensive stud.y

of the theories of Dewey (i.9L0, 1938), Bowers (rg74, r9B7),
and informed by the philosophy of criticat Theorists
(Frankfurt School).

As the study progressed sub-themes were explored in the
form of specific research problems:

1-. hJhat is the rore of the student within pubric schoor

curricula organized around the current dominant paradigm

and why is this method of organizing curricula proving
ineffective?

2. what skills are most necessary for the student of the
1990's?

hlhat is needed to make contemporary education a vital and

rerevant experience that encourages rife-rong rearnÍng in
its students?

How can educationar phirosophy be used to ground a drama

curriculum structure and be developed into a methodology

that maintains the integrity and objectivity of the
original philosophy?

rf the subject of drama has such potentiar for the
development of REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN, v,¡hy then has it
been reregated to a fringe existence in curriculum
planning?

3.

^

tr
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6. How can both process and product be acknowredged in the
development of dramatic skiIIs?
How does drama contribute to the deveropment of higher
thinking skills?
How wilr content be ordered and how wilr methodorogy

proceed in a drama curriculum designed for the
facilitation of REFLECTIVE-COMMUNICATION?

How can the generation and development of REFLECTTVE-

coMMUNrcATroN in the drama crass ímprove the credibirity
and validity of drama as a necessary subject area in the
curriculum of the future?

Siqnificance of the Studv

Arts organizations across North America give credence to
the idea that arts in education are important components of
what constitutes basic education. According to the American

Alliance for Theatre and Education (AATE) (Lggz), the arts in
education provide one of the fundamentar components of basic
education, arong with language arts, mathematics, the
sciences, and the social sciences. The berief upherd by the
AATE is supported by The National Arts Education Accord (NAEA)

declaration that states that:
arr secondary schoor students should be enrorled in
courses involving formar study of the arts each year.

such courses in the arts should be an integrar part of

9.



the total curriculum in the manner that is comparable to
other academíc disciprines. (in AATE, tggzr rro page

given )'
The NAEA promotes the deveropment of strong arts programs

in the school in order to provÍde students with aesthetic,
creative, and self-actualizing experiences.

The AATE (7992), specificalry supporting the development

of drama programs in schools, maintains that:
the educational value of theatre is derived from each

individual's inherent need to transcend personal
limitations and to participate in the universar human

experience. rts uníque contribution to learning is that
it provides a functioning raboratory in which to
experience human interaction. Education in theatre is
important for individuals to perceÍve the world clearry,
communicate expressivery, and respond intelJ_igentry in
the ever-changing drama of daily life. The

collaborative art of theatre fosters balance between

individual Íntegrity and social cooperation. (no page

given)

rn canada, the councir of Drama in Education (coDE) and

the Dramatic Àrts consurtants of ontario (DAcAo) (1989)
promote the incrusíon of drama in educatíon as part of a werl_
baranced curriculum of studies. Drama is viewed as ,,horistic

tlnformation cited as (no page given) has been obtained froma report published by AATE which was presented in an Índex cardform wÍthout identifying pages.



experiential learning" (p. x). According to coDE and DAcAo

(1989) drama in education can provide students with the skiIIs
and cognitive framework for: "probrem-solving, decision_
making, conceptualízing, organÍzing, anaryzing, interpreting,
synthesizing, and making value judgements" (p. Z).
Drama is arso cited as providing access and insÍght into the
understanding of historical and cultural traditions because it
"creates contexts for exploring and experíencing the
atmospheres of Past, present and even Future" (p . z). coDE

and DAcAo further identify that drama can function as a

preparation for the world of work. According to the document

students of drama are given opportunitíes to: ,,s¡ork co-
operatively with others; work with initÍative, responsibirity
and reliability; work independentry; demonstrate readership;
focus on tasks; explore and express ideas; make informed
decisions; comprete tasks; negotiate with sensitivity;
understand the dignity of work; and manage time effectively,,
(p. 3).

The mandate of the Alberta senior High schoor Drama

Curriculum (L989) supports and strengthens those claims made

by coDE and DAcAo, that drama provides students with
experientiar rearning of an horistic nature. "rt Idrama] can
develop the whole person emotionally, physically,
intellectually, imaginatÍvely, aestheticarly, and sociarry -
by giving form and meaning to experience through 'acting out,,,
(p' 3). Although the Alberta curriculum features activities



that would enabre students to develop generar cognitive and

higher thinking skil1s, the prime goar of the drama curriculum
is stated as beíng the nurturing of "...a positive self-
concept ín students by encouraging them to explore life by the
assumptions of roles and by the acquisition of dramatic
skí11s" (p. 3).

The Manitoba High schoor Drama curricurum (1990) uphords
the belief expressed by the NAEA that all arts are important
as catarysts for creative expression. "The expressÍve arts in
education are Ímportant in the encouragement and deveropment

of individuat creativity and expression. A1r of the arts
(Art, Drama, Music) help to provide a balance between the
cognitive and affective domains in education" (p. i-). Dranna,

however, is singled out for its unique contribution to the
development of students.

Drama, in particular, provides a method for integrating
and promoting cognitive, affective, social and psycho-

motor development in the student....The cognitive domain

is stressed in decÍsion making and the anarysis and

synthesis of character, situation, and text. rn d.rama,

students have direct control and are actively involved.
They are not instructed to do something--they decide to
do ít. (p. i. )

Arthough current curriculum documents provide a welr-
reasoned set of arguments for the importance of drama in
education, research at the provincial revel on the state of



the arts in education has been essentialry non-existent. rn
1988, challenqes and chanqes, the report of Manitoba's high
school review board and in 1990, Answerinq the charlenqe, the
response to the original report, both failed to address the
state of the arts in educatíon in any significant r^ray.

rn 'l'979, the Manitoba Task Force on Arts and Education
released a paper based on an investigation of arts disciplines
within ManÍtoba schools. The data corlected from this
investigation was accumurated through mailings, site visits,
and interviews. The results of the investigation clearry
identified two areas for concern in arts education: the need

for quarity in arts educatÍon and the need for improved

teacher training in the arts. The qualitative anarysis of the
investigation revealed :

a considerabre quantity of arts activity in schools,
especially in music, drama, and visuar arts...yet the
quality of that exposure often seemed to be unacceptabry

Iow....often the end product, the 'perforrnance'
superseded the rearning and the apprecÍation of the
art.... IResearchers recommended] a much greater attention
to quality. (p- 3)

It was also discovered that:
many teachers are seriously hampered in their teaching of
the arts because they tack sufficient background and

training. rn generar, they [teachers of art subjects]



have often onry had superfíciar exposure to the arts
and...teacher traíning skims or neglects Iart] training.
(p. 3)

rn addition, the task force investigation identified a

need to "enhance the credibility and comprehensibÍrity of the
Dramatic Arts by bringing about learning in those who make

decísions about schoor programs with regard to Ithe] varidÍty,
indeed Ithe] necessity, for Dramatic arts in the schoor

programs" (p. 31).

The significance of the 1979 ínvestígation to this study
is two-fo1d:

1. rt is the most recent investigation avairabre which

addresses the state of the arts Ín Manitoba education.

As stated, more recent documentation of the state of hÍgh

school education did not address the issue of arts
education in any significant way. The rack of current
documentation concerning the arts Ín education suggests

that there is an urgent need for the development of
research projects examining and promoting the arts in
education in Manitoba. This study serves this kind of
need through its goal of presenting information
supporting the claim that drama shourd be included as a

core subject in the public school currÍculum.

2- Researchers of the study reconmend that attention be paid

to the quarity of arts experiences Ín Manitoba schoors.

Quality arts experíences can not occur without careful



training and guided encounters with the art. The

REFLECTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN-based d.rama curricurum proposed

in this study addresses the need for quarity arts
experiences in education and attempts to estabrish a

drama program that wourd encourage meaningfur encounters
with the art.

Theoretical Assumptions

An assumption has been made about the transferability of
processes in this study. rt is assumed that the processes

developed in the study as a resurt of the deveropment of
REFLECTIVE-COMMUNICATION are in fact transferable to the act
of social change.

The researcher believes as does Bowers (Lg74, LggT) that
the development of curiosity wourd read to a general curiosity
about life and its ideologicar structure. rn the case of the
study, it is assumed that the curiosity cultivated in the
drama crass wourd lead to a recognition of those areas of
existing curture in need of change and subsequentry to action-
based solutions.

The underrying berief of this study is that once students
understand that the realities they rive by are of human

construction they wilr understand that this ideorogy can be

dismantred. Through the deveropment of alternatÍve artistic
form and sorution students are encouraged to develop an

10



understanding of the way in which transient thought can be
codified and become a taken-for-granted reality. Through the
utilization of REFLECTTVE-COMMUNICATrON in the development of
their artistic creatíons, students are experimenting with the
arteration of their rearities (ideorogy). This artistic
experimentation can enabre them to transfer the adjusted ideas
into their everyday rearity as altered thought and subsequent
action.

Outline of the Studv

The thesis is divided into seven major chapters. chapter
one, the introduction, discusses the need for curricurum
change in education and identifies the objectives of such a

change.

chapter Two introduces the researcher-deveroped process
REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN as the means for achieving these
objectives. The phirosophic concepts of "reflectíve thinking,
def ined by Dewey ( i.gi-o ) and " communicative competence,,
developed by Bowers (19g7) wirr be examined as the centrar
components of thÍs developed process. The fínaI section of
the chapter identifies the subject area of drama as a means by
which to develop REFLECTI\IE-COMMUNICÀTION.

chapter Three, a review of related riterature, is divided
into two distinct sections. Each section answers specific
questíons. The fírst section examines the existence of the

1L



drama/theatre dichotomy in education in order to exprain the
reasons for the fringe existence of drama in the curricurum.
The second section of chapter Two provides a review of
literature that establishes the connection between experience
offered through dramatic study and the deveropment of
REFLECTIVE-COMMUNICATION. Due to the fact that REFLECTIVE_

coMMUNrcATroN is a writer-deveroped process, this pararrel
will be traced through the examination of connections between
dramatic study and the deveropment of the base concepts

"refrective thinking" (Dewey) and "comrnunicative competence,,

(Bowers).

chapter Four presents a synopsis of the research design
and an explanation of the methodology used to develop the
drama program.

chapter Five offers the outrine of the proposed

REFLECTTVE-COMMUNICATroN-based drama program. program goars
and program outrínes are discussed for each of the courses in
the proposed three year progran.

rn chapter six, specific sample units of study from each

of the three courses in the program are discussed. The

processes and practices of each unit are exprained in detail
in order to represent generar course structure and to crarify
intended artistic objectives. The conclusion of each unit
identÍfies connections between dramatíc processes and
proceedings and the development of REFLECTIVE-COMMUNTCATION.
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This chapter also

implementation.

includes suggestions f or progiram

Chapter Sevèn, the conclusion,

study and examínes implÍcations for

presents a summary of the

further study.

Definitions

coMMuNrcATrvE coMpETENCE: The term used by Bowers (Lgg7) to
describe "indi-vidual abirity to negotiate meanings and

purposes instead of passively accepting the social realities
defined by others... fit is] the ability to read or decode the
taken-for-granted assumptions and conceptuar categories that
underlie the individua|s world of experience" (p. zo). This
use of the term is distinct from the definition used by ESL

practitioners, more specific than the term used by chomsky,

and more concrete than Habermas' use of the term. specific
differences are discussed in the paper. Bowers, berief is
that the principles of "com¡nunicative competence" will enable
the individual to understand the sociar ontorogy of knowledge.
They wirr appry this knowledge toward the examination of the
way in which defining structures are grenerated in society and

will gain a greater sense of control over their environment
through this understanding of the sociar nature of knowredge.
rnitial dissection is to perpetuate further exploration of the
taken-for-granted rearÍties. This abirity to decode begets
the ability to decode more comprex information, and can
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motivate individuals to extend their thinking into the realm

of action in order to test newly acquired beliefs. The

concept of "communicative competence" is used as one of the

base components of the researcher-developed process of

REFLECT IVE _ COMMUN I CAT T ON .

CULTURE: The working definition of culture used in this

thesis is that defined by Bowers (L987) who is informed by

Berger and Luckmann (L967). It is a view of culture as a

system of symbols "the medium through which vre move [and

whichl... provides the information codes that regulate our

patterns of thought, body language, use of space, socÍaI

interaction, rituals, and economic and political system"

(Bowers, 1987, p. 5).

Bowers' vision of culture reflects the anthropological

rather than the popular socÍo-political definition of the

concept. In the popular socio-political definition of culture

generated during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the

concept takes on the quality of a state rather than a process

(Briggs, 1-992r p. 3). This vision of culture implies an

acquisitive quality that individuals and societies either

attain or do not (Arnold 1869; Briggs L992). This view of

culture also creates a state in which the concept of culture

continually complicates itselfr âs Briggs (L992) suggests,

through sub-division as further cultural identification:

superior culture, refined culture, mediocre culture, brutal
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culture/ counter culture. This however, is not the view of
culture upheld by Bowers.

The anthroporogicar view that Bowers refers to when he

examines or refers to the concept of curture, can be traced
back to the theories of Tytor (187i-) who stated that curture
is "a complex whole which incruded knowredge, belief, art,
morars, customs and many other capabilities and habits
acquired by man as a member of society" (Ín Bauman, 1_992, p.
9). This is supported by Bogdan and Bikren (1982) in their
claim that curture can be viewed as "a series of
interpretations of life, common-sense understandings, which
are complex and difficult to separate from each other" (p.
36)- Geertz (1973) supports the view of culture herd by
Bowers, that culture is a system of symbors, in stating that
"symbol systems, man-created, shared/ conventionar, ord.ered,
and indeed learned provide human beings with a meaningfur
framework for orienting themserves to one another, to the
world around them, and to themselves" (p. 250). Geertz, like
Bowers views the analysis of culture as an interpretive search
by human beings for significance in their rives (p.5).

DRAMA: rt is the betief of the writer that drama and theatre
in the school system should be discussed under the auspices of
one defining term rather than two. The use of the term drama

in this paper reflects that berief. since the inception of
the child drama tradition initiated by srade (i.954, tgsT)
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drama has been viewed as a process in which imaginative
thought is transferred into action. As courtney (L96g)

suggests, the source of drama l-ies in an internar empathy or
identification and meaning is created through the extension of
this internal process into an external form. Interaction with
the external worrd occurs through the medium of impersonation.

rn contrast, theatre in the schoors has been viewed as an art
form not a process and has been associated with formalized and

even codified production supported by the technicar aspects of
theatre. The tendency has been for theatre and drama to
remain separate entities in the fierd of drama in education.

This writer arso berieves that the study of drama in the
schoor should be organized and discussed in a manner that
refrects a developmental approach to the j.nstruction of the
subject. The personar vision refrected in this paper presents

both the concepts of drama and of theatre in education as

essential functions of the developmental process of drama in
educatíon. The term drama, as used in this study, explores
and supports the view that process and product are inseparabre
parts of the same whole. The exception of this use of the
term drama occurs in chapter Three under the heading of The

drama/ theatre dichotomy. rn this chapter, the terms drama

and theatre are discussed as separate concepts in order to
illustrate the nature of the drama/theatre dichotomy that has

impeded the promotion and deveropment of an effective drama

program in the school system.
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REFLECT IVE - COI\O{UN I CAT I ON : A writer-generated process
developed from the melding and extension of the concepts
REFLECTTVE THTNKTNG, deveroped by Dewey (1910), and

coMMUNrcATrvE coMpETENcE, developed by Bowers (L987). The

writer's development of the term REFLEcTIvE-colfi"fuNIcATroN has

arso been informed by the work of critical TheorÍsts
(Frankfurt Schoo1). REFLECTIVE-COMMUNICATION entails a four
step experience-based process that enabres individuars to
develop comprex thinking skirrs providing the toors necessary
for the identifícation and examination of the human origin of
knowledge. The process begins in a direct experience and ends

in motivated action: EXpERTENCE REFLECTTON rDEoLocrcAL

ALTERATTON (coNcRETE REALTZATTON). The process has been

developed as a means to establish the correlation between the
development of dramatic skirrs and the deveropment of higher
thinking skilIs.

REFLECTTVE THTNKTNG: Dewey (1910) by means of this term
describes what he berieves to be a better way of thinking; a

way of thinking that "...invorves (1) a state of doubt,
hesitation, perplexÍty, and (2) an act of searching, hunting,
inquiring, to find materiar that witl resolve the doubt,
settre and dispose of the perplexity" (p. Lz). rt was Dewey,s

conception that one could not learn to think but that one

could develop the means to think weII. Dewey's process of
'rreflective thought" enabres individuars to access a means by
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which to process information that utilizes the indivídual's
experience. The process of reflective thinkíng is used as a
philosophicar basis for the researcher-deveroped process
Ref I ective-Communi cati on .

REHEARSED-rMPRovrsATroN: A writer-invented term defining a

specific improvisational process used to deverop original work
from the stage of an imaginative thought or an essential
concept to the stage of a refined finished product. Although
the actual dialogue is not necessariry recorded in writing, at
the point of production the material has reached the form of
a highty refined script. The process begins with the
generatiol of concepts and/or ideas. These concepts and ideas
can be introduced by either the teacher/director or the
performers generated by the performers. The responsibirity for
the development of those concepts and ideas, however is the
responsibility of the performer. The teacher/director
functions in the rore of faciritator/coach/director for the
duration of the project guiding the students through the
developmentar process. The process of Rehearsed-rmprovisation
provides a means for the concrete application of the
REFLECTIVE-COIII4UNICATION process .
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Backqrounê to the Studv

Historicarry, the path of curriculum reform has tended to
resemble a vrave, moving back and forth, creating the irlusion
of great movement, but rarely advancing beyond previously
washed beaches. we have onry to contrast the present state of
pubric school education with the struggle that occurred
between the proponents of the progressive education movement

and the proponents of the social behaviourist movement to see

that this image hords true. rn lg7L, Harvard president Bok,

in his first annual report, states:
rt would be difficurt to point to many substantial
innovations in teaching or education that were introduced
within the recent past. changes were made, that is true,
but almost alr took the form of reraxing ord requirements
rather than imprementing new progirams...for the most
part, the changes are very much the product of the period
that has been critical of old traditions and ancient
requirements yet rargely devoid of new visions for
educatíonal reform. (in KeIIer, !982, p. 36)

True and lasting change requíres fundamental structural
reorganization of curricurum at alr levels of instruction. A

reform must be proposed that originates from a sorid
philosophic base, that provides a learning process that
continually redefines itself, that focuses on thinking, and

that is logical, reasonable and effective.
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According to schubert (i.986), most of the current
curricurum designs are, fundamentarly, varÍatíons of the model

generated by Tyler in lg4g. The four questions presented by
Tyler focus on four distinct areas of instructional design:

1. what educationar purposes shourd the schoor seek to
attain?

2- How can learning experiences be selected which are
likely to be usefur in attaining these objectives?

3. How can learning experiences be organized for
effective instruction?

4, How can the effectiveness of learning experiences be

evaluated? (p. 1)

Essentially, Tyrer's curricurum design focuses on the
organization of what to think. rt is assumed in this type of
educationar organization that the student is an empty vessel
into which knowledge can be poured by the teacher. "The
result of such assumptions in educatíonal practice is to
regard the pupÍI as an essentialry passive materiar to be

mourded by the treatment" (Eisner, rg7g, p. 16). rt is the
educational- perspective that Freire (i.975) refers to as:

the banking concept of education, in which the scope of
action allowed to students extends only as far as

receiving, filing and storing the deposits....education
thus becomes an act of depositing, in which students are
depositories and the teacher is the depositor. (p. l-3s).
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"Futurists tetr us that we are riving in the midst of a

profound revolution that most people are not even aware of,,
(combs, 1981, p. 369). Humankind as a species is experiencing
an rrinformation explosion" in which the general population is
exposed to more information than it is capabre of
acknowledging, 1et alone processing. The world is rapidry
changing, yet the educationar system seems irr prepared to
keep stride with the pace of that change: it appears that
educational curricura are fairing to meet the changing needs

of students. Hodder (1994) observes that "evidence of the
existence of oppression in the pubric schoor is Índicated by
such phenomenon [sic] as the high school drop-out rate, the
demands of more rerevance, and the farling levers of literacy,,
(p. 48). According to Callwood (!ggT) one third of Canadian

high school students drop out of school and five mirrion
canadians are considered to be functionarly irlÍterate.
current periodicars report that youth "now in their teens and

20's....wilI be the first [group of young peopre]
since.. -.those born LBzz-Lg4z to be ress corlege-educated than
its Isic] predecessors" (Newsweek, April 1S, 1991, p. 66).

I^lhy is it that education often hampers personar change in
the individual and obscures rather than crarifies the need to
question existing conditíons and realities? Greene (1g74) has

discussed how this process of disenchantment begins.
rt seems evident that schools encourage irnmersion,

deliberately or unthinkingly. The school creates the
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kind of rearity that absorbs those within it and thereby
serves to submerge consciousness. This fundamentally, is
the nature of the oppression they impose. This is what
makes it so difficult for people to learn how to learn.
(p. z4)

This observation is echoed by Bowers (1-974) who states
that:

when the individual experiences arienation he is ress
abre to use his freedom in an autonomous and constructÍve
manner- The feering of meaninglessness or apathy that he
experiences also cuts him off from seeing possible
choices that can be made. In effect, the existential
mode that we associate with being alienated tends to
restrict imagination and erodes one,s will to act. (p.
76)

As concerned educators, we must ask ourserves what can be
done to herp students in the 1990,s to develop usefur skil's
that wiII promote their intellectua1, academic, and social
success now, and in the future. For decades, the primary
curriculum question facing most practitioners of education has
been the question of what; most specificaliy deliberations
seem centred upon what should be taught, the content.
Arthough research challenging the varidity of this paradigm of
organization exists in ample supply, the fact remains that
onry a smarl proportion of that information is reaching the
school system at the grass roots rever. perhaps in the manner
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of schwab's ( l-969 , 'J,97o ) practicar paradigm f or curriculum

inquiry, which identifies a need to be concerned with how

curricurum development shourd proceed, the primary curriculum
questions should ask:

How should education proceed in order to become more

relevant?

How can educational systems expand

effectively without becoming redundant?

and develop

How can curricula be best organized to enable young

people to gain a better understanding of their world and

their personal connection with that world?

Educational institutions are not neutrar states. Alr
choices made by administrators and teachers are subjective
actÍons that serve a purpose. often these actions are

presented as objective facts or 'taken-for-granted' rearities.
Empowerment for students begins wíth the ability to recognize

and then to understand the mechanics of this dangerous

existence, obscured subjectivity, that pervades most

educationar environments. rn some cases, according to Doyre

(1989), this understanding will require probing "the
discrepancies between dominant versions of reality and the

lived experience of subordinate groups" (p. 7).
It is also necessary to empower individuals by placing

more emphasis on ídentifiabry subjective areas of the

curricurum and on the rerationship of experience to knowledge.

rt is important that individuars learn to place varue on their
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personar experience and that in some wây, the experience can

provide a bridge into the understanding of new information.
I,{hire it is important to enabre individuars to gaÍn a sense of
contror over personar and sociar environments, it is arso

important that these individuars have some sense of history
and vision for the future that wirl motivate them to action.

considering the transitory nature of knowledge and

technology, the education system needs to place more emphasis

on the discovery and the analyzing of information rather than

on the filing and retrieving functions emphasized in current
curriculum organization. A concerted effort must be made to
identify and develop curricula that explores and examines the
manner in which information is generated and transferred.

rt is unlikely that the rapid advancement of technology
and information will be arrested, therefore human beings must

prepare for life-long learning to avoid the gridlock of
professionar and industriar redundancy. rt wirr be necessary

to develop skilrs that will enabre them to gather, process and

generate information, and to adapt to a changing sociar and

professional environment. Public school currÍcula should be

organized in a manner that wirr support and enrarge this goal.
students should be developing knowredge that wirl aid them in
the understanding of their changing world and that wiLr enabre

them to adapt and to flourish within new contexts.
rt is clear that serious attention needs to be focused on

the state of public school education which is at present in
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urgent need of curricurum redeveropment in order to escape

redundancy. rt is also crear that those in positions of
authority to change and implement program development contínue

to ascribe to past methods of curricurum organization. At
present the wave is flowing in the direction of accererated

development of technology bases in the schools. The bias in
our culture toward reason, science, and technology is
refrected in the organization of curricula in public schoors.

The current trend ín curriculum development places an emphasis

on the development of fundamental skí]ls within the context of
the acquisition of advanced operatíon of technotogy. How can

we know what skills can be considered fundamentar, given the
rapid technological advancement of the society in which ró¡e

live? How can the school system make craims to be supplying
students with advanced technorogy when budgets are being
restricted and technology becomes redundant almost as soon as

it is manufactured? rt is time for educatíonar policy makers

and curriculum developers to stop responding to the obvious

deficits in the pubric schoor curricurum structure in a

quantitative manner. The quarity of curricurum offering must

change if the public school system is to address fundamental

probrems of twentieth century educationar institutions,
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CHAPTER TWO

Analytic Review of Documentary Data:

Theoreticar considerations for a paradigm shift
Lve Th ilo

rs it possible to change the quarity of education; is it
reasonabre to consider the possibirity of fundamentar

curriculum restructuring? change becomes a reasonabre
expectation if the means for that change can be envisioned as

attainable.

consideration then must be given to the deveropment and

to the implementation of a curricurum based on the concept of
how to think? This curricurum would be organized around a

learning process, a thinking process, that wourd emphasize the
basic human need to make sense of the world. This learning
process would need to adopt both critical and refrective
aspects of thought and to provide an intellectual vehicle for
transition from thought to action. students could begin to
understand why the worrd has become what it is and wourd be

adequately prepared to make necessary changes. The process
should also be structured in a way that the principres of the
process can be applied internally, in order to ensure thÍs new

process against dogmatism and redundancy.
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Practitioners and theorists in the field of drama, in
education would be abre to identify featurês of this proposed

learning process in the processes and methods commonry used in
the drama crassroom. As an experienced instructor of drama r
have consistently observed learning patterns emerge from the
practicar work done by drama students. colreagues at River
East collegiate have confirmed that the effects of learning
processes used in drama have extended into other areas of
students' learning. Altered behaviour ín students includes a
more extensive use of vocaburary, an increased abirity to
focus on divergent tasks, and a generar increase of curiosity.

The merits and benefits of dramatic education are werl
known to those who instruct in, theorize about, or study the
subject. However to those beyond that group, the subject has

been viewed as either an art or an option, neither of which

are considered to be of much importance to the core of
curriculum study. creativity is a process that cannot be

adequately exprained through rationar discourse. There is a

tendency for those who subscribe to the tenets of the school
of ratíonaI thought to oversimprify the definition of non-
logical concepts as iIlogical.

Although documentation of the subject of drama in
education is extensíve, particularly in the area of
psychology, methodorogy, and pedagogyt very littre research or

'The working definition
this paper is provided in
Definitions on page L5.

of the terrn drama for the purpose
Chapter One under the heading

of
of
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writing exists to provide a sorid philosophicar basis for
drama in educati.on. Curricul-um guides have províded

Ínformation that in theory should establish drama as firrnry
rooted in the socio-politicar goals of pubric education.
However in practice, this is not the case. Part of the
problem can be traced to the drama/theatre dichotomy that has

existed from the time that drama was introduced into the
public school system. The fact that drama and theatre as

subjects in the school system deveroped very different
mandates, promoted a vastly different psychology and utilized
vastry contrasting instructionar approaches has served to
undermine the cause for drama in education. The nature of
this dichotomy and its effects on the development of drama in
education wilt be dÍscussed at rength in a later chapter. rn
much the same way that proponents of progressive education in
the 1920's undermined themselves by fairing to resolve
internal confrict within the movement by adopting an either/or
stance toward the movement's future direction, drama educators
have effected the same difficurties for the cause of drama in
education.

rn dramatic study, students begin with what they know and

they move into previousry unknown areas through interaction
with other students, guidance from the teacher/instructor, and

through the examination of and ref lection on their or^rn

experience. The more the students experÍment with their
knowledge through the variety of dramatic techniques available
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in the drama classroom, the greater the students' range of
knowledge and experience becomes. Arthough this process is
not necessarily rinear in nature, there is constant shift and

change occurring within the individuar as a resurt of that
individual' s interactíon with information experienced through
dramatic processes. This focus, the students' personal
experience and understanding (what is known), is viewed as a
starting point for rearning that wílr eventualry take the.m

beyond the limitations of their colrective knowredge and

experience.

Many drama educators discover the powerfur effect of
dramatic training on a student's learning capacity,
discoveries that are reflected in the volumes of information
that describe and encourage the promotion of drama as an art
and as a methodorogy. Art theorists incrude drama in their
arguments claiming that arts in education can have a more

direct and powerful infruence on individuars than other
disciplines as it is based in creative and divergent thought
and production (Eisner Lg7Z, ]-979; Ewens j_ggg; Keister 1985;

Lowenferd L968, l9'Io; MacGregor 1994). An extensive body of
work exists in which art and drama theorists and educators
have developed convincing arguments for the incrusion of arts
(drama) in the curricurum by merit of the importance of arts
to the human condition. However, there is stirl a need for
research that explains the importance of the arts and,
specific to thÍs thesis, the importance of drama in terms of
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relevant, gieneralist phirosophy. HodsoI (19sg) indicates the
need for more research in the arts, specificarly with
reference to the manner in which ". . . rearning in the arts
broadens perspectÍve, gives a sense of the human condition,
and fosters reasoning ability" (p. 13).

How does one find the philosophy and the words to
transmit the importance of a subject whose merits often extend
beyond the limitations of words to those to whom the subject
of drama is unfamiliar or compretery foreign? The decísion
was made to examine the theories and concepts of generalist
education philosophers in order to locate if it existed, an

educational philosophy that resisted the idea of curriculum as

a set of predetermined activities reading to specific and

predetermined ends and that praced emphasis on the learner's
experience. The quest began with an exproration of theorists
who served as pioneers for progressive child-centred
curricurum phírosophies of educatÍon: Rousseau, pestarozzi,
Kant, Hegel, Herbart, Froebel. The work of these theorists
and phirosophers all prace emphasis on the individuar needs of
a student, an emphasis that was later continued in the work of
educatÍonar philosophers associated with the progressive
educatÍon movement. It râras through this explorative
progression that r discovered the line of thought generated by
the philosophies of Dewey and perpetuated in the work of
Kilpatrick, Rugg, and Shumaker.
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A highry originar thinker, Dewey promoted an educational
philosophy of consciousry constructed physical and

intellectual motion that created an experiential continuum: a

process that emphasized a continual experience/reflection
cycle of thought. over the decades Dewey has become an

extremery enigmatic and misunderstood philosopher, generally
due to misinterpretation of his theories by other theorists.
The power of his insight Ínto the process of thinking provides
the necessary philosophic base from which to proceed with the
exploration of dramatic study as a means of developing higher
thinking ski1ls.

For Dewey (1910) the development of questioning abirities
is the core of learning, rather than simply existing as a

branch of learning strategy, and it required intense focus and

continual attention. Dewey posits thinking as "inquiry,
investigation, turning over, probing or derving into, so as to
find something new or to see what is arready known in a

different right. rn short, it is questioning" (p. 265).

Deweyrs philosophy of education promoted learning as a
vítar and exciting experience in itserf, ân active process of
discovery that wourd take students from what they know about
life into the uncharted and the unknown. Dewey berieved in
living intensely in each moment, absorbing and experiencing as

much as was offered at a particular tíme and prace. He wourd

later reflect on that experience in order to extract ress
immediate and emotional meanings from the experience in favour
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of more Ínterpretive and affective meaningrs. Hook (Lg66) | an

advocate of Dewey's philosophy, states that, ',this effect may

be measured by the extent to which the tearner sees meaning in
his present experience, reacts to its possible leads and

interpretations, and thus prepares himserf to understand
better, and to some degree contror, future experience,, (p.
1-34). Dewey believed in first experiencing the moment, and
then in reflecting upon it.

Through a continuar process of experiencing empiricar
reality (concrete) and then reflecting upon that experience
(abstract) to gain both deductive and inferentiar scope of the
experienced information or sensation, individuals propel
themserves outside their origÍnar range of experience and
understanding. Dewey (19i.0) suggests that arl inference
impries a reap of faith as it moves the thinker beyond that
which is known as empirical fact to a "suggestion that is
aroused by what is seen and remem-bered." (p. 96). This in
turn leads individuars back towards a nameabre concrete
experience in whích the inference may be appried. ',Abstract
thought is imagination seeing famiriar objects in a new right
and thus opening new vistas in experience. Experiment forlows
the road thus open and tests its permanent value,, (Dewey,

l-91-0, p. 2OZ).

Deweyls (1-910) educationar vision and phirosophy displays
a tremendous respect for the thought process. He states that,
"whire we cannot rearn or be taught to think, we do have to
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rearn how to think werr, especiarry how to acquire the generar
habÍts of reflecting" (p. 35). He believed that, ,,reflective

thÍnking" is distinct from other forms of thought in that it
"involves (1) a state of doubt, hesitation, perplexity, mental
difficulty, in which thinking orÍginates, and (z) an act of
searching, hunting, inquírirg, to find material that will
resorve the doubt, settre and dispose of the perprexity" (p.
t2), Dewey conceíved that "reflectÍve thinking" was thought
directed toward the sorution of an identified problem or task.
The directing force of "refrective thinking" was essentially
the same as that of scientific inquiry. Dewey defines his
vision of the fundamental nature of scientífic experimentation
by stating a belief that the child and the scientist had much

in common. He says that "the native and unspoiled attitude of
childhood, marked by ardent curiosity, fertire imagination,
and love of experíential inquiry is near, very near to the
attitude of the scientific mind" (Dewey, i.910, preface).
Although most of Dewey's thoughts and ideas on education were
generated for and tested in educationar environments for very
young students (the Laboratory school of the university of
chicago), they are equarly appricabre to the education of high
schoor students and adult rearners because they are not bound

by age-specific parameters. Dewey's theories provide a

methodology of thinking, rather than the focus on content that
generally requires age-specificity to be appropriate and

effective.
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The experÍmentar quarity that Dewey identifies as a base

for the "reflective thought" process provides a usefur
structure with which to process information, to come to new

insíghts and to discover neur facts. The process of
"reflectÍve thinkíng" promotes divergent thinking, thereby
encouraging individuals to stretch the limits of their
intellectual abirities by examining and deveroping many

alternatives to a given task or problem.

Abstracting gets the mind emancipated from conspicuous
familiar traits that hord it fÍxed by their very
famíIiarity. Thereby it acquires ability to dig
underneath the already known to some unfamiriar property
or relation that ís interrectuarly much more significant
because it makes possible a more anarytic and nore
extensíve inf erence. (Dewey, 1,9L0, p. ZOl-)

rf one is to think reflectÍveIy, one must start with a

concept, question or idea; a hypothesis must be formurated,
information gathered and examined and fínar1y, the information
tested and concrusions drawn. rt is important to note that
the conclusion that one arrives at is not the only conclusion
that courd be made, but is the best conclusion at an
identified point given the particular arrangement of
information. At another time, that same índivídual's
experimentation with the sa¡ne problem might resurt in a

radically different conclusion.
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Knowredge is not static, since nothing remains untouched
by change. "Reflective thinking" reminds us of the rerativity
and transience of information. The development of "reflective
thinking" skills would enable individuals to make sense of the
change around them and to begin to control the degree to which
external change could affect them. The process of "reflectíve
thinking":

enabres us to direct our activities with foresight and to
pran according to ends-in-vi.ew, or purposes of which we

are aware....it enables us to know what vre are about when

we act- rt converts action that is merely appetitive,
brind and impursive into intetrigent action. (Dewey,

19L0, p. L7)

Deveroping the capacity for "refrective thinking,' enabres
individuals to become activery invorved in their lives, to
take responsibirity for decision-making and the manner in
which they interpret information. Dewey (19L0) uses
experimentar thinkíng and scientif ic reasoning interchangeabry
and berieves both to be "conjoint processIes] of anarysis and

synthesís. . . .discrimination and identification" (p. 192).
Active participation is required in order to draw personarry
rerevant meaning from impersonal fact, Thínking werl provides
the individual with a sense of freedom from external
conditioning.

Genuine freedom, in short, is interrectual: it rests in
trained power of thought, in ability to ,turn things
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. over', to rook at matters deriberatery, to judge whether
the amount and kind of evidence requÍsite for decision is
at hand, and if not, to terl where and how to seek such
evidence. (Dewey 1910, p. 90)

Dewey (1-938) observed that human beings rive ,,in a worrd
of persons and things which in large measure Ís what it is
because of what has been done and transmitted from previous
human activities" (p. 39). He issues a reminder that events
in social and poritical history have not occurred Ín a vacuum.
AlI present social structures exist as monuments to the manner

and the nature of that whích has occurred in the past. ,'The

new facts and new ideas thus obtained become the ground for
further experiences in which new probrems are presented. The

process is a continuous spíral. The inescapabre linkage of
the present with the past" (Dewey, 1938, p. 7g). The

attainment of knowledge is to be viewed, not as an end in
itserf but as a continuum by which to evorve broader and

deeper knowledge about the worrd and one's own existence.
Progress is "the process....of creation and constant
reformation of character. hJhile immediatery concerned with
the practicar probrems of everyday rife, it is arso, and more

importantly, the evolutionary source of personality,, (smith,
1-980, p. 152).

Dewey (1-9L0) berieved that it is necessary for thought to
conmence and conclude within the realm of the concrete in
order to quarify as a comprete process and that the varue of
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an educatíve process could be measured in the degree to which
it promoted new experiences in the future (p. 1g4). His
intellectual ideal is progression through the synthesis and

development of thoughts and ideas the creation of " [a]
philosophy [of thought] that wourd provide continuity instead
of fragmentation" (smith, L980, p. 143). John Dewey believed
in refrective change and progress for purpose; not in change

for the sake of change. "only deduction or reasoning brings
out and emphasizes consecutive relationships, and onry when

rerationships are held in view does learning become more than
a miscellaneous scrap bag" (Dewey, i-9i-0, p. 1g5). He real-ized
the importance of understanding things past in order to
understand the nature of things present.

Dewey's concept of "refrective thinkíng", centred in
experience and emphasizing refrection as a means of drawing
affective meaning from the experience, disprays a

characteristic common to rehearsar processes and to other
activitÍes offered through the study of drarna an intense
focus on an immediate experience, forrowed by a period of
reflection that wilr serve as a preparation for future
activity. This paraller provided a starting point from which
to generate the theory necessary to present drama as an

important means of generating higher thinking skirrs.
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The next phase in the process of theory generation
dictated a need for the development or creation of a vehicle
from which elements of "ref1ective thinking" could. be

directed. This seemed to impry a need for discovering or
defining a theory that courd be fused or combined with
"reflective thinking" and that wourd be directed at gaining
understanding of the way in which the worrd operates; the way

in which meaning is attained from information. The pursuit of
theorists and philosophers that extended from Dewey's

intellectual lineage lead to the exproration of educationar
theories generated by the existentiarist phirosopher Greene
('L967 , 1973, r97B) . This in turn Ied to the examination of
the theories of present day educationar philosopher c.A.
Bowers. Bowers's concept of "communicative competencê,,,

directed at the understanding of the ontology of social
structure, provides a vehicre for the application of
"reflective thinking" to the study of drama.

rn the manner of Dewey, Bowers subscribes to a berief in
the power of the past to provide insight into the present;
however, Bowers extends his berief into the examination of the
ontology of social structure. Bowers (1987) exprores the ,,use

of historicar perspective to de-objectify knowredge" (p. B9),
and studies the manner in which beliefs, rures and concepts
that become "taken-for-grantêd", limit and define human rives
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and perpetuate existing sociar structures. His concern is
with the human condition and the state of the environment.

These concerns lead him to suggest that the educational system

adopt a sociology-of-knowledge-based theory of education
directed to the understanding of origins and constraints of
our society. His vision of the sociology of knowredge theory
is borrowed from that of Berger and Luckmann (L967) who assert
that "the rerationship between knowledge and its social base

is a dialectical one, that is, knowredge is a sociar product
and knowredge is a factor in social change" (p. gz) Bowers's
hope is that, once empowered with the knowredge of this sociar
ontology, indivíduals and groups wirl be moved to affect
change in an active manner.

Bowers (l-987) acknowledges communication as "the medium

through which we acquire our conceptuar maps that enable us to
operate in everyday society" (p. 31). By means of the
innately sociarizing propertÍes of communication, particularly
the use of verbal language, individuals learn to develop
thought and behaviour patterns that wirl arrow them to fit
into society. sapir (lg49) stresses the importance of
recognizing and deveroping an understanding of the non-verbar
forms of language to the socÍalization process.

The i.mportance of the unformurated and unverbar ízed
communications of society is so great that one who is not
intuitively familiar with them is rikery to be baffred by

the signifícance of certain kinds of behaviour, even if
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he is thoroughly aware of their external forms and of the
verbal symbols that accompany them. (p.106)
rt is important, however, to note the powerful duality of

the sociarízing process. Through socialization, human beings
expand and evolve personal beriefs about the world, but we are
also limíted by the social codes of the society in which we

are a member. Benda ( j-959) states that ,lreality becomes a

meaningful part of consciousness only through a ringuistic
interpretation of the rearity-contact" (in ú,Iorff , Tg7s, p.
29) - ['Je cannot rearn about thÍngs that are not availabre to
us- rf this contradictory nature of sociarization is not
revealed to students, they may not discover that while
socialization has "the power to liberate thought and
faciritate the communication of new ídeas to others, it is
arso a binding force that may prevent peopre from seeing how

their lives are shaped by sociar conventions,, (Bowers, rgg7,
p. 31) .

Mannheim (i-9s6) states that in addition to becoming aware
of the selective quality of social reality, individuars must
become aware of the interpretive quarity that exists in the
transmission of knowledge.

Each act of transmission sifts, interprets, and serects
certain elements from past experience. one cannot
properly visualize this interpretive process without the
concurrent sociar selection which takes place as a new

generation accepts or modífies the accumuration of the
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ord. The transmission of thought is basicatry a phase in
the succession of generation. rt is the anarysis of this
succession which ilruminates the continuity or
discontinuity of thought. (p. B3)

Mannheim's statement echoes the thoughts of Dewey with
reference to the continuity of social existence as he notes
the past/present interconnection of patterns of thought.
However an awareness of this continuity of ideas and beriefs
is not necessarily enough to alter or eriminate the resurting
structures.

Bowers identifies the importance of developing

"comnunicative competence" if one is to possess the culturar
riteracy necessary to identify these origins. possession of
cultural J.Íteracy implies the ability to identify the ontology
of a given society's "deep structure", particularry those of
one's o$rn native culture. Awareness of a corrective past is
onry the preriminary stage of any true understanding of the
origins of the social structures have come to be taken-for-
granted.

rn order to continue the discussion, it is necessary to
distinguish Bowers' definition of the term "communicative
competence" from three other defínitions in general
circulation.

The most corrunon definition of the term "communicative
competence" is that used by researchers and practitioners in
the field of English as a second Language studíes (ESL).
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According to Krassen (198i-) this usage of the term "impries an

ability in human rearners to intuit the granmar of the
language when exposed to it in meaningful contexts" (p. 28).
This definition identifies the extra-linguistic or meta_

linguistic factors involved with the development of effective
communication in a second language. rn order to attain a high
degree of "communicative competence", individuars must become

abrare of the socio-curtural dimensions of the language in
which they seek to become proficient. The acknowredgement of
"comrnunicative competence" as a factor in the effectiveness of
ESL learning situations has identified a need for
interactional process with the context of the.rearning, rather
than simpry an isorated ringuistic exercise in the EsL

classroom.

The second more common use of the term "communicative
competence" is associated with chomsky (i.965) who uses the
term to define the language potentiar of a person. He makes

the distinction between linguistic competence and the actual
linguistic performance of an individuar, between the
theoreticar linguistic knowledge the individuar possesses and

the ability to appry that knowledge on a practical lever.
chomsky concentrates on the development of an abstract system
of generative rures that the competent speaker needs to
possess in order to participate in the communication process
(Thompson, 1981-, p. 90).
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The working definition of the term "communicative
competence" as utilized by Habermas (1968) pararlels chomsky

in the thought that 'ringuistic competence' and 'ringuistic
performance' are separate concepts. Giddens (1977) suggests
that linguístÍc performance refers to that which the speaker
is actuarry saying, while ringuistÍc competence indicates an

ideal-tlpicar representation of the speakerls capabirities (p.
143). l^lhiIe "Chomsky is concerned with the monological skÍIls
of language-speakers, Habermas [ 's concern is] with the
conditions underlying the sustaining of dialogue" (Giddens,

1977, p. l-43). Habermas extends chomsky's contention beyond
linguistic competence and exprores the importance of mastering
the contextuar features in which interaction rearry occurs
(Giddens, 1-977, p. 143).

Habermas' sociar theories emerged essentiarry from his
reflections on the nature of cognition, the structure of
sociar inquiry and the normative base of sociar ínteraction
(Mccarthy, L978). He uses the theories of chomsky and other
ringuists of rike thought (winch, wittgenstein, Gadamer) as a
point of departure for his theories on the socio-ringuistic
nature of the definitive structure of interpretive
understanding. His examination features "a further
radicalization of reflectíon on the conditions of ínterpretive
understanding, one that thematizes precisery what is taken for
granted in htinch's ringuistic version" (Mccarthy, rgTBt p.
168). According to Habermas, the concept of "communicative
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competencerr as an extension beyond ringuistic competence,

demands of the speaker not only the ability to dísp1ay
effective production of grammaticarry correct spoken ranguage,
but an ability:

to serect propositionar content in such a way that he

represents...an experÍence or fact (so that the hearer
can share the knowledge of the speaker);

to express his intentions in such a way that the
linguistic expression accuratery renders what is meant

(so that the hearer can trust the speaker); and

to carry out a speech act in such a way that it
satisfies recognized norms or accepted self-images (so

that the hearer can agree with the speaker in these
values. (Habermas in McCarthy, 1_978. p. ZBO)

According to Mccarthy ( 1978), Habermas' theory of
"com¡nunÍcative competence" is "an attempt to make good this
craim Iof the possibirity of universar pragmatism] by
reconstructing the normative basis of speech as a system of
'unÍversar and necessary' validity claims,' (p. zg7). Arthough
Habermas' theory of "co¡nmunicative competence" implies a

broader apprication to symbors of meaning other than spoken
language, rnost of his discourse concerning the theory refers
to the use of spoken language and the nature of the
interaction that takes p1ace.

Bowers (1987) acknowredges borrowing the term
'rconmunicative competence" from Habermas. However, he
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considers the Habermas formuration of the concept overry
abstract. He defines "communicative cornpetence" as an

"individuar ability to negotiate meanings and. purposes instead
of passively accepting the social realities defined by
others.... tit isl the abirity to read or decode the taken-for_
granted assumptions and conceptual categories that underlie
the índividua|s worrd of experience" (p. z). curturar maps

are provided by any given society to guide Índividuals toward
an awareness of "basic cultural assumptions.... Iregarding]
human progress, the nature and purpose of work, the rights
associated with indÍvidualism, the distribution of wealth, and

our view of technology" (Bowers, !987, p. L). The deveropment

of "communicative competence" wilt enabre indíviduars to
understand the language and ideology that exists within the
framework of the curturar maps by which we pattern our lives.
The Bowers definitÍon of the term is more concrete but
suggests a kind of internar socratic dialogue concerning
rerationships with the manifestations of society's status quo.

"comnunicative competence" therefore is an active pursuit
requiring a curiosity about the way ín which the worrd works.

rt is Bowers' berief that this curiosity would read to a

recognition of those areas of existing culture in need of
change and to subsequent action in the direction of that
change. what rore can the educatíon system pray in the
development of this curiosity that wirr read to the
development of Bowers' concept of "comrnunicative competence,,?
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Next to the home, the school is a primary source of
socializatíon for young people. students need access to
learning situations in which they can discover the reasons why

society is the way it is. Bowers states that the school
system is in the position to make a number of unique
contributions towards the deveropment of "comnunicative
competence" in young peopre. rt can provide opportunities for
students to access knowledge about cultural traditions and

opportunities that woul-d enabre them to gain an understanding
of curtural forces that foster change. rn addition, the
school system could provide students with a method of thinking
that wourd enable them to see decisions in terms of
rerationships, continuÍties, disjunctions, and. trade-offs
(Bowers, L987, p. z). Howeverr ês students gain an awareness

of the emancipatory character of thinking and communicating,
they also need to deverop an awareness of the covert manner in
which ranguage is used to contror and rimit thoughts and

actions. According to Bowers, if students are to
'problematize' and then 'relativize' existing social_
conditions, they must understand that the components of
existing sociar codes are of human construction. This wirr
help them to understand the origins of the culture in which
they exist and how culturar construction, once identified as

such, may be chaltenged and altered by the power of human

thought and its subsequent actÍons. when this happens
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individuals wí1I be empoh¡ered with knowledge that wilI enable
them to affect change.

Bowers (1-987) credits Neo-Marxist educators for their
powerful analysis of "the school's role in maintaining the
hegemonic culture" (p. 54). However, he notes that they have

not been abre "to develop a theory of education that addresses
the broader educationar goars....or the specifics of what
teachers shourd do in the crassroom" (p. s5). He also
addresses the lack of a cohesive definitíve phirosophy within
the school of thought characterized by "the varied and often
contradictory reform proposals that individual Marxists have

supported" (p. 55). He dismisses the concept of the
oppression-free individual as somewhat neoromantic in nature
and an impossibility. His assertion is that individuals who

are capabre of communicating within the constraints of a given
sociar order are arready 'oppressêdr' sÍmpry by virtue of
their skirr ín communicating freery. The abirity to use
ranguage necessitates the encoding of the indívidual,s
consciousness with the lived culture's "schemes of
perception, its exchanges, its techniques, its values, the
hierarchy of its practices" (Bowers, 1982, p. 38).

Bowers' theory of "comrnunicative competencer" directed at
the understanding of the way in which taken-for-granted rures,
beliefs and concepts define and perpetuate human existence,
provides a direction and a scope for the use of "refrective
thinking. " The applicatÍon of "reflective thinking,, to the
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study of cultural symbols as meaning and to the study of both

the potential and the limitations of verbal language, creates

the possibility of a deeper understanding of the symbols

(verba1, visual and abstract) that define an individual's
real ity.

Re f lective-Communi cat í on

As stated earlier, there is an identifíed need to develop

a curriculum based on how to think so that human beings may

begin to understand why the world has become what it is a

curricurum that will embrace a theory of knowledge recognizing

the basic human need to make sense of the worrd. This theory

of knowledge must adopt both criticar and refrective aspects

of thought and provide an intellectual vehicle for transition
from thought to action. The theory shourd arso have within
its structural functions, a means for internal applÍcation of
the process, thereby insuring against redundancy and

dogmatism.

The concept of REFLECTIVE-COMMUNICATION has been

developed out of the principles of "reflective thinking" as

described by Dewey and the prÍncipres of "communicative

competence" as defined by Bowers. rt has also been informed

by the philosophies of Critical Theory.

REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN operates from the basic premise

that all components of existing sociar codes are of human
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construction. Therefore, anything of human construction,
incruding ideotogy, can be re-structured to suit existing
worrd views or even dismantred in the case óf redundancy.

That ideology forms the basis for the cultural maps that
define and shape the directíon of a particular society.
Arthough language is not the only transmitter of ideology in
our soci€ty, it is a prímary source of this transmission. The

pobrer lies in the fact that ranguage contributes both to the
overt and the covert transmissíon of the ideology. The

rearity that we experience cannot be defined in simple terms
as the appearance of our worId, but rather "Ís created by
communication among persons ¡ d process known as

intersubjectivery constituted meaning. Thís process both
depends on and contributes to historicar, political and social
context" ( Schubert, 1996, p. tBZ) .

REFLECTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN is a four step theory_based
process that advocates what Dewey (j.93e) wourd identify as a
means-ends continuum: beginning in EXPERTENCE the process
IEAdS tO REFLECTION WhiCh iNfIUENCES ORIENTATION ALTERATION

and which finarJ.y shifts to the stage of coNcRETE REAtrzATroN.

rt is a process in which thought and action are inseparabre
parts of a continually evolvÍng state of existence.
REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN is a process that extracts from the
individual both personar and sociar responsibirity through a

continuum of reflection-based activity. practitioners ôf
theory should dwel1 neither ín abstract nor in concrete realms
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of thought excrusively, but rather wirr experience a constant
transition from one state to the other.

REFLECTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN is identifiabre as a social
theory as defined by the Frankfurt school (criticar Theory) as

it is in part an investigation of "the beriefs agents have

about their society....tandl the 'sociar knowredge' which is
part of that reality" (Geuss, 198L, p. 56). simirarly, it
operates with the expectation of a social theory in that it
"asserts that these agents 'ought' to adopt and act on the
criticar theory where the 'ought' is the 'ought' of
rationality" (Geuss, i-981r p. s7). However it does not
maintain the notion herd by critical theorists that "by
refrecting they [Índividuals] come to realize that their form
of consciousness is ideorogicalry false and that the coercion
from which they suffer is self-imposed" (Geuss, 1981, p. 61).
The REFLECTTON phase of REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN Ís the part
of the process in which EXPERIENCE is examined for affective
meaning.

The continuum outrined as the process that defines
REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN can essentially start at the point of
EXPERTENCE or at point of REFLEcrroN. However, for the sake

of this discussion, the process wÍrl start with the actuar
EXPERIENCE.

The commencement of the REFLECTIVE-COMMUNICATION process

demands that the individuar maintain an Íntensery conscious
connectíon to the moment in progresS. rt is necessary to
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attempt to embrace, to absorb, and to record arr aspects of
the present experience without judgÍng or evaluating the
situation. The individual must be furry functioning and

focused only on the present moment. This ís much easier said
than done, given the accererated pace of twentieth century
living. However, if one is to rearn from the moments that
make up a life-time, it is necessary to become aware of what

those moments offer. rndividuars must approach the potential
EXPERTENCE in what Greene (j.973) terms a "wide-awake"
condition, that will enable them to view circumstances and

details with the eyes of a stranger.
To take a stranger's vantage point on everyday

reality is to rook inquiringly and wonderingly on

the world in which one rives. rt is rike returning
home from a long stay in some other place. The

homecomer notices detairs and patterns in his
environ¡nent he never saw before. He finds that he

has to think about rocar rituals and customs to
make sense of them once more. For a time he feels
quite separate from the person who is wholry at
home in his ingroup and takes the familiar worrd
for granted. (p. 268)

The conditions of this kind of EXPERTENCTNG echo the
words of Dewey (193s) who said, "t¡tre rive at the time we live
and not at some other time, and. only by extracting at the
present time the fulI meaning of each present experience are
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we prepared to do the same in the future" (p. 4g). Dewey

advocates a Zen-like focus in the present-as the key to
effective lífe experience. This focus on participatíon in the
present is paralrer to what Herrigel (Lg7L) says about
attempting to attain a true Zen state. "unless we enter into
mystic experiences by direct participation, we remain outside,
twist and turn as we might" (p. 9). Learning how to
experience the moment without immediate judgernent and without
attempting to appry accepted idears and attitudes may be one

of the keys for successfulry adapting to the ever-increasi_ng
speed of present life. rntense concentration wílr be required
in order to learn to experience the present in the present, by
focusing on one tense at a time.

The second stage of REFLECTTvE-cot4MUNrcATroN arso
i-ncorporates knowredge generated by Dewey. The REFLECTTON

stage is centred on Dewey's moder for refrective thinking.
once the actuar experience has ceased to exist, or has ended

due to a self-imposed rinear structure, that experience can be

refrected upon to bring about deeper, more affective, meaningis

to the experience. rf the situatÍon to be refrected on is
problematic or íf a confrict has been generated out of the
situation, the application of thought may be oriented toward
a solution- rn a non-problematic situation, the experience
can be probed in order to grean new information, anð./or a ne$r

perspectíve. The nature and scope of this reflection are
extensive- rf guided in the direction of psychorogicat
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ontology, it wirl take on more personar meaningls for the
thinker. rf it ís guided in the direction of sociar ontorogy,
the refrection wilr take on sociar implications. Whi 1e

essentially this stage of the REFLECTIVE-COMMUNICATION borrows

from Dewey's method for a better way to think, this phase is
also shaped by the thinking of Bowers in that the REFLECTTON

can be directed at the understanding of social structures.
Bowers' ideas provide the directed quality that can occur
during this phase of the process. Not arr REFLECTTON wirr
consciously be directed toward the dismantring of sociar
constructs. However, given the fact that alr knowledge is of
human construction, the potentiar for any kind of change

increases with the individual's skirr at REFLECTTON for new

meaning.

rt is not necessary that the information or perspective
gained by the individuar be of an ultimately originar nature
in order to contain important personar meaning for that
individual. t¡Ihat is important is that the individuar in
question has been moved in some way by the experience through
the subsequent reflection of that experience.

This process courd be misconstrued to mean that the
movement suggested is one of a forward linear progression.
This is not necessarÍly so. once one is rereased from a rut,
movement in any direction can be considered progress. The

potential for expansion can be outwards, upwards or inwards.
The objective is that expansion occurs. ThÍs expansion or
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shift in the individuals thinking constitutes the third stage
of the REFLECTIVE-COMMUNICATION process,. ORIENTATION

ALTERATION- Once the individual has consciously REFLECTED on

the EXPERTENCE in order to draw affective meanings, a shift or
oRTENTATTON ALTERATToN occurs simply by nature of the
individuar ídentifying the personal effect of the EXPERTENCE.

At times the effect wirr be intense and immediate, and at
other times the effect may be so subtre that other experiences
will be needed in order to crarify the specific effect.

The fourth stage of the REFLECTIVE-COMMUNICATION process
is CONCRETE REALTZATTON which requires an apprication of the
thought (abstract), which has artered sÍnce the original
experience, to a new actÍon (concrete). Both the oRTENTATTON

ALTERATTON stage and the coNcRETE REALTZATTON stage of the
REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN process borrow from the phirosophy of
Bowers. Bowers berieves that it is important for human beings
to understand the ontorogy of social structures. He states a

need for individuals to become more adept at communication and

more adept at understanding the power of communication
networks in the development and maintenance of societies. He

understands the nature of sociarization and urges others to
become aware of both the emancipatory and the restrictive
nature of ranguage. rt is his belief that human beings take
an active rore in the shaping of theír rives by deveroping a

skirl he names "communicative competence" that woutd enabre
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the person to identify orígins of meaning that define their
realities.

REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN is a process in which
individuals function in a manner responsíble toward themselves
through exploration of their strengths and potential, and. in
a manner responsible toward their society through reasonabre
and respectfur ínteraction with others and with their
environment. Each role serves as a complement and a barance
for the other. one cannot be a trury responsible member of
society who respects others, without respecting oneself.
conversely one cannot be compretery true to oneserf without
treating others to the same respect and freedom.

The contribution of Bowers, to the deveropment of
REFLECTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN, is in his passionate attempt to
inform Índividuals of the why why it is necessary to
maintain an active role in the deveropment of their own rives.
Although he ís very specific in identifying skirls necessary
to achÍeve this, he ís unclear as to how these skirrs witr be

deveroped. Dewey provides the how, in the form of a

questioning process that seeks the purpose of deeper or
broader understanding. There are no guarantees that questions
can be answered compretely, or that solutions can be found.
The goal is rather to develop some form of conclusion based on

the most accurate information available, at that time. Dewey

reminds us that time is a contínuum, as is thought.
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REFLECTTVE-COMMUNrCATION is a process that moves from

individuals' EXPERIENCE to an understanding of the development

of how to question and how to REFLECT upon the EXpERTENCE in
order to gain less immediate more affective knowredge. This
iN tUTN IEAdS tO AN ALTERED ViEW Of ANd ALTERED ORIENTATION

toward specific aspects of. 1ife. Finalry there is an

expectation that the ALTERED ORIENTATION wiII be REALIZED

through the coNcRETE application of nebr ideorogy that wilr
gENCTAtE A NOVEI EXPERIENCE. ThE REFLECTIVE-COMMUNICATION

process is one that focuses on both an individuals' personal

existence in the world and that existence as a part of society
at large. These are not separate states, but rather two

components of a whole.

REFLECTIVE-COMMUNICATION enables individuals to develop

a process that enabres them to decipher information in their
world at literal, symboric and covert revels. rndividuals can

then develop the skirr to move fluidry back and forth from

affective intrapersonal communication (thoughts) to effective
interpersonar communication (interaction with others).

REFLECT IVE - COMMUNI CAT ION encourages cont inua I deve I opment

of practical and intelrectuar knowledge. rt defies an

either/or approach to thinking and learning and assists
individuals in deciphering the fine and hazy shadings of rife
experiences. This process begins as individuars begin to
identify the more covert aspects of sociar development.
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rf human beings learn to question, they can develop

curiosity. This leads to further curiosity which can extend

into aI1 areas of Iife. In developing REFLECTIVE-

coMMUNrcATroN individuals woutd be empowered to extract
personar meaning from their environment instead of becoming

powerless and desensitized within it.

Drama as a Means to Deverop Reflective-conununication

The curriculum base necessary for the empowerment of
human beings through the development of REFLECTTvE-

coMMUNrcATroN process is wetr within the grasp of educational
curriculum developers. À process-directed-at-product

orientation in an arts program can provide the appropriate
environment and process approach that wirl enabre students to
develop REFLECTIVE-COMMUNICATION. Although currently
reregated to a fringe existence in the organization of
curriculum, art subjects (drama, visuar art, music, and dance)

can provide students with an outret for the expression and the
refrection of their experience through a specific medium.

Forms of artistÍc expressÍon have sometimes proven to be more

truth defining than life itserf. As Eisner (1972) states alr
arts "remind us that the act of openingi one's sensibilities to
the environment yierds a reward integral to the nature of life
itserf'' (p. 280). The powerfur learning potentíar of art
subjects 1ie in the fact that the creation of art involves
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both concrete and abstract activity. Drama, and other arts,
can provide illumination, magnification or a challenge to
lived reality.

The dramatic medium possesses a powerful edge over other
arts because dramatic processes and activities contribute to
the development of arl forms of ranguage and in the
development of communication. Atthough not aII dramatic forms
use verbal ranguage (mime, dance-drama) these forms of
dramatic expression present the ranguage of gesture and
feering in a tangibre form. Dance does this as werl, however
in general dance does not extend into the realm of verbar
language except in the most cursory of ways. The art of song-
writing uses ranguage extensivery and often carries deep
meaning through words and music to the audience, but it does
not use the entire human being to create the artistic
expression. The dramatic medium, then, is the only art that
uses the entire human beÍng as an instrument of expression:
body, voice, thoughts, and feerings. This art form, freeting
as it may be, is most rÍke rife itself existing for a time
in a desígnated space. Therefore it is the dramatic art that
offers the most potentiar for the deveropment of REFLECTTVE_

COMMUNICATION. Courtney (j-969) states that:
dramatic education ís an arr-incrusive academic

discipline. rt uses as tools arr branches of learning
that bear upon the dramatic impulse. rt utirizes
ecrectÍcaIry each and every single disciprine into one
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unified body of knowledge so that it
comprehend the nature of experience. (p.

can help us

sB)

Rugg and Shumaker claim that:
drama, more than any other single art, represents an

integration of arl the processes of serf-expression. rt
is at once the most compretery personar, indíviduaristic
and intimate as welr as the most híghry socialized art.
Rich in content, varied in means, it represents also an

effective union of interrect and emotion. (in Mccasrin,
1978, p. 54)

Accordíng to courtney (l_969) dramatic imagination is the
core of arl learning and dramatic education is the means to
educate in an integrative manner. rf the educationar process
is to become rerevant to the rives of twentieth-century
students, the study of drama wírl need to be considered as an

important contributor to that process. o'Neirr (1983) states
that drama must corre to be appreciated for "its intrinsic
value as an educatÍonal activity and its contribution to
Iearning generally,' (p. ZS) .

The concept of drama referred to in this thesis not only
assumes the incorporation of process and product as the
overall artistic experience but focuses on drama as a subject
area, not as a methodology. rt is a personar berief that
drama and theatre in education are both integral parts of the
same whore. A developmentar approach to the study of drama is
then required in order to ensure that students develop the
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skiIls necessary for extensive freedom of expression in
performance.

ff the study of drama is to progress from what the
student knows into areas of the unknown then the acting theory
most useful for this purpose is that which extends from the
rearistic school of performance theory developed by

stanisravsky. rn this schoor of theory acting is considered
to be the expression of a specific view of the human condition
presented through the actions and reactions of charactersr âS

they attempt to achieve objectives within a given time
reference- Due to the fact that high school students are
essentially conservative and rirnited in their views of Iife,
more abstract and avant garde theories shourd only be

introduced at the point in whích students dispray confidence
in the expression of what they do know, if at all. This paper

however is not intended to present an argument for specific
performance theories.

rf drama is introduced as a means of mírroring rife's
vast textures and paces through a realistic style of
performance, then the study of drama can enabre human beings
to view their own culture with the eye of the stranger.
Bowers (L974) states that "part of the difficurty in becoming

aware of one's owrr curture'is that a basis of comparison is
often lacking....Moreover, what has become part of our naturar
attitude is seldom experienced as problematic" (p. 1i.9).
Drama enables the individuar to develop the basis for
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comparison by pointíng up everyday realities. students are
gÍven the opportunity, through the process of rehearsed
improvisation, gienerar rehearsal, the performance, and. through
other dramatic activities includÍng improvisation, to
experiment with situations and confront i-ssues from everyday
life in a laboratory situation. Through the interpretation of
a particurar sítuation in scene work, students begin to view
that situation with a critical eye. They are presented with
a kind of croseup view of a common occurrence in which fine
details and flaws become apparent.

Drama can present individuars with a magnifying glass for
examining situations that are accepted as everyday rearities,
and for examining human conditions that resurt from the
acceptance and perpetuation of those realities. rn their
search for an understanding of the scene content students
begin to questíon the motives and actions of the characters in
the situation. Linnerr (l-985) observes that drama:

can show the indÍviduar, ordinary, ot famous, at criticar
moments in normar rife, ât times of suffering, or of
bereavement, at junctures of heightened ar¡rareness and

moral choice. Most particularly, it can show how peopre

are affected by loss of liberty, intorerance, prejudice
and other fundamental issues. (p. 9)

students are given the opportunity to study the
intricacies, the subtreties, and the contradictions of rife
through invorvement with the characters they are portraying.
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Pubrished prays and/or student-generated scenarios provide
students with a wearth of content to exprore. Through the art
of drama, they have the opportunity to observe and then to
conscíously influence the manifestations of cultural values
that have been "taken-for-granted. "

Discovery and anarysis of what does exist can read to the
discovery of what coutd exist. Bowers' (i_98z) states that
when ". . .taken-for-grantedness prevents a person from
imagining other possibirities, there is no free choice.
similarry, a person wirl not ask to rearn about those aspects
of curture which are already a part of his or her taken-for_
granted rearity" (p. 40). Through the organization of a drama

program designed to help students to question and expand their
experíence, all aspects of culturar definition wourd be

exposed for study.

The study of drama alrows students to experiment with or
create dialogue generating from unfamiliar situations and

personarities. They can experience another point of view and

the imprications of that point of view through the interaction
of their character with other characters. Through the
dramatic experience students are presented with the
opportunity to experience another human beings's life and

attitudes. students can gain perspective on their own lives
by adopting another set of varues and beliefs for a time.
This distance from themserves created by the dramatic
perspective enables students to distance themselves from their
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environment as werr, to see from a dÍfferent view in a manner

required of those seeking cultural literacy. t^tith informed
guidance and enrightened direction, the drama crass
environment can arso provide students with opportunitÍes for
the kind of refrective thought advocated by Dewey.

Drama is a ranguage-rich environment providing students
with a vast arrangiement of opportunity to use verbar and non_

verbal language. verbar language is not onry deveroped
through the actual character work but through the discussÍons
that take place during the process of developing storÍes,
scenes and characters. According to Booth (i.9g?) activity in
the drama class can promote "a wide variety of ranguage useIs]
ín contexts that require furl participation within an

affective/cognitive frame, promoting types of talk important
in encouraging deep-rever thought process, such as

expatiation, negotiation, crarificatÍon, expranation,
persuasion and prediction" (p. 4).

Through the development of language and speech, students
come to a better understanding of the power of words and that,
as Bowers (1987) suggests, "limited language codes constrain
thought and imagínation and serve politicarry to reinforce the
definitions of reality that fit other people's taken-for-
granted beriefs" (p. 59). conversery, they also become aware
of the fact that skilred use of ranguage provides indivÍduals
with a powerfur cataryst to meaningful interaction and

dialogue development. Tough (L977) states that there are
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three factors essentÍal to encouraging children toward their
fullest language potential: "diarogue with an empathetic
adult; opportunities for imaginative play; and an enabríng
environment in which the chird can encounter a variety of
language experiences" (in Booth, 1_98?, p. 6).

Drama can contribute to the quality of students' learning
experiences ín two ways. rt can arlow students a direct
experience drawn from the intensity of their emotional
investment in the materiar they are exproring. rt arso can

provide students with a vicarious experience through
connection with the circumstances and the emotional states of
the character they are portraying. rn both instances the
students are experÍmenting with rife withín the safety of the
drama crass environment. Hodgson and Richards (1g74) claim
that "acting is an experiment in riving.... tand thatl learning
how to live comes through experiencing" (p, 18). They arso
present improvisation as a "means of exproring in which we

create conditions where imaginative group and personal
experience is possibre.'r (p. 1g). Through exploration of
various methods of improvisation students can experiment with
topics and issues that are unfamiriar to them. They are also
faced wíth having to find the language necessary to express
the thoughts and feerings that are generated out of the
confrontation with that topíc or issue, language beyond the
needs of their everyday existence. Through these
opportunities for expanding and developing language skills,
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dramatic activity offers students opportunities to discover a

means of negotiating meaning within their own curture the
opportunity to develop "communicatíve competence.,'

Drama enabres students to create personally meaningful

materiar from a thought or idea and to bring personarly
satísfying meaning to pubrished material being exprored. The

more invorved individuars are with the materiar and the
characters they are portrayÍng, the more meaningfur the
artistic experience wilr be and the more contror they wilr
have over their artistic and personal development. Bowers

(I974) makes the same claim about experiences that individuals
have on a daily basis.

As the person becomes more personalry involved in the
experience he is undergoing, the more consciously active
he becomes; he begins to imagine possibitities, he

experiences a sense of caring about outcomes, and he

begins to take responsibirity for his existence. (p. 76)

Dramatic activities offer students a controrred
environment in which to explore with sociar rores and with the
affective povrer of language. seeley (Lg76) maintains that
drama "offers opportunities both for experimenting with
different sociar rores and rore-relationships, and for
anaryzing theme in terms of the physical ringuistic behaviour
they produce" (p. 13). The drama classroom can offer students
what Bowers (L974) defínes as "a psychosociar moratorium
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whereIby] the student wourd be encouraged to examine his
culture without the fear of punishment" (p. BB).

Activities and experiences available to students within
the drama classroom enable them to extend the boundaries of
their knowredge, their experience and their imagination within
a controlled experimental setting that allows for continuous
experimentation with newly discovered knowredge and for the
imagination of diverse possibirity. Bowers (L9g7) emphasizes

the importance of the power of imagination when he states that
"what cannot be imagined cannot be chosen by the individual"
(p. 47). courtney (L980) also promotes the deveropment of
imagination by stating that "inner Drama is what makes us

human. hJe think 'as if '--we imagine. Then as a resurt we

act, 'as if' . rmagining rets us consider possibility, and it
is this which is uniquely human" (p. i.). Through an exposure

to the dramatic medium the student is given the opportunity to
imagine and to create, to search for different perspectives,
to discover a].ternatives.

Drama as subject, because of it's use of the human being
as an instrument or medium (body, voice, thought, and

feering), and the human condition as its content, has the
potentiar to provide for extensive development of the
REFLECTIVE-COMMUNICATION process. As illustrated, many

dramatic activities and processes are centred in divergent
thinking and in problem solving which invite reflection,

Many
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activities and processes in the dramatic art are also cyclicar
in nature and bear striking resembrance to the stages of
deveropment in the REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN process.
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CHAPTER THREE

Survey Review of Documentary Data

The Drama/Theatre Dichotomv

The subject of drama has the potentiar to provide
opportunities for students to develop higher thinking skirrs
as well as to enhance general cognitive deveropment; skirrs
that wourd be developed within the structure of a drama

program designed to focus on the development of REFLECTTVE-

coMI4uNrcATroN. rt is arso true that not arr drama courses or
programs are rearizing that potential. As Ín the organization
of any curricurum subject, the quarity of the course may vary
according to the situation and the instructor. Judging from

the literature available on the subject, the quarity and

content of drama courses and programs appears to vary
extensivery. A question arises: is this a positive
observation?

rf the subject of drama is, as advocates and proponents

wourd have us believe, a powerfur and essential area of
educational study, vrhy then has drama not been treated. such

and responded to as a meaningfur rearning experience?

The ansu¡er ries in the discussion of the rong-standing
dichotomy of the terms, and concepts, of drama and theatre
within the educational setting. since the inception of
"creative dramatics" (L930) and t'child drama" (1954), drama

educators have been industriousry creating and perpetuating
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what I believe to be an unnatural separation between the drama

experience and the theatre experience in education. rn this
chapter the working definition of the term drama establíshed
for the purpose of this thesis wilr be referred to as

drama/theatre. The terms drama and theatre wirr be discussed
separately in order to explore the nature of the conceptual
rift that exists within the fierd of drama in education.

seemingly confricting or contradictory information
concerning the fundamental tenets of drama/theatre in
education have 1ed to confusion and subsequently to a

contrived demand for instructors of the dramatic art, both
theatre and drama, to support professionar viewpoints that
extract an either/or view of the field. McGregor ( rg76) notes
that:

within the subject there are broad areas of controversy.
These include the debate over whether the educational
varue of drama is experientiar and exprorato,.yt or
whether Ít is valid to work toward performance. some

feel that chird drama has nothing to do with 'showing' or
theatre, whereas others feel that it shourd lead to
theatre. (p. x)

such a controversy, then, creates a situation of Ínternal
unrest among proponents of the subject which in turn is
conveyed to those wíth the power to affect change ín the fietd
of curriculum deveropment. rf its advocates cannot even

collectivery agrree on a working definition for drama/theatre
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in the schoors, why wourd dramatic study be taken seriously as

an essentiar subject area? McGregor (L976) concludes that:
the deep divisions within the drama world have not served
to promote the subject but rather to reinforce the idea
that the present state of drama is muddled and that there
are not firm theoreticar foundations upon which to argue
for the deveropment of the subject in generar. (p. 1g)

A great deal of the brame lies with the advocates,
researchers/ and practitíoners who have continued to
perpetuate the separation of drama and theatre for over
twenty-five years. Robinson (i.ggo) observes that:

for many teachers the distinction between drama and

theatre began as an attempt to bal_ance the varues of
personar expressive work with appreciation of realized
art, [but that] the resurt in many cases was a comprete
reversar of prÍorities in art education. smarl
distinctions have a habit of growing up into big
dichotomies and the cost of raising this one has

sometimes been high. (p. 148)

rt was the observation of the play of working-crass
children in the streets of Engrand that red to the conception
of the process-oriented "chird drama" movement. rn 1gs4,
former Drama Advisor for Birmingham, slade, pubrished the
f Írst of his views on drama in education, which ,,set the
teaching of drama on a new course, away from theatre,,
(Robinson, 1980, p. t44>. Twenty-four years earlier, with the
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pubrishing of her f irst book, I,rlard had become the first person

in the united states to "establish Ia process-oriented]
creative drama as a fierd apart from formar theatricals with
children" (Rosenberg, 1987, p. 26). However, it was not untir
the 1-960's, amidst the turburent sociar changes of the time,
that either movement gained momenturn.

As a reaction to the highry prescríbed rife styre of the
decade before, in the i.960's, it became important to focus on

the way Ín which human beings were different. rt was a time
when an experimental approach was being appried to alr facets
of a rapÍdry evorvíng society. There existed a generar
attitude of reberlion toward that perceived as conventional,
demanding discipline or dictating ru1es. AIl
institutionarized codes of ethics were being subject to
scrutiny and were being renegotiated.

Experimentar theatre of the sixties and early seventies
promoted serf-expression and the experience of the moment

as basic to the dramatic process. rn such an artistic
crimate the varue of preconceived drama in the form of
script was minimal. Movements of education reflected the
same preoccupation with the supremacy of self and drama

teaching was certainry no exception. (Burgess and Gaudry,

1985, p. 80)

The 1960's signalred the onset of a developing attitude
of hedonism that would characteríze the general life-styre of
the late t97o 's and earry L9B0's. rt was an idearistic time
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when anything was thought to be possible and individuals were

encouraged to do whatever it was that preased them. rn the
1990's, this attitude is undergoing an alteration, to reflect
an awareness of the social, poritical and technorogicar
advances of the past two decades and to address the
consequences of those advances.

I¡Ihat is true of life is arso true of art. Those who have

survived the creative ferment of an indulgent social mirieu
are beginning to see that expression without direction or
form, is just as dangerous and inadequate as the rigidity of
externally imposed form.

The term DRA¡44 in schools was first associated with the
process-oriented "chi1d dranna" and "creative dramatics"
movements shaped by such pioneers as srade, üIard, l^Iay and

Heathcote. rn the decades that forrowed, the term drama, when

associated wíth education, has become a somewhat generic term
for encompassing not onry "chird drama" and "creative
dramatics" but such concepts as "children's d.rama",

"educational drama"r "creative drama"r',d.evelopmentar drama",

and others. The basic tenet of these process-generating
movements, according to drama advocates and practitioners, was

that performance was not an important component of drama in
schoors. subsequently, theatrical elements were deleted from
any dramatic processes. "There is a berief that performance

is in some way inimical to the process itserf, that it is
imposing forms and structures when the young people shourd be
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evolving and experimenting" (Ar).en, L979, p. i_i-4). Not onry
was performance of the drama in front of an audience
considered unimportant, it was arso viewed as detrimentar.
According to Courtney (J.968):

psychologicar theory has shown that for a child to
perform in front of an audience before he is ready for it
may do him positive harm may produce 'showing off'
instead of the spirit of cooperation and team-spirÍt
which is essentiar to absorbed dramatic pray. (p. 53)

The accepted premise was that riving the drama and

perhaps discussíng it were the only experiences connected with
dramatic studies with any intrinsic varue worth encouraging.
According to Heathcote (r-g8i-), "true drama for discovery is
not about ends; it is about journeys and not knowing how the
journey may end" (p. 86). Disciples of any movement in
dramatic education who elevated process divorced from product,
and who rejected scripted work as too liniting, were

çonsidered "progressj.ve" drama educators.

Processr ôtry process, r,rras considered superior to the
quest for a product. Any drama or theatre educator who

refused to evolve and/or to innovate in the manner prescribed
by "progressive" drama move.ments was considered to be a

"traditionalist. " Faurkes Jendyk (i.9Bl-) identifies this type
of drama educator as one who not onry dismisses "creative
drama" as child's play and "anti-real theatre... [but who also
spends timel focusing on formal theatre techniques, i.nvariably
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beginlning] at the end, equating process with product" (p.

18). she accuses the "traditionarist" of professionar

redundancy by stating that , ', instead of applying. . . .

unconventional, adventurous exprorations to theatre arts
programs, the quasÍ-conservatory system in many high schools
perpetuates an outdated mode of theatre that evidences an

abysmal disregard for progress in either theatre or education"
(p. 1B).

THEATRE in schoors has generarly been linked with the
acquisition of superficiar theatrical skirrs, after-school
crubs and large, often cumbersome, productions. rt is an

association that stems from the early days of drama/theatre in
schools when the subject was often thought of in simple terms

of scripts and speech. rn view of thÍs emphasis on speech,

students often memorized textual content, devoid of contextual
or emotional relationships. predictably, the resurts brere

stilted performances in which "the qualÍty.... [was] often
mediocre and the performance unexciting. rt is often the
experience of such stage performances, poor both in content
and acting, that puts some teachers off the whore notion of
performance" (McGregor, t976, p. 22).

"Progressive" drama educators seem anxious to disniss the
concept of drama/theatre education that includes product work

simply on the basis of bad experiences or documentation of bad

experiences. Burgess and Gaudry (1985) argue the point that
while "bad direction wirl certainly produce bad resurts, Iit
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is equalry valid to craim thatl so wirl bad teaching" (p. 94),
rt wourd indeed prove to be an irony if educators in a

creatíve field were to be found guirty of perpetuating a myth

that threatened not onry the deveropment of, but the very
validity of the fierd, simply because of dogmatism. Mccastin
( L981 ) identifies professional short-sightedness as the core

of the probrem. "one reason for the continuing dichotomy

between the 'traditionalists' and the 'progressives' is that
neither group envisions the total spectrum" (p. 18).

Faulkes Jendyk ( l_98 j. ) suggests that the drarna,/theatre

dichotomy is complicated even more by an unfortunate bilateral
sprit that further divides drama/theatre educators into
elementary and secondary groupings.

Further perplexity arises because the pioneers at first
focused their attention on the young child, and. so

creative drama becomes associated with erementary

educatÍon; Iit was onry later that]....deveropments
applied the techniques to work wÍth teenagers, and it is
not uncommon today to hear people tarking about the
rcreative drama' approach to theatre. (p. l-7)

rf dramatic education in the public schoor system is ever
to gain positive recognition, educators of the subject area

must come to an understanding that drama and theatre are
components of the same whole. There must be an identification
and understanding of the 1Ínks that connect theatre and drama

as parts of this whole. Then and onry then wirl drama
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(drama/theatre) as a subject evorve and deverop beyond the
currently recognized status.

rt is the berief of this writer that drama and theatre
are component parts of the same whole, that process and

product are necessary for a comprete dramatic experience.
Morgan and saxon (1987) assert that "drama is about meaning,

[but] it is the art form of theatre which encompasses and

contains that meaning. rf theatre is about expression, then
it is the dramatic exploration of the meaning which fuels that
expression" (p. 1-). Drama then, is emphasized as the process

that must occur in order for theatre to meet its potential
power. f.f Drama is the brush stroke, then theatre is the
paintíng. rt is arso my belief that art must be shared in
order for it to be truly recognized and appreciated as art.
Art needs an audience in order for the power of the intended
statement to be shared. hlirliams (i.g6i.) maintains that "art
cannot exist unress a working communication can be

reached-...when art communicates, a human experience is
actively offered and activery received. Berow this activity
threshold there can be no art" (p. zs). Not only is there
pourer in performance as a means to communicate a human

experience but as McGregor (t976) craims, the power of
performance lies arso in the actual act of communication.

students who attempt to communicate scripts to other
peopre not onry f ind out more about the praln,rrights's
intentions, but arso have the experÍence of communicating
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vrith peopre on a different revel, a more organized revel
than they would otherwise do. (p. ZZ)

she continues by saying, 'rwhen there is something to
communicate to others that can best be done in dramatic form,
it seems ridicurous not to alrow children to perform" (p. 23).

rn L968, Al1en's survey of drama in education noted two
particular criticisms with specific reference to drama, not
theatre. The first observation indicated that generally

"obscure aims and uncertain methods Iwere] used in
Ímprovisationar techniques" (in hlootton, tggz, p. 2). The

second observation documented in the survey, raised a concern
about I'the absence of a sense of form, in much of the drama

that was seen" (p. 2). confronted by the overwhelmingly
extensive diversity of what constituted the nature work in the
fierd, Arlen began to question the quality and definitÍon of
the subject. "rs there...Ín the mÍddre of this range of
artistic expression a disciprine that can be identified as

drama" (in Robinson, L980, p. 147). The concrusion of Arren's
survey noted that "school drama does not absolve teachers from

the need to clarify their thoughts and define their
intentions" (in Wootton, 1982, p. Z).

At the time the survey was met with a great deal of
resistance. Drama educators did not appear to be interested
in responding to the need for discipline in dramatic education
indicated by the survey. The divorce of theatre from drama
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was becoming a reality. Robinson (i-gg0) identifies the manner

in which this separation was perpetuated.

Taking part in, or learning about, the theatre was rearry
suspect on two accounts. First, because it did irnpry
rearning 'skilrs'. 'spontaneity' however, had been

argued to be the very purse of serf-expression, and this
was easiry retarded, if not arrested alr together by
lingering over technique. Moreover, skills were onry
useful for putting things across to an audience. But now

in drama there was no audience. Everyone was invorved
simultaneously and the product was the process.

second, where the emphasis is on educating children from
the inside out. teaching about rearized art forms - which
other peopre have created - such as plays, courd easiry
be seen as a sort of curturar imposition. And that is
exactly how ít was seen by some. (p. 148)

rt was the process-focus of drama in education that was

considered to be the onry choice for educators seriousry
intent on providing their students with an intense dramatic
learning experience. Drama, not theatre, has been associated
with the positive aspects of dramatic education, such as
encouraging independent thinking and developing aesthetic
awareness- rn fact so much emphasis has been placed on a

positÍve association of drama and a general state of werl_
being that as Robinson (l_e80) states:,

a
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chemical additive....Alternatively drama is
personified. rt then seems to work educational
changes all of its own accord. The danger in
talking about drama as some kind of independent

force like this, is that we can end up thinking
that in drama teaching we are simpry stimurating a

natural process of self-deveropment in children,
which tracks the same course once it's under $Jay no

matter what the teacher does. We can be led to
feer that our own value and attitudes hardly come

into it. (p. L52)

As Robinson (l-980) observes, the treatment of drama as a
personification, has created some deeply erroneous beliefs and

assumptions. Tf drama educators trury berieve that the
dramatic process has littre to do with their presence and

guidance, where then is the need for professional
responsibility? rs there any rear significance to the
educators'actÍons, if in fact, as srade (l-9s4) says, drama is
a natural source within children and that the teacher needs

only to provide the right conditions for drama to occur
natural ly.

Although many questions of this nature can and have been

asked in retrospect, during the 1960's and !97o,s, littre
information, with the exception of Arlen's 196g survey,
presented criticism of the negative aspects of free-
expression-based drama processes. whire the concept and
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practice of drama ín education was gaining more ¡nomentum, and.

attracting proponents in favour of its pedagogicar promise,
few researchers seemed Ínterested in rocking the boat and
presenting negative or pessimístic evaruations of either
concept or methodorogy. Even a decade laterr âs shown in
I.Jagner's (L988) review of research studíes that tested the
validity of claims in support of ',the positive effect of drama
on oral language and literacy development,, (p. 47), few
studies actuarry found dramatic activities not to produce what
was originally c1aímed. OnIy "two studies found that drama
had no significant effect on oral ranguage (Dunn L977;
Youngers L977 )1, (p. 49) . This apparent reluctance to
criticize dramatÍc processes by professionals within the
field, explains part of the reason why it has onry been in the
recent past that some of the observations and suggestions of
the L96B survey conducted by Arren, have been considered and
debated.

How many simirar observations wilr have to be pubrished
before drama/theatre educators realize that the drama/theatre
dichotomy has become a dínosaur that threatens the evorution
of the subject of drama/theatre in education? This either,/or
approach to the attainment of knowredge becomes a major
obstacre to the acceptance of the subject of drama/theatre to
generarists in the field of curriculum devel0pment. By
insisting on a rigid, either /or, decision, the possibilÍty of
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synthesis or osmosis of theory and methodorogy are practically
ob1Íterated.

l¡Iho caused this superfícial separation that has fuelred
the fires of debate all these years? $Ias it slade in Lgs1-

presenting his concept of "chird drama,' as the pioneer work of
the age-stages approach to deveropmentar drama? perhaps it
was way (L967 ) who soridified the notion of a high and a row

road in drama/theatre education when he stated that ',theatre
Ís largely concerned with communication between actors and an

audiencei drama is rargery concerned with experience by
participants, irrespective of any function of communication to
an audience" (p. 3). The most important question to ask now

is, why is this dichotomy continuing to be fuelred and who is
perpetuating this split?

Faulkes Jendyk (i.ggi.) ís convínced that the pioneers of
"child drama" are not onry responsibre for adding fuer to the
drama/theatre dichotomy in education but also for the erosion
of their own groundwork, by over-zearously promoting the use
of drama methodology in other subject areas.

To a great extent, those of us who have pioneered in
creative drama are to blame for the increased use of our
techniques Ín other fields. zearous in our welr-meaning
efforts to convince the traditional theatre arts teachers
that a non-performance-oriented rcreative' approach to
dramatic art is not onry desirabre but essentiar_ for
young children, we have so negated theatre itself that we
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have antagonized our correagues and have provided strong
arguments for equating creative drama with everything but
theatre. rndeed, some leaders in the fierd have spent
long hours trying to fÍnd alternative titl-es and

descriptive terms in order to emphasize the dichotomy.
(p. t7 )

The drama/theatre dichotomy must be fused, not fuerred.
Dramar/theatre educators and advocates must rook to the source
of the rift and must discover a means by which to crose the
gap and engage a drama/theatre continuum. A realization must

be reached, that no one method or theory is the magic erixir
and that as professionals each educator must develop a
personal combination that works best.

surveying the personalities of those working, and, those
who have worked, in the drana/theatre in education field to
creates an ar¡rareness of the fact that much of the poerer of any
gíven theory lies within the personarity of the individuar who

originated it. I¡Je have onry to rook to such gifted educators
as slade, wây, Heathcote, ward, o'Nei1r, Booth, and others
rike them, as exemprars of that belief. yet, littre
documentation exists to support the notion of teacher-as-
curriculum. rt is important, however, to be aware of this
personarÍty factor in order to keep ín perspective the fluid
nature of theory development. Time changes peopre. peopre

can change their theories, and they do.
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rn a speciar feature pubrished in the Higher Education
Journal of l-970 (vor. 17 no. 5) entitred structure and

Purpose in secondary Education, peter slade was to
rectify some of the misapprÍcation of these [his] ideas
Ín child Drama which related mainly to chitdren of
primary schoor age. He recommended a progressive course
in secondary schools which would lead through imaginative
work in the rower schoor to social drama and project
productions in years three and four to 'theatre, the
great art' in the upper school. (htootton, rgï2, p. 1_g4)

slade's statement impries that his ideas and visions for
drama/theatre in education have evorved since he published
chÍ1d Drama in t9s4, in which he espoused the berief that
drama was not to be presented to an audience of any sort. why

has this particurar statement, and other simirar statements,
not affected the gulf that separates the developmental drarna

advocates from the theatre in schoors advocates? rt wourd be

disturbing to berieve that drarna/theatre instructors are
refusing to maintaÍn an interest in change and development.

The art of theatre requires a dramatÍc core in order that
the expression being conveyed contains meaning. rt is the
empty performances devoid of meaning and feeling that generate
the negative connotations associated with dramatic performance

in education. Any theatre worth producing shourd be dramatic
theatre ínvested with intrinsic worth. rf the theatre
production is to contain meaning and substance emphasis needs
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to be praced on the rehearsar process. Mccaslin (1978) states
that "the director has to be rearistic about the amount of
time required to create and shape a performance...Time must be

allowed" (p. 126).

rt is the responsibirity of the teacher/director to guide
performers to an understanding of the materiar that they are
exproring. An understanding of the content of a dramatic work
is essential if the performer is to make necessary connections
with the character being portrayed. According to Burgess and
Gaudry (1-985), in order for the drama to be invested with
worth, the teacher/director must generate a variety of ways in
which to approach the content of the pray in order that alr
performers can be presented with a means to an understanding
of that content. Burgess and Gaudry suggest that in order ,,to
do this the teacher/director must be prepared to observe, to
read, to research, to colrect resources and, perhaps above all
to contemplate... Ito engage in] a kind of continuous
superbrainstorming" (p. gZ). Although it is the
teacher/director's responsibírity to work with the performer
to discover a spectrum of abstract and concrete connections to
the material, it is the performer's responsibility to develop
and strengthen those connections.

A lot of disconnected flotsam has been arrowed to pass
as experimentar or process-oriented dramatic exploration. I^Jhy

should poorry organízed drama classes be exempt from criticism
simply by merit of their process orientation? Those that do
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not know where they are going wirr certainly not know when

they have arrived- Confusion is confusion no matter what the
circumstance or titre. The concept of process-oriented drama
shourd not be arrowed to become synonymous with chaotic
crassroom conditions. That kind of sloppy professionarism
undermines the merits of solidly and carefurly organized drama
programs.

Heathcote (i-991), the diva of non-performance
developmental drama, states that teachers should make prans
and preparations prior to facing the students. ,,r plan the
areas where the class will make the decisions. r also plan
strategies that r shall use to get the crass committed to
work. This pranning is always done from an inside experience
approach rather than from an externar tasks approach" (p. gg).
Educators owe it to their students to be responsibre for
knowing what they are doing and for knowing the reasons behind
their choices. Linnerl (1985) states that alr drama programs
shourd offer sorid dramatic trainíng. "r¡Jhether or not young
people want to folrow a career in the theatre, the best
training shourd be avairable" (p. 3). students cannot be
expected to express themselves creativery without being given
the tools to create. I¡Iootton (rgïz) states that:

drama like every other art, ínvorves its own disciprine
and necessary contror as a buirt-in prerequisite to the
effective use of the medium. The former berief that
children wirl naturarry benefít from being left to their
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own devices has given prace to the practice of teachers
assuming a more positive role, focusÍng the attention of
the chirdren on the form and content of their work and
furthering the process of rearning by direct
intervention. (p. 129)

Allen (1979) presents the need for form and disciprine in
drama education as a means by which to achieve true artistry.
He believes that it is "...on1y...[when] the disciprine has
forced the creative materiar into its appropriate
patterns-.. [that] there folrows a sense of freedom and

exartation that is the urtimate reward of arr artistic
creation" (p . 70). t¡Jootton (lgïz) in support of a need for
discipJ-ine in the dramatic art observes that,,the first
notable change in the teaching of drama is the shift from free
expression to expressive form" (p. 1-7g).

solid dramatic training can provide students with a sense
of contror over their progress in skirr and in artistic
development. The teacher/director needs to provide traÍning
for students that emphasizes process and product as stages of
the same whole. Mccaslin (1991) observes that "good acting is
the resurt of a creative process. The process may be
initiated by the director or the teacher, but it takes place
within the individuat. The inner activity resurts in overt
action" (p- lL7). Burgess and Gaudry (1985) craim that the
responsibility, for the creation of a posítive performance
experience for the young performer, lies with the dlrector.
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Direction in drama and theatre has never aimed to deny

the actors creative process and thereby produce a puppet_

]íke being,' in fact it aims to do exactly the opposite.
rf directors have faired in this regard they have faired
to understand their role and the means by which creative
ends are achieved. (p. 94)

The creative process takes time and cannot be rushed or
neatly manufactured. Investigation and exploration processes
are generally messy and often unpredictable. character
deveropment and script anarysis require effort and

determination. The teacher/director must prepare students to
confront artistic hurdles and must "insist that all actions be
dramatic, stemming from character motivation, not from actor
whim. . - [and] that arr characterizations be credible,,
(McCas1in, L978, p. LZS).

Those claiming that performance shourd not have a prace
in drama education or those who suggest that it deserves to
remain among the ranks of extra-curricurar crubs, do not have

an understanding how vitar and how experientiar the rehearsal
can be. Mccasrin (i.g8i.) emphasizes that "growth and rearnÍng
are made possible by a serÍous approach to the study of acting
as it relates to riving. Techniques for acting are techniques
for riving, but they need to be rerated and appried,' (p. 116).
The rehearsal process shourd arlow time to make choices, to
identify arternatives, to become aware of the consequences of
word and action, to form attítudes, to examine motives, and to
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experiment with physicar and emotionar responses. The

rehearsar shourd be a process of creation for everyone

invorved in the production: the director, the actors, and the

technicians.

students must be encouraged to experiment and to explore

within the dramatic art. Developmentar drama can provide the

basis for that exproration but it must be directedr ês the

titre implies, toward some aspect of the students'
development. Development cannot occur without toors. rn

drama those tools take the form of specific skills. Drama

within the educationar setting needs directíon in order that
students are provided with opportunÍty to deverop and master

those skilrs. That direction shourd arso provide the young

artists with the opportunity to share their art-the
opportunity to perform. Linnell (1985) maintains that
"perfornance makes the importance of human emotion, public.
Feelings can be given a refined form of expression through the
medium of the dramatist whÍch in turn can be used to extend

the vocabulary of other public and private utterances" (p.

18). Gordberg (1974) craims that "...the chird should learn
process through creative dramatics, curminating in exposure to
a dramatic product. creative drama teaches appreciation of
children's theatre and the latter provides motivation for the
former" (p. 9).

This marriage of process and product, this attempt at the
healing of a decades ord rift, whire promoting a very powerful
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artistic and interrectuar experience, does not come without a

price- The harnessing of the power of process-oriented-
product-directed drama demands a great dear from the
teacher/director. There is a tremendous responsibility in the
choosing of material and in the arranging of processes and

activities that will alLow students to develop skil1s and then
to experiment with those skirrs in a performance setting. The

educator in this fierd is immersed in continually shifting
roles of teacher/director /facílitator/ coach, coaching
students in their exploration of character and situation,
directing students to understand their rerationships with
other characters in the pray or the scene, and facilitatÍng
the students in the development of personar responses to the
materÍar with which they are experimenting. For this reason,
Burgess and Gaudry (1985) state that:

it is imperative that the director be just aa ardent an

observer and gatherer of knowredge as the pralnarright.

Finding the richness of meaning wÍthin the script and

knowing how to make connections with the experiences of
the actors, is fundamentar. And just as the director in
theatre has to research background material_ for the pray,
so too does the drama teacher. rn order to broaden the
knowledge brought to the drama by the actors, research
and observationar tasks may have to be designed for them

as wel]. (p. 96)
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Although signs of a change in attitude among drama

educators is evÍdent, friction still exists between advocates
of drama and advocates of theatre in the educationar system.
Bailin (1993) suggests that practitioners and theorists from
both factions continue to expend far too much energy crairning
and dÍsclaiming the merits of drama or theatre in educatÍon.
What can be done to convince drama and theatre advocates that
the drama/theatre dichotomy is fundamentally unnatural and

that drama and theatre are component parts of the same whole?

Teachers/directors must come to an understanding of the
motivation for the manner in which they instruct. A thorough
examination of educational and artistic motÍves would present
teachers/directors with an opportunity to release themserves
from self-imposed methodological entrenchment if necessary.
Teachers/directors must become furry aware of the importance
of their role in the drama classroom as an ultimate influence
on programs and student behaviour.

üJright and Garcia (rg9z) suggest that more effort is
needed Ín the promotion of drana,/theatre in education. They

craim that while progress has been made in terms of the
estabrishment of drama/theatre programs, "the generar student
in the united states essentiarly has no theatre education" (p.
26). Although the study conducted by bJright and Garcia was

specific to American schoors, the imprications of their
observations also appry to the situation in canadian schoors.
Bedard (L994) observes that at present alr facets of the field
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of education are being subject to the notion of curricular
reform- He states a need for arts education associations to
become actively invorved in educationar reform movements.

rf the fierd of drama/theatre in education is to reach
its potential as a viable core subject in the redesigned
curricurum of the future, the professionals functioning within
its extensive parameters, must gain a greater scope of the
entirety of the field and a sharper perspective on their
functions and goars within that whore. rf drama/theatre in
schoors is to evolve and develop as a subject, the points of
separation must be resorved. The either/or attitude toward
performance and process orientations which has fuelred the
DRAMA vs THEATRE debate for decades, must be abandoned. Drama

and theatre educators must come to an understanding of both
the merits and difficurties that exist within the spectrum of
the subject of drama. They must begin to work corlectively
toward an educational future that incrudes the process to
product definition of drama as an important component of the
core curriculum.
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Reflective-Communication in Drama Education

To practitioners and advocates of drama, the benefits and

the intrinsic worth of introducing students to the subject
area are obvious. Student involvement with dramatic activity
and process can promote independent and refrective thinking;
can develop problem solving and decision making skilrs; and

can encourage an ahrareness of alternatives and of other
viewpoints. Drama has often been associated with personal

deveropment characteristics and with creative deveropment.

This is all common knowledge to practitioners and advocates of
the fierd. However the merits of dramatic training need to be

made accessibre to those who do not practice or advocate it:
poricy makers and curricurum developers, potentiar supporters,
and promoters. Youngers (1981) states that without concerted

effort to provide research that illustrates the educational
benefits of the subject, "drama wirl remain in a disembodied

state, a state of unrecognized potentiar that has

characterized it since its inception" (p. g7).

This section of the chapter wilI examine the similarities
between dramatic processes and activities and the process of
REFLECTIVE-COMMUNICATION through the comparison of "reflective
thinking" and "communicative competence" and dramatÍc
activities and processes.

The process of REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN is deveroped by

the writer and therefore pubrished material pertaining to its
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existence is not avairable. rn order to seek theoretícal
validation in support of the craim that the subject of drama

has vast potential for the devetopment of REFLECTTvE-

coMMUNrcATroN, the process will be separated into the two

centrar components: the philosophicar base, Dewey's

"reflective thinking" and the vehicre for that phirosophy,
Bowers' "comflìunicatíve competence." Educational theories and

studies that impry a connection between drama and each of the
base concepts wirl serve as support toward the varidation of
the pararrer between processes and methods used in the drama

class and the deveropment of REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN.

"Reflective thinking" proposed by Dewey (19i.0) is a

developmentar process that requires time 'rin order to digest
impressions and, transrate them into substantiar ideas" (p.
45). Time is required in this process in order to enable the
índividual to focus on the probrem at hand, to define its
parameters in order to generate a tentative hypothesis, and to
generate various possibre routes to solution. The finar stage
of "refrective thinking,'is the testing of the hypothesis
because "the acquisition of definiteness and of consistency of
meaning is derived primariry from practical activities"
(Dewey, 1910r p. t4z). The conclusions resurting from

"reflective thinking" are to be viewed as "tentative sorutions
...a rimited part of the totarity of the consequences which
resurt from a decided course of action" (Hook, 1_966, p. i.63).

"Reflective thinking" is not a means to a definite end but
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rather a continual process. Dewey (1g3g) believed that
". . .al1 principles. , .are abstract. They become concrete only
in the consequences which result from their application', (p.
20). This transfer of abstract concept to concrete form in
order to measure consequence formed an important part of the
"reflective thinking" process. This cycre of experience,
thought and action perpetuated by the "refrective thinking"
process formed the basis of what Dewey (L938) defined as the
"experientiar continuum" in which "every experience both takes
up something from those which have gone before and modifíes in
some way the quarity of those which come after" (p. 35).

The concept of the "experiential continuum" identi.fied by
Dewey (1938) can be compared to the dramatic-imagination-based
learning theory proposed by courtney (196g), and the
experience based "learning cycle,r presented by Korb (L9g4).
All three theorists use experience as the base from which
learning proceeds.

courtney (1968) bases his rearning theory on the findings
of cognitive and ringuistic theorists such as vygotsky who

indÍcate that there exists "a fundamentar process to rearning;
perception, imitation and play, concept,, (p. 256). rn order
to learn to conceptualize and to construct meaning, the
individual must first be capable of perceivíng the process or
action- Description is arrived at through the imitation of
the elements of the perceived whole - concretely by children
in symbolic p1ay, abstractty by adults in words and thoughts.
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The resurt of the process is the formation of the concept.
According to Flavelr (1991) imitation and play are basic to
the growth of thought¿ äs they enable the deveroping human

being to attain the experience base for the development of
symbolic thought. FlaveII (1963) states that:

with the growth and refinement of the capacity to
imÍtate, the chird is eventualry abre to make Ínternar
ímitations as werl as externar, visibre ones. He is able
to evoke in thought, as opposed to actualry carrying out
in reality, imitations made in the past. (p. 1Sz)

He also indicates that pray, as welr as imítation, is directly
related to the deveropment of children's thoughts, because
pray assimilates new experience into the child's existing
cognitive structures (schernata).

Reflecting the findings of cognitive theorists, courtney
(1'968) proposes a theory of rearning that ctaims that, in
order for students to learn, they must,,watch it, do it,
describe it (in action and/or in words), and then theorize
about it" (p. 258). rt is courtney,s contention that dramatic
imagination is an intrinsic part of thought and rearning. He

suggests that the process of rearning is sociar, that it is
essentially a process of dramatic interaction with the
environment, and that through impersonation and subsequent
abstraction of rores, human beings adjust to their worrd.
Therefore, the whole process of thought can be related to the
dramatic irnagination.
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Concepts are based upon experience which is assimilated
by sensation. sense experience, in fact, conditions
thought and alr thought rests upon it....rmages are
created by sense experience, and they themserves are the
bases for conceptuarising. signs, such as words, come to
be related to images and, in some cases, becorne

synonymous with them. (Courtnêy, J-969, p. ZZ3)

rf thought is essentiarly a product of dramatic
imagínation, as courtney craims, then it wourd make sense to
expect that in order to improve the quality of thought,
indÍviduars should be exposed to a disciprine in whích the
development of the dramatic imagination is a fundamental
objective. rn addition to providing an experience-rich
environment in which students can develop cognitively, the
drama class provides situations and circumstances in which
students can experiment with the newry acquired concepts by
directing them toward the sorution of the probrem or task.
Courtney (1990) states that:

the impact of dramatic activity on the cognitive
processes invorved in problem sorving is strong because

drama is always directed to a specific practice: the
need to keep the action moving forward. players become

more and more ingenious in probrem-solving with increased
dramatic experience. (p. Zg)

Arthough courtney's proposed theory of rearning refrects
the findings of cognitive researchers, Ít paradigmatÍcarly
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opposes the traditional method of thought transmission in
education, the lecture or explanation that is to result in
some form of student response. The experíence-based rearning
supported by Courtney and Dewey demands that students become

active particípants in the rearning process rather than
passive spectators.

Korb (i.984) also favours an active approach to rearning
and claims that conceptualization occurs as a result of a

cyclÍcar process. This process is similar to both Dewey,s

reflective thought process and Courtney's dramatic_
Ímagination-based theory. Korb's tearning cycle is based on

the idea that an experience onry becomes significant if the
individual refrects upon the experi.ence, transfers that
experience into an abstraction and then finally compares that
experience to other experiences by actively experimenting with
it. According to Lavery and straw (1990), who have

experimented with Korb's rearning cycle wíthin the context of
an English líterature class, the rearning cycle concrudes with
"the use of the conceptualization of this experience in tthel
understanding [of] subsequent experience" (p. ] 42). The cycre
then extends futl circle as the individual's experimentation
reaches the point at which the conceptualization of the
original experience becomes a new experience.

The continuous cycle of experience, refrection,
abstraction, and experimentation is very similar to the
refrective thought process proposed by Dewey and is certainly
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comparable to the theory of rearning proposed by courtney.
All three theories use experience as a base, involve a perÍod
of reflection, and read to a distílration of the concept.
courtney's theory is the only one of the three that does not
feature active experimentatÍon with the new concept as a finar
phase of the process. This is surprisÍng since courtney is a
drama theoríst and since experimentation with neu¡ concepts is
characteristic of a number of dramatic processes. However,
the similarÍty between Dewey,s refrective-thinking-based
learning moder and courtney's dramatic-imagination-based
theory suggests that the drama crass courd provide the
environment necessary to devel0p "refrective thinking.,, The
striking similarity between Kolb's experi.ence-based rearning
model' proven to be an effective moder for use in a high
school English class, and Dewey's experience-based reflective
thought process strongly suggests that the process of
"refrective thinking" courd be utilized in a drama crass.
This comparison of the rearning theories and moders of Dewey
(L910' 1938) with those of courtney (i_968) and Korb (19g4)
provides a possible rationale for the projected belief that
the drama crass can provide the environment necessary for the
development of "reflective thinking,,, a component of
REFLECT IVE -COMMUNI CATI ON .

rn order to construct a varid base for the examination of
drama as a neans by which students can become ,,communicatively

competent" as defined by Bowers (r.ggz), it is necessary to
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view the writing of drama theorists and practitioners such as
Booth (1987), courtney (1968), o'Keefe (1986), Robinson
(1-980), and verriour (1990) who theorize upon the importance
of language as a means to define experience. The argument
wirr be fortified by reviewing the social interactionist
theory of language development of vygotsky (Lg7g) and the
corraborative learning studies of Bruffee (r-984).

"comrnunicative competence" is the means by which an
individual can achieve cultural literacy, the ability to
actively decode meanÍng ímbedded in culturar symbols. Bowers
berieves in the intersubjective transmission of cultural
values. rn order to develop "conmunicative competence,, the
individual must develop the abirÍty to unearth the ontorogy of
social constructions and "to negotiate meanings and purposes,,
( Bowers , L987 t p . i- ) . The deveropment of ,,communicatíve

cornpetence'? enabres individuals to generate the language
necessary to identify taken-for-granted assumptions and
beriefs that have become a reification of basic culture such
as traditionar views of "human progress, the nature and
purpose of work, the rights associated with individualism, the
distribution of wearth, and our view of technology,, (Bowers,
1987, p- 1-). Bowers says that teachers must help their
students become instruments of change by encouragÍng them to
develop the tanguage skirls to overcome the covert manner in
which language is used to contror and rimit. rndividuars in
possession of highly developed language skills will have more
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opportunity to "name 'what is' in nebr ways, and convince
others to accept their definitions, a basic form of poritical
power" (Bowers, 1987, p. 7).

The possession of highly developed ranguage skÍI1s is
then an essentíal factor in the development of "communicative
competence. " Language is more than words and speech. As

Burniston (1966) has observed, "what we have communicated is
not what r^¡e have said but what has been received" (p . 4).
Britton (L970) states that language is rearned by 'doing,
language not by theoreticalry studying about it. Through
diarogue students learn "to symbolize, structure, regurate,
crassify, and give meaning to experience" (p. 13). Drama

provides an environment in which diarogue is created while
creating the art and white presenting the art.

Booth (L987 ) presents drama as a means to d.everop and to
experiment with a myriad of language skilrs for the purpose of
deveroping effectíve responses to the discovery of new

concepts- His ideas not only support the idea that drama
courd be an effective means for the deveropment of
"comnunicative competence" but arso suggest that the
environment in the drama classroom would provide students with
opportunities to develop "reflective thinking.,'

Booth (1987) craims that students in most classrooms are
not given enough opportunity to hypothesize and then to
verbally explore their way into an understanding of what they
are attempting to learn. He states that the drama classroom
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offers considerabre opportunities to use language to gainunderstanding through,,. . .planning, speculating, predicting,
listening, organizing, mapping, story_terIing, sequencing,
narrating, interviewing, questioning, asking for information,persuading' reporting, giving details, tape-recording,
elaborating, reasoning, criticizing, evaluatingr, andrefrecting" (p. 6). According to Booth, the principle
objective of the dramatic discipline should be to enablestudents to draw insight from their experiences and to enable
those students to communicate those meanings in the form of anarticulated response- The language-rich environment of the
drama classroom enables the student to deverop articulate
responses to many issues and topics in many ways. He alsoclaimsr ês did Dewey, that the learning process should beginwith the individual,s known reality. The teacher/director
should help the students to move beyond what they know, intothe realm of the unknown by helping thern to devel0p:

hypotheses about issues and concerns that intrigue them,
testing those hypotheses through probrem_sorving activity
and refrecting about the conseguences of their actions
' ' ' ' factual information becomes real to children through
their invelvsns¡¡ in the drama, as they participate ín
decisions and in events determined by theirparticipatÍon, as they consider the consequences of their
actÍons and the impact of the information on their ownlives and the world in general. (Booth, ir9BT, p.15)
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Bolton (1990) states that:
rearning in drama is essentiarly a reframing. what

knowledge a pupil already has is placed in a new

perspective. To take on a rore is to detach oneserf from

what is implicitly understood and to blur temporariry the
edges of a given worrd. rt invites modification,
adjustment, reshaping, and realignment of concepts

already herd. Through detachment from experiencing one

can look at one's experiencing anevr. (p. L56)

verriour (1990) concurs with Dewey, Booth, and Bolton on

the belíef that the rearning process must start with what the
individual knows and he believes that drama can provide an

extensive environment in which to develop and use ranguage.

He notes studies in which young children perform better on

díagnostic tests that were adrninistered to them in a way that
made sense to them motivationally and intentionarly. From

this observati-on, he concrudes that apparent interlectuar
limÍtation may be the result of a chird's inabirity to
exercise skirrs within a gíven context. rather than a child,s
lack of such a skirI. verriour craims that the discipline of
drama with its emphasis on the "examination of human issues Ín
specific social contexts....provides an ideal setting for
devising learning tasks....which make sense to the child in
terms of personal interest and previous experience" (p. i.gz).
verriour also observed that drama provides students with the
opportunity to expand their thoughts and perceptions by
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experimentation with unfamíriar language content in face-to_
face contexts not usually found in school organizations.

Language and thought both have an experiential_ base.
Both make use of symbols to make sense of rearity. Both have

a reguratory and crassifying function. According to Mcleod
(t979), both help the individuaL to integrate the outer world
of reality and the inner worrd of experience. Arthough the
mechanics of both speech and thinking are at best only
partialry understood at the present time, there seems to be a

wide-spread belief that controrring one's speech better
enables one to control one's thoughts.

vygotsky's (l-978) studies of young children attempt to
examine and explain this connection. He observes that arl
psychological development occurs twice "first on the social
revel, and rater on the individuar rever" (p . s7). He

determines that interpersonar behaviour occurs prior to
intrapersonal behaviour, that peopre tark about things before
they internalize thoughts and concepts. vygotsky considers
that the higher mental functions of comprex perception,
intelligent memorizatíon, voruntary attention and rogical
thinking are formed in the course of chirdren's interaction
with their socÍar environment. vygotsky (Lg62) sees education
as a combination of instruction and Ímitation. "To imitate,
it is necessary to possess the means of stepping from
something one knows to something new" (in courtney, L96g, p.
257).
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Bruffee (1984) writes from the context of an advocate of
corlaborative learning forms, but arso believes that language

development ís the basis for the development of thought.
Extending the argument constructed by oakeshott (].962), that
the human conversation takes prace withÍn us as welr as among

usr Bruffee (1-984) states that reflective thought and social
conversation are related causalry and functionalry.

To the extent that thought is internalized conversation
....any effort to understand and cultivate in ourselves
the kind of thought we varue most requires us to
understand and cultivate the kinds of community lífe that
establish and maintain conversation that is the origin of
that kind of thought. To think well we must rearn to
think werl corlectively that is, we must rearn to
converse welL. (p. 640)

The studÍes of Johnson and Johnson (i.9g5) corroborate
this statement. rn studies designed to measure the quatity of
the reasoning strategies used by students to complete

assignments, it was found that "the discussíon process in
cooperative learning groups promotes the discovery and the
development of higher quarity cognitive strategies for
learners than does the individuar reasoning found in
uncompetitive and individualistic rearning situations" (p.
L15). rt bras also discovered that corraborative learning
environments generarly produce discussions in which conflict
occurs. However, it was also found that Íf the confrict was
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managed constructively, it could actuarly increase the
student's intensity of engagement in the topic by generating
a need to search for more information to support a point.

o'Keefe (L986) claims that dramatic processes and

discussíon exercíses perform a dual role. students are
allowed to sort through their own understanding of the worrd
whire being exposed to the world views of their peers. This
social interfacing extends the individual's range of knowledge

and improves their abirity to adjust to new materiar and to
manipulate ideas. The teaching of ranguage is arso the
teaching of thinking. Thus speech has two important
functíons. The first is interpersonar t ot relational speech
that allows us to communicate with others. The second is
intrapersonal t ot Ídeationar speech that arrows us to
communicate with ourselves (p. 13).

sapir (L949) asserts that ranguage is the basis for the
development of sociar reality. "Language is a purery human

and non-instinctÍve method of communicating ideas, emotions
and desires by means of a system of voluntary produced

symbols" (p. B). commenting on sapir's view of the socÍal
nature of ranguage, courtney (i.969) observes that language

"not onry refers to experience but actualty defines experience
for us" (p. 243). courtney states that the deveropment of
speech, thought and ranguage are interwoven and that ranguage
acts as a model1Íng device for thought. He claims that
language develops in the same nanner that thought deverops
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from the concrete to the abstract. courtney arso notes the
sociar nature of drama and acknowledges its rÍnk with the
nature and orÍgins of society, especialry as an important
means of communicating cultural patterns.

Robinson (L980), in his theories about drama in
education, not onry reflects the importance of thoughtfurly
negotiated meaning in the manner prescribed by Bowers (1g8z)

in order to achieve ,communicative competencê, " but arso
incorporates the synthesizing qualities of Dewey's "refrective
thinking. " Robinson states that drama takes education out of
its customary sociar vacuum and enabres children to learn
openly from each other in an atmosphere based on social
interaction. He says that atthough human beings may try to be

objective, they cannot possibly be neutral. He views drama in
schools as a means to engage the expressive actions of
children in a way that wilr enable them to confront and

explore their personal beliefs, Ídeas, attitudes and feerings
Ín order to begin to take responsibility for what they stand
for. As does Bowers, Robinson views rearity as an actively
negotiated enterprise that is shaped in part by the direct
experiences undertaken by the individual, and he views drama

as a medium by which students can learn the processes involved
in the negotiation of that meaning.

bJe are impricated in a continuous process of interaction
and negotiation with the ideas and actions of others. we

approach new experiences through our existing framework
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of Ídeas and varues. These may be modified in the right
of fresh experÍence: these changes wirl in turn effect
Isic] how we come to make sense of subsequent experience.
rf we construct a rearÍty to rean oÞ, by means of this
continuous diarectic, we are constantly restructuring it.
(Robinson, j.980, p. t6Z)

"communicative competence" is constantly being deveroped
and emproyed within the drama class. As students work in
groups devel0ping scenes, they experiment with alternative
arrang'ements of content and character. students arso have the
opportunity to develop new points of view on life through
their exploration of unfamiriar issues, experiences, and,

personalities. They learn to personarize dramatic material by
bringing to it their own experiences and background knowredge,
and by examining what they thought they knew in view of the
new information that they have acquired through discussion
with group members. rn this nanner students become skirred at
the examination of everyday rife and begin to recognize the
meaning of basic curturar existences that they may have
previously taken for granted. They may then reorder this
information in a novel or uncommon !{ay. As students deverop
scenes and characters, they acquire first hand experience at
human authorship. t¡Jith informed direction, reification wirr
rarely occur in the drama crass as most information wilr be
scrutinized before it is buirt into the scenes-
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rn this way there is an equarizing quarity at work in the
drama class. All students benefit from the knowledge of
others and thereby corrective curturar capital is increased.
All students are rnade aware of the fact that there exists a

myriad of ways to think about and observe events ín the worrd.
They come to rearize that there is arways a variety of ways in
which discussion can be approached. Not onry does drama arrow
students to question the varidÍty of social constructions, but
it alrows them to actuarly test that validity in an,,as if"
situation- The dramatic context aIlows students to experiment
with the consequences of the choíces that their characters act
on. The character's choices enabre the students to move

outside of themselves and to experience ne$, possibirities.
Through active invorvement with dramatic processes and

activities, students are presented with extensive opportunity
to develop a fluency with arr aspects of ranguage deveropment.
They are presented with an environment in which they can take
responsibility for their rearning and are introduced to
processes requiring that they REFLECT upon their EXPERTENCES

in order to gain an affective learning experience that will
help them to adjust their actions (coNcRETE REALTZATTON) in
accordance with their newry discovered knowredge (oRrENTATroN

ALTERATTON).
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CHAPTER FOUR

Research Methodology

Research Desiqn

The purpose of this thesis is to design a phiJ.osophy-

based drama program using the phirosophy of John Dewey (1910)

and c.A. Bowers (L987) to validate the processes and

activities in the drama program. A process laberred,
REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN, r,üas created through the melding and

extension of Dewey's process of "reflective thinking" and

Bowers's concept of "communicative competence" for this
specific purpose. This process was established as a means to
explain the intellectual development that occurs when students
become involved in the practical processes that are components

of dramatic study. The goar of this study is not unique.
Numerous theorísts, practitioners, and academics have sought

to illustrate the salient intellectual merits of drama. lrJhat

makes this study unique is that this attempt at explanation
has not been made exclusivery with the support of theorists,
researchers and practitioners associated with drama in
education. The process used to illustrate connections between

dramatic processes and the deveropment of higher thinking
skílls has been developed from the philosophies of educational
theorists Dewey and Bowers who are not generarly associated
with the fierd of dramatic education. Al_though Dewey has been

associated with the arts, that association has not been
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specific to drama. The more comnon contribution of Dewey,s
philosophies to the fierd of education has been toward the
development of pragmatic and experiential theori-es of
knowledge.

The intended audience of the study is drama theorists and

practitioners (meaning proponents of both drama and theatre
study), and generalist curricurum theorists, designers, and

policy-makers. The study is dírected at expanding the scope

of possibiríty for theorists and practitioners currentry
invorved in the fierd and at informing those with rittle
understanding or knowledge of the subject of the rerativery
untapped potentiar for the development of general cognitive
and hígher thinking skirrs. t¡Ihile there is widespread
acceptance of the notion that "meta processes" tike criticar
thinking are manifested in alr the curricurum areas, this
study suggests that the content and the organization of the
drama curriculum provide more extensive opportunities for the
development of these processes and skills.

rn accordance with EÍsner's ( i.g8l_ ) view of research in
the arts, the writer of this thesis aims at providing new

information for the reader or perhaps a new way to view an

existing rearity. "The varidity Iof research] in the arts is
the product of the persuasiveness of a personal visÍon; its
utility is determined by the extent to which it informs,,
(p.6). Eisner (198L) also believes that artistic approaches
to research are less concerned with the discovery of truth
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than with the creation of meaning. Researchers engaging in
the creation of meaning must involve themselves in descriptive
research that will enabre them to identify and exprain the
form that meaning takes as specificarly as possibte. Best and

Kahn (1-986) identífy the purpose of descriptive research as

the contribution of knowledge to the fields of inquiry and as

an explanatory guide for specific socÍaI events (p. 91).
A decision was made from the outset of the project to use

a qualitative research design. According to Mires and
Huberman (L9B4) in using qualitative methods of research ,,one

can preserve chronological frow, assess local causarity, and

derive fruitful explanation... [and in addition] serendipitous
findings and new theoreticar integrations can appear" (p. 22).
As a resurt, the qualitative design is often the method of
choíce for researchers in education and in the arts. This
study invorved several stages of development: the examination
of literature, the generation of a process theory, and

finarry, the development of a drama progran centred on the
development of that theory. This inquiry, therefore, required
that allowance be made for the conceptuar shifts that
naturarry take place as the theory generation and program
development evolved.

The impetus for the project grew out of personal
experience. The initial concept for the study r^¡as generated
as a result of extensive experimentation with and observation
of student work that was produced within the framework of a
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drama program in the public schoor system. The organization
of the drama program that served as inspiratÍon for the
deveropment of the REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN-based program is
based solidly on several principles:

1-. Process and product are parts of the same whole; the
final stage of the process is the sharing of the
most furly deveroped product avairabte at the time;

2. students need skills in order to be able to express

themselves artistically and they need to be abre to
experiment with those skills in order to stretch the
limits of their capabilities; and

3' Acting students need to know how to listen and to
observe the work of others in order to learn more

about their own work; actors need to be trained to
be an audience.

The original drama program is arso based on the deveropmentar

stages suggested in the Manitoba high school drama currÍculum
guide (L990). This curricurum outline provides generar
guidelines suggesting structure for skirl deveropment but
allowing for individual interpretation in terms of content and

methodology.

Observation and documentation of activities revealed the
existence of patterns in the learning process. some of these
patterns $¡ere constant from group to group and from year to
year. The task-oriented, problem-sorving approach used in the
class and the necessity for students to move constantly from
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abstract (intellectual) to concrete (practicat) situations
appeared to create a learning structure in which knowledge was

constantry being generated, exprored, dissected, and tested.
The more students explored possibilities, the more

possibirities seemed to become available to the students.
Through the processes and activities in the drama crass
students were able to abre to access a knowledge continuum
that was either corlectively group-activated or serf-
activated. Their questioning and exproration enabred them to
extend into further questioning and exproration in a divergent
continuarly expanding scope. rt was obvious that the
students' creative explorations were expanding, not just their
artístic skills, but their generar thought processes as werl.
vocaburary, sophistication of diarogue and interaction,
approach to social and aesthetic issues were atr affected by
this spiral process of rearning. Arthough these observations
and the subsequent documentation is not used in the thesis,
this early unofficiar research served as a starting point for
the inquiry that would lead to the documentation of the actual
study.

At the most fundamental level then the study is
essentially a case study. Arthough the original observations
and notations $rere not guided or directed in any wây, the
information corlectivery provided thís researcher with a base

from which questions were generated and from which cause and

effect relatíonships were estabrÍshed. rn support of this
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statement stake ( 1-978 ) claims that case studies are ,, . . . a

method of exploration preriminary to theory
development... Iand] usuarry more suited to expansionist than
reductionist pursuits" (p. 7).

students seemed to be changing due to their involvement
with dramatic process, and this change was extending into
other areas of the students rearning. corleagues consistentry
commented on the changes that they observed in their students
who were arso studying drama. These observed changes incruded
an increase in general curiosity, and a more sophisticated
manipulation of language. This provided evidence to suggest
to the students involved and to those who observed their
progress that shifts were occurring as a resurt of exposure to
the study of drama. euestions began to arise. The

sophistication of students' thought processes appeared to be

artered by means of exposure to dramatic activity and process,
even though development of higher thinking skirrs and generar
cognitive skills was not the conscious goal behind the
introduction of these processes and activities. How courd
thís occurrence be explained in order to varidate the subject
of drama as an important contríbutor to the deveropment of
these skills in students? blhat kind of learning potentiat
courd be met if a drama program was specificarry organized for
the purpose of developing higher thinking skills in students?
trlhat kind of phílosophical structure would need to be defined
in order to effectively develop such a program? blith the
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identification of these research questions the study was

conceived- Research progressed in the following manner:
l-. identification of research questions;
2- decisions made concerning pursuit of initiat rines of

inquiry - general themes;

3. data collection and selection;
4. review and content analysis of data;
5. process and theory development as result of initial data

analysis;

6. generatÍon of specific research problems;

7 - further data corlection focusing on specific rines of
inquiry;

8. further content analysis and organization;
9 - deveropment of progran outrine based on resurts of

research;

10. application of program theories and practices to
practical situation; which resulted in the

Ll-. final program outline.
once the research problem had been identified, decisions

were made in terms of the fundamentar direction of the study.
The earry portion of the thesis was essentiatry a documentary
analysis. The first decisÍon refrected the need to present
drama in a broader educational context than that of an art
subject. A line of inquiry was broached ín search for
generalist educational theorists and philosophers whose

theories and ideas might herp to exprain the nature of the
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rearning processes taking prace in the drama crass. After an

extensive review of literature which involved. considerable
analysis of phil-osophy, the theories of Dewey and Bowers hrere

identified as containing beliefs that ilruminated and

supported the idea of a pararlel between dramatic processes

and the development of higher thinking skirrs. Anarysis was

arso appried in order to draw further parallels between the
these theories and processes and the theories and processes

characteristic of dramatic training. "The researcher moves

from a description of what is the case to an explanation of
why that is the case" (Hitchcock and Hughes, 1989, p. 73).

At this point the study shifted into theory building.
stake (L978) states that "theory buirding is the search for
essences, pervasive and determíning ingredients, and the
makings of raws" (p. 7). The researcher developed the process

of REFLECTTVE-COMMUNIcATroN using the concept of Dewey's

"refrective thinking" process as a philosophic base and

Bowers's concept of "communicative competence" as a vehicre
for that process. According to the theoretical delineations
estabrished by Glaser and strauss (]-967) the theory being
deveroped is a substantive theory, a theory "...developed for
a substantive or empirical area of sociological inquiry,' (p.
32).

The purpose for the deveropment of this process was to
draw paralleIs between the development of dramatic skirrs and

the development of higher thinking skills and general
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cognitive deveropment in students. The justification for
using a process deveroped from the theories and concepts
generated by theorists not in the field of drama in education
is to serve as an indicator that drama has educationar
potentiar that exceeds the context of drama as an art form.

Graser and strauss (1,967) use the term grounded theory to
define the deveropment of theory generated from data anarysis.
They state that "in discovering theory, one generates
conceptual categories or their properties from evidencei then
the evidence from which the category emerged is used to
ilrustrate the concept" (p. 23). This method concisely
illustrates the procedure used during the course of the study
first to construct the process of REFLECTIVE-CoMMUNTCATTON and

then to develop the REFLECTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN-based drama
program,

once the theory was generated the finar stage of the
study was developed: the organization of a drama program that
would focus on the developmentar process of REFLECTTvE_

COMMUNICATION.

Sources of Data

The sources of data used were exclusivery ribrary
materiar- specific sources included: current periodicars,
professionar journals, ERrc documents, in addition to an

extensive selection of books. The onry exception to the
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excrusive use of library material is the use of researcher
generated activity that appears in chapter Five and chapter
Six.

The objective of the study, to generate a theory and then
to deverop a drama program based in that theory, demanded. a

broad understanding of the work of educational philosophers,
drama theorists and an understanding of the way in which
educational reform had taken prace in the past. Given the
nature and direction of the study, library materiars provided
the most extensive and the most accurate means of corlecting
data. Glaser and strauss (1967) suggest that "the ribrary can

be immensery usefur especialJ.y. . . for generating formal theory',
(p. L7e) .

rt shourd be noted that the pubrished d.ocument Ís often
more powerfur than an interview, as it is the resurt of werl
thought-out effort, involving research and editing on the part
of the writer. rn contrast, the information received in an

intervÍew offers the subject's spontaneous reaction to the
interviewer's question. The information presented in a

publ-ished work is not susceptibre to manipuration by the
researcher, as is the information received through the
interviewing process.

Graser and strauss (1967) state that if the researcher,s
"purpose is expricitry the generating of theory, the absorute
accuracy of his 1Íbrary information is...not crucial" (p.
r.8r. ) .
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Samplinq Technigues

Library and computer searches were conducted in the
pursuit of relevant materiar for the study. Arr avairabre
information that appeared to pertain to the study was

examined- Material included cluster samples drawn from drama

education, ranguage development, and educationar phirosophy.
Primary sources of information are identifíed by Best and

Kahn (L989) as "eyewitness accounts....reported by an actuat
observer or participant ín an event,' (p. 65). These differ
from secondary sources in which information is documented but
that has not been witnessed by the reporter of the event.
"The reporter may have talked with an actual observer or read
an account by an observer, but his or her testimony is not
that of an actual participant or observer" (p. 65).

Primary sources were used whenever they $rere accessibre,
however cases occurred in which the original source vJas not
readily available. several documents in this study were found
to be inaccessible, one of which was onry avairabre onry in
the language of origin and which courd not be translated by
the researcher. A concerted effort was made to serect
material onry from highly reputabre sources of periodical
informati-on. rnformation received from the writing of J.
Dewey and c.A. Bowers is considered to be a primary source.
Both writers are reputabre speciarists in the fietd of
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educational philosophy and lend credibirity and varidity to
the theory constructed ín the study. They are also treated as

key informants. According to Bogdan and Biklen (1982), the

term key informant refers to subjects in an interview setting
that "are more willing to tark, have greater experience in the
setting, or are especially insightful about what goes on" (p.

63). This term also describes "subjects that are unusuarly

perceptive and articulate (p. L52). Given that the use of
library materiars can be considered a rich source for theory
building materiar and that both Dewey and Bowers are respected

theoreticians, it follows that their theoríes and insights
could be considered "especially insightful" or "unusually
perceptive or articulate."

The work of prominent theorists in the fierds of drama

and of theatre in education, including Booth, Courtney,

Linnell, and Way, was also reviewed, ês well as the work of
specialists in the field of language development.

Data Analvsis

Hitchcock and Hughes (L989) describe analysis as "the
attempt to organize, account for, and provide expranations of
data so that some kind of sense may be made of it" (p. 73).

Data analysis in this study proceeded from a

phenomenologicar base and was primarily accomplished through

the processes of content analysis and analytic induction. The
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anarysis was directed first at theory generation and then at
the exploration of paralrers between the processes that are
promoted by the developed theory and the processes available
to students through the study of drama.

The process of theory generation invorved both content
analysis and analytic induction. The content analysis took
the form of reviewing literature for the purpose of developing
categories from which to buil_d themes and sub-themes; the
identificatlon of phitosophíes that wourd be usefur in the
building of a new theory. As the body of research riterature
increased and new rerationships emerged from the data,
analytic induction, "the process of re-working tlporogies"
(Morin, 1987, p. Lz) was appried in order to account for the
nêw rerationships. This information was organized into
specific units that would either contribute to the development

of the theory or wourd provide materiar that wourd strengthen
the purpose and direction of the study in generar. The

identification and the illumination of main ideas and concepts
remained a constant throughout the study. Extraneous material
was discarded and the research process was then focused on the
development of a cohesive transitíon between the theoreticat
and the practical component of the study, the proposed drama

curriculum-
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Limitations

cohen and Manion (i.985) identify three sources of bias
that can occur in the research process: "those arising from
the subject being interviewed, those arising from the
researcher himself, and those arising from the subject-
researcher interaction" (p. 59).

The most obvious limitation for this researcher $ras that
of working arone on a project that invorved the building of
concepts and themes, and the developing of practical
methodology that wourd serve to promote those concepts and

themes. This research framework created most of the
limitations of the project. The fact that the study is
conducted through singurar analysis means that there is no

possibility for the carculation of inter-judgement reliabirity
in the content analysis. The possibilíty of subjective bias
occurs as the study is based in personal experience.

According to Bogdan and Bikren (L982) "al1 researchers
are affected by observer's bias" (p. 43). However in the case

of theory generation it is the researcher's bias that
motivates the study. rn the case of theory generation rather
than trying to eriminate the researcher's bias, it is
important to identify that bias in order to gain an

understanding of the researcher's motivation.
As stated by Eisner (i-99i.) earrier in the chapter, the

information generated by the arts' researcher is effective to
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the extent in which it informs and creates meaning for the
reader. rt is the researcher's responsibility to defÍne the
orienting ideas that are brought to the study and to diffuse
the controlling effect of these ideas by revearing them in
their totality. Glaser and strauss (1967 ) state that ,,. ..when
a researcher decides what sources of data to use in a given
study, he makes decisions crucial to its outcome; so he ought
to make those decisions with the utmost care" (p. 76).

Arthough the researcher approached atl decisions with
great care, avoiding situations that would cause limitations
was not always possibre. The choice of targeting research
work ín the ribrary limits the research to content and face
varidity. The researcher is also limited in scope by the
availability of materiars. current literature on the subject
of drama in education Ís often limited to reprinted or revised
editions of earlier writing, and advocacy articres in current
periodicars. very recent pubrications on this subject
appeared to be unavailable.

However, the serection of materiar, for use in the
generation of process theory and for use in the expranation of
the application of the process in the practicar setting, was

carefurly studied in order to provide the reader wÍth a broad
spectrum of information. This ínformation would enabLe the
reader to access information of dÍrect relation to the study
or that wourd provide auxíriary information necessary to the
background understanding of the study. This range of
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perspectives, from many theorists and practítioners in the

fieId, serves to offset possibilities of researcher imposed

biases on the study.

The fínal limitation is posed by the fact that the

proposed curricurum is hypothesized. Although it is based on

a program that has been unofficially tested, the evorved

program that serves as the embodiment of the REFLECTTVE-

COMMUNICATION has not yet been empirical-ly tested.
This researcher does not attempt to illuminate universal

truths but rather to create meaning and to inform the reader

through the development of a process theory and the

deveropment of a drama program that serves as vehicle for that
process. The generarizabirity of the study extends onry to
similar study populations and educational contexts.

Delimitations

The progran that served as the catatyst to the study,

from which the initiar observations teading to the study $rere

made, r¡ras the researcherts own drama program.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Results

Introductíon

Information presented in the revj-ew of literature
suggests that there ís a strong connectíon between the

processes and activities utilized within the drama classroom

and the development of REFLECTM-COMMUNICATION, a high order

thinking skiII. As illustrated in Chapter Three, the drama

class can provide both the learning environment and the

learning activities conducive to the development of
I'ref lective thinking" and 'rcommunicative competencê, "

essential- components of REFLECTI\IE-COIßfiINICATION. The drama

program generated for this study has been organized with the

specific objective of fostering REFLECTI\IE-COMMUNICATION in
students. The proposed curriculum also employs skills and

techniques traditionally associated with dramatic studies and

adheres to the general guidelines suggested by the Manitoba

high school curriculum (1990).

The REFLECTM-COMMUNICATION-based drama program is also

designed to encourage drama educators to view the subject that
they teach within a different framework and to garner a deeper

understanding of the importance of the subject of dramatic

study to the development of higher thínking skills in all
learners. Although the processes and activities in the drama

classroom can encourage students to develop REFLECTIVE-
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col\MUNrcATroN, this ís not necessarily the outcome in alr
programs. As with any other subject area, the responsibirity
for creating and sustaíning the crassroom environment is
predominantly that of the teacher/director. The

teacher/dÍrector must take responsibirity for the content
selected, the processes Íntroduced, and the nanner of
instruction which they use to communÍcate with their students.

The REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN-based program consists of
three levers of course-work that would span arr three high
schoor years'. Arthough each revel of study is a serf-
contained unit of dramatic skills, each unit contributes to
the overart objective of the program which is to train actors
that are adept in the process of REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN.

The program is developmentar and students are required to
successfully comprete pre-requisite junior courses to qualify
for the senior level courses. The goal of the study is four-
fold:

1. to create a drama program conducive to the development of
REFLECT IVE - COMMUNI CAT I ON ;

2. to create a drama program that enabres students to
develop professional skÍlts;

3. to encourage drama educators to view their subject in an

extended framework of potentiar for more extensive

educational implications; and

tThe program has been .deveroped in a non-semestered
organizational structure. The expectation is that each course
would extend over a ten month period of time.
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4. to ínform general curricurum practitioners of the broad-
range l-earning potential available within the structure
of the drama classroom.

The OutlÍne for the proqram Development

L. Rationale for the progran

2. Program goals

3. specific currícurum goars and outl-ines for each 1eveI of
the program: Drama zOG, Drama 30G, and Drama 40G

4. Description of the pararrer between the curricurum
outline and the development of REFLECTIVE-CoMMUNICATIoN

5. sample units from each level, irrustrating the connection

between dramatÍc processes and REFLECTIVE-CoMMUNICATIoN

6. Suggestions for implementing the program
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Program Development

Rationale

üJe rive at a time that can be described by the immortal

words of charles Dickens in the introduction to a Tare of Two

Cities, "it was the best of times, it was the worst of
times...t' [r]e live at a time when rife expectancy has been

prolonged, but in which more environmentar and human dangrers

exist to threaten that longevity.
rt is a time when technology can provide us with instant

ínformation, dÍrect communication with people on the other
side of the worrd, and arr kinds of rife-enhancing machinery.

Yet it Ís also true that increasing technology is taking over

the lives of twentieth century individuars ín a less than

positive way.

l,üe live with a doubre-edged curse. Technorogy presents

opportunity and choice but it arso eriminates and defines
choícer ês weII. we live in a world where it is possible for
a working individual to communicate with nunerous people each

day and never meet any of those peopre face to face. yet,

there has never been a greater need for peopre to rearn to
communicate with each other or to make sense of their world.
Education for children and adurts shourd provide for these

needs. Arthough the organization of most curricula used in
the past have not achieved broad spectrum results, the common

response to the discovery of a lacking in public education is
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for poritical poricy makers and educationar curricurum

developers to mandate morei more of the skirrs that are

arready being taught and have proven to be ineffective or
redundant.

The presentation of the REFLECTM-COMMUNICATION-based

drama program is an attempt to show that more is not the

answer, but that the sorution lies ín the redirection of
curricurum organization, in the exploration of something

different. rn addition to being organized for the deveropment

of REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN, the proposed drama program arso

provides opportunities for the development of increasingry
necessary creative skills. Even the scientist of tomorrow

needs the benefit of creative growth and deveropment. Through

the development of curiosity, imagination, awareness,

sensitivity, perception, personar interest, and an extended

knowredge base the student of any art becomes more connected

with the base of art the human condition. Drama adds to
this rist of benefits the opportunity for extensive ranguage

development. Arr of this emphasizes the importance of
cultivating a vision of drama education as a subject area with
unique contributions to offer the area of curricurum

development.

The difference in the organization of the proposed drama

program Ín comparison with traditionally organized drama

programs (thÍs includes programs organized around the
traditionalry divided terms of drama and theatre) is that the
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primary consideration for the organization of the program is
a very fundamental focus on the deveropment of specific
thought processes that move the student actor into actíon.
Consequently the program makes a fundamental acknowledgment of
the contrÍbution that drama makes to higher thinking skirls
and to general cognitive development in students. Although
most drama instructors would agree that startÍng from what

students know is a sound beginning, not atr instructors wirl
have organized their programs in a manner that encourages and

enables students to stretch and break the bounds of that
experience and knowledge. rn the REFLEcTTvE-Col,tMUNrcATroN-

based drama program students are introduced to skirrs that
wilr enable them to identify and understand those limits and

subsequentry to move beyond the originar rimitation imposed by

experience and knowledge.

Proqram Goals

The primary goar of the program is to present a

REFLECTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN based drama program a drama

curriculum organized around a conscious effort to develop
higher thinking skilrs. The intended effect of this program

proposal is to illustrate that the subject of drama is, in
addition to its established Ímportance as an art subject, an

extremery important contributor to the deveropment of skilrs
that are recognized as lendíng primary importance to the
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general goals of public schooling. ThÍs contribution will be
presented through the closely 1Ínked connection between the
REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN process and various processes and

activities that are used in drama courses.

The program is arso directed toward the development of a

substantiar dramatic knowledge base in students. This wil_r be

achieved through the study of acting skilrs, pray-writing
skills, directing skilts and through the interpretation of
dramatic literature.

Finally, the program is committed to meeting the basic
criteria suggested by the Manitoba high schoor drama

curriculum (1990). The curriculum guide outlines a three year
progression for drama programs:

The introductory course [now car]ed Drama 2oGl aims

to develop student awareness of the drama erements to
enable furler participation in and greater understanding
of the drama experience.

The intermediate course Inow carled Drama 3oG]

continues to emphasize the erements and extends the
experience to scripts and riterature appropriate for
dramatic interpretation.

The seníor course IDrama 40G in i.995 ] aíms to
Íncrease students' control over artistic cornmunication

through synthesis of the erements. At this revel,
students will plan and perform sustained, original
creations usíng a variety of resources (research,
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interviews, newspapers, media) and formats (collectives,
anthologies, docu-dramas, readers theatre). (p. 3)

Activities and skill-development exercises are developed

with this progression in mind. rn addition to this, each of
the three instructional levels are clustered around a central
focar point. rn Drama zoc (formerry Drama L05), that focus is
on the development of improvisation. rn Drama 3oG (formerry
Drama 205) the focus becomes the development of rehearsal
skills within the context of the study of the t{estern theatre
tradition. The senior level, Drama 40G (Drama 305 untir the
1995-96 schoor year), focuses on performance skitrs.a
Arthough students have been performing their work in crass for
peer audiences in both Drama 20G and Drama 3oG, it is only at
the 40G lever that students perform for a pubric audience.

t{ithin the framework of rearning theatricar skirrs is
another rever of skilr deveropment availabre to students.
This level includes skills often associated with collaborative
learning, such as concentration on task, observation and

recalr, awareness of ranguage, devel0pment of group

rerationships, sociar interaction, and generar communication.

Finarly, the curricurum organizatÍon arso promotes the
deveropment of skilrs associated with arts-in-education
subjects: concentration, sensitivity, imagination, sensory
awareness, spontaneity, creativity, interpretive skills, as

aCurrently a transitional period is occurring in Manitobawhich courses are being designaied new titles. ror trre craritypurpose new course designations have been used in this thesis.

in
of
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well as skills in
evaluation as weII as

critical evaluation,

the evaluation of the

including self-
work of others.

Individqal Curriculum Goals

The REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN-based program is rooted in
the acting tradition generated from the teachings of
stanislavsky and perpetuated by Adrer and crurman. rt is the
performance tradition that attempts to bring the rearity of
rife to the stage. Attention is paid to the creation of the
irluslon that the stage reality is happening for the first
time during each performance. The performer is to become

acutely aware of the character's background, rerationships,
envíronment, and any other information that the dramatist
provides (Wilson and Goldfarb, 1983, p. 2g6).

The direction of the program has also been shaped by the
ideas of Morris (1977, l-9BB) who also teaches within the
framework of the stanislavsky inspired tradition. Morris'
interpretation of stanisravsky's work, however, is informed by

the work of strasberg. Morris berieves that the complete

actor is the complete human being which is a useful tenet when

training performers many of whom wirl not continue on

professionally. According to Morris (j.ggg), "a comprete actor
is one who has higher degrees of affectabirity and

sensitivity, knowledge that he can use in every piece of
material he approaches, a furrer and freer imagination, as
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well as a greater ability to involve himserf with the worrd
and the people in it" (p. 39). He bases his system of acting
on the stanislavsky system onry in terms of basic theories.
Morris praces a tremendous amount of importance on the
acquisition of knowredge whích he breaks into two main forms:

"contact learning" that comes from incidental learning from

experiences that occur in everyday life and ,'conscious

learning. . . Irequires] active investigation, exploration, and

desire" (p. 36). Both of these rearning modes encourage the
kind of curiosity necessary for the development of REFLECTTVE-

COMMUNTCATION.

Drama 20G

General obiective.

The primary goal of this entry rever course is to develop
improvisation as a centrar dramatic skir1. The course
obj ectives are: to encourage creativÍty,- to deverop

concentration; to develop probrem-solving skirrs; to buird
upon existing vocar and physicar skilrs; and to deverop

structural guidelines for the rehearsal process.

Expectation.

students are expected to be actívely invorved in arr
activities and discussions that occur during crass. They are
responsible for being in attendance and on time for arr
classes.
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Journals are to be submitted once a week and are to
reflect personal response to the class activities and critical
response to their own, and others, work in progress.

Proqram components.

L- Theatre Games focus on action concentration
activities - working with the whore class or large groups

2. Mime experiencíng and creatíng environment - movement

in varying conditions defining of smarr objects
developÍng emotional response to sítuations

3. sensory t¡lork using the medium of mime recreating
sensation and creating detail -

4. Elements of Drama buirding content structuring an

improvisation / who, where, what confr íct/ contrast/
suspense/ the unusuaL/ intense emotion

5. story Development - buirding a good pray developing
direction, focus and content in a murti-scene context
usíng fairy-tares as means to study the formal structure
of a storylÍne creating of own script using rehearsed
improvisation technique

6- character Development physicar characterization
aging,/ reverse aging tension patterns psychologicar
characterization development of inner tife

7. Improvisation on a Script - focus on character
development - formal character analysis
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Drama 30G

General obiective.

The focus of this second lever course is to give students
a practical historical perspective of trJestern theatrical style
and to develop effective rehearsar techniques within that
context. The course objectives are: to study content of
western theatre through representative works of dramatic
literature; to lend structure to the dramatic process through
the development of rehearsar skilrs including script analysÍs
and formal character development; to arrow students a forum to
practise and develop skills learned in Drama zoG; and to give
students a sense of the director's art through an introduction
to directing skills.

Expectation.

There is an underrying assumption that students who erect
to contÍnue in drama are prepared to adopt a critical and

refrective approach to their creative work. students are
expected to deverop the serf-motivation and to the setf-
discipline necessary to achieve the required range of dramatic
skills,

Proqram components.

L. RevÍew of character Deveropment skilrs (Drama zo?)

2. Interactions in the Modern Family

3. Primitíve Storytelling
4. Greek Mythology

5. Greek Tragedy/Comedy
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6. The Medieval Minstrel Show

7. The Theatre of William Shakespeare

8. Commedia dell'Arte
9 - Twentieth Century plays

L0. Twentieth Century plays as a Director,s Study

Each unit of study is set up in the forrowÍng manner:

1-. workshop to introduce and practice skilrs necessary for
use Ín the unit;

2. rehearsar of a scene (scripted or rehearsed
improvisation ) ,.

3. work-shopping within the rehearsal process;

4. documentation of the rehearsal process in the form of a

rehearsal log;

5. presentation of scene as finished piece of theatre;
6- serf-evaluation of individuar and group work; and

7- formal written review of the work of colreagues.

Drama 40G

General obiective.

The senior lever course in the program focuses on

performance as a skirl-deveropment experience. The objectives
of this third and final course in the drama program are: to
give students maximum performance opportunity; to
build/rebuild existing performance skills; to continue
application of rehearsal skitls; and to test and. improve the
quality of performance skills.
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Expectation.

Drama 40G (The company) operates in the manner of a

smarl theatre company. company members take on responsibirity
for alr aspects of pray production, ín addition to their
performance roles.

students are required to attend the prairie Theatre

Exchange season and to react to the work of these theatre
professionals through written reviews. prairie Theatre

Exchange is a regionar theatre in !,linnipeg, Manitoba. rn
addition to producing thought-provoking new work, the prairie

Theatre Exchange mandate is committed to producing theatre of
local interest and writing by local writers.

Proqram components.

The progression of the year's work is organized to arlow

students increasing responsibility for their creative and

technical work. The curricurum is also arranged to provide

continuous and varied performance opportunities such as:

L. originar monorogues students define and deverop a

character that is personarly interesting and wourd

charrenge the performer creatively - the monorogue is to
centre around the character's personar philosophy or on

a lesson learned Ín life;
2. performance one - pubric performance of a scripted full

length play - performers arso choose a technÍcal area on

which to focus (set and prop construction, costume and

prop organization, public relatíons, Iighting design);
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3.

4.

5.

performance two lunch-hour performances for student
audiences commedia derl'arte or commedia dell'arte
derived presentation;

performance three public performance of a corlective
creation wrítten and developed by the students again
students take on responsibirity for technicar areas,-

acting for film creation of simpre stage scenes that
are adapted for the screen; and

6. preparations for cold auditions students select two

monologues (one crassÍcar and one modern) in preparation
for auditioning for an undisclosed role.

Unit Summarv

Each of the courses in the program is a self-enclosed.
unit that examines and experiments with specific skirrs
rerating directly to the identified core focus; improvisation,
rehearsar skilrs and study of western theatre tradition, and

performance skills). However, the program is deveropmental

and each subsequent course in the program begins with a review
of skills and content presented in the preceding course, and

then progresses Ínto new content and skÍrl development areas.
Thus even the organization of program content is designed for
the development of REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN, taking students
from what they know into areas of further discovery.
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CHAPTER SIX

Illustrative Units
The Curriculum and Reflective Communication

Acting is an experiment in
from another point of view.

comes through experiencing

1-974, p. 18).

living, to look at it
Learning how to líve

(Hodgson and Richards,

REFLECTIVE-COMMUNICATION involves a four step experience
based process: EXpERTENCE---REFLEcrroN---oRrENT.A,TroN

ALTERATTON---CONCRETE REALrzATroN. The core focus area in
each of the drama courses in the program utitizes this
processr âs wirl be irlustrated rater in the study.

The program itserf serves as a generar moder of this
process. At the introductory l_evel, the course work enabres
students to develop new skirls whire exploring situations that
are familiar or at least recognizable to them. students are
engaged in activities that enable them to reflect upon their
experÍences in crass. As students progress Ín the program,

they are continually presented with new situations in which to
experiment with altered viewpoints developed in previous
activities or courses and to apply the altered viewpoint to a

concrete situation in the present activity or course. The

continuum of experiencing, refrecting, orientation alteration
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and concrete rearization spirals the students into the
applicatÍon of the process to more and. more complex content.

courses at all three revers offer combinations of
dramatic skiIl building activities and situations. However,
as stated earrier, each of the courses has a core focus. ArI
organízation for rearning at a partÍcurar level of study
radiates from this centrar skÍr1 objective. rn Drama 20G that
core is the deveropment of improvisational skirrs, and in
Drama 30G it is the curtivation and deveJ.opment of rehearsar
skirls, incruding character development, script analysis and
staging, and the study of the trlestern theatre traditÍon.
Drama 40G focuses on performance skills.

Each unit of each course contributes in some significant
way to the development of REFLECTIVE-COMMUNICATION. In some

cases, that contribution may occur through the deveropment of
the dramatic skill itself, such as the acquisition of
improvisation skirrs. At other times, the uray in which the
skill is rearned wirl be the significant contributing factor.
students may rearn to deverop a character by experimenting
with various physical and psychorogicar possibilities,
refrecting on the effectiveness of those possibirities in
making the appropriate statement, using that information to
shift and change the way in which they originarry viewed the
character, and, finally, applying the altered information to
a concrete experience through presentation. Deveropment of
REFLECTTVE-coMMUNrcATroN also occurs within situations
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offering complex combinations of methodorogy and content
instruction. while rehearsing a furr length play, students
are improvising, building characters, interpreting (or
developing) scripts and through arl thÍs skill buirdÍng are
often being exposed to social, interrectuar, and emotional
content that is new to them. They must discover a way in
which to digest and assimilate the materiar and the skirls.

As stated in chapter Two, the process of REFLECTTVE-

coMMUNrcATroN is not to be viewed as having a linear
progression. True progress can occur through the courage to
re-examine previous decisíons under new circumstances in the
Iight of new information.

As stated in Chapter Five the organizational structure of
the REFLECTTVE-coMMuNrcATroN-based drama program also
paralrels the organizational structure of the high school
drama curriculum for ManÍtoba ( j-990).
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Drama 20G and Improvisation

students electing to enter the Drama zoc course arrive
from a broad range of experience, interest, and creative
backgrounds. rn addition, many wilr have expectations about
the course and what it will do for them. rt is important that
students understand that regardress of what their personar or
creative background may be, all students have potentiar to
extend and expand their personar and artistic skirrs in the
drama class.

rf students focus on the processes and activÍties
offered in the course, arl individuars wirl experience a

progression in their learning. At this lever the skirrs
developed need to be progressive so that students have a sense

of dírection and to be irunedíatery applicable to the content
being explored. rt is my contention that before students can

be expected to perform in public they must deverop skirls and

processes that wilr enabre them to approach script anatysis,
character development, and performance skirrs with a certain
degree of artistry, rather than as puppets to be manipurated

on the stage.

rf the goar is performance, the showing and sharing of
the performing artists' work, then students must be trained to
prepare for that experience. rn Drama 4oG students prepare
for public performance, but in the intermediate course Drama

30G they prepared for that stage by deveroping rehearsal
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skÍ11s such as character development, script analysis,
rehearsed improvisation, and fundamental directing techniques.

In order to prepare for exploration at that skil1 level,
students in Drama 20G begin their training through the study

of improvisation in many forms.

The working-definitions of improvisation are vast in
number but generally vary onry srightly. According to Hodgson

and Richards (1974) "improvisation is a means of exploring in
which we create conditions where imaginative group and

personal experience is possíble. rt is the spontaneous human

response to an idea or ideas, or a set of conditions" (p. 18).

Improvisation is acting without a script. It can be

viewed as a means for training peopre to think and then to
express themselves in a concise and orderry manner (Hodgson

and Richards, L974). rt can also be viewed as a means by which

to develop spontaneity of verbal and physicar response (Booth

and Lundy L985; Morgan and Saxton, t9B7). It can be as

unstructured as spontaneous reaction to a given task, or can

take the form of a scene requiring sparsely defined structurar
Ínformation, (setting, time, issue, or character background).

Rehearsed-rmprovisations may require extended periods of time

to allow for the development of a script or scenarío.

Hodgson and Richards (J,974) believe that aIl
Ímprovisation starts from what the performer knows and moves

'The workíng definltion of Rehearsed-Improvisatíon is outlined
in Chapter One under the heading of Definitions.
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into the rearm of imagination. They also suggest that the
overall schema of improvisation wourd folrow a definite
pattern.

1_. rmaginative work buÍrding from observation of real
things and people (either making them imaginatively
real or using them imaginatively).
GoIing] on to adding insight and experience to
discover further ways of using the real and

imaginary elements.

3. BuildIing] something new from the imagination,
based on insight into, and experiences of the ord,
leading on to-

4. Realizing the rimitress bounds of the imagination.
(p. se)

This suggested pattern of work that begins at the
concrete level and extends into the abstract, supports the
connection between the process of improvisation and that of
REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN. Hodgson and Richards (Lg74) also
state that stimuration of the imagination can be developed in
a progressive nanner. This connection between the pattern
identified by Hodgson and Richards (t974) and the process of
REFLECTTvE-coMMItNrcATroN is shown through the folrowing
paralleIs.

a) Experiencíng. IEXPERIENCE]

b) Reproducing or describing it. IREFLECTION]

2.
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c) Linking it wÍth other things, either an immediate

free association or looking around or discussion of
links. IORIENTATION ALTERÀTION]

d) using the findings to buird up a scene or scenes.

ICONCRETE AppLrcATrON] (p. 58)

Not all Ímprovisation wirr utirize language, but when it
does, the drama class can offer students the opportunity to
create rearistic diarogue and patterns of orar interaction
within unfamiliar situations and personalitíes. rt can alrow
students to experience someone else's lÍfe-style and

attitudes, and offers students a direct experience through the
emotionar investment in the content of the materiar they are
exploring. They can experiment with topics and issues that
are unfamiliar to them and then discover or develop the
language necessary to express those unfamiriar thoughts and

feerings. Extensive exposure to the skirr of arranging words
into meaningful vocal patterns encourages students to become

sensitive to language organization and presentation. They

learn that "the same arrangement of words can be made polite,
aggressive, tentative, or pleading by changes of tonal
quality, timÍng, stress, and juncture" (seerey, 1-976, p. B).

The sampre unit presented for the study is a mime unit
that occurs early in the school year. rt follows the
introductory unit and is designed to stretch the rimits the
student's comfort zone through actíve partÍcipation in a

variety of dramatic game situations. Arthough the featured
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unit develops improvisationar techniques, the focus is on the
study of mime. spoken tanguage is not used although in the
latter part of the unit, voices are used to create sound to
punctuate the performers' actions.

The study of mime ís strategically praced prior to the
introduction of speech in scenes. students focus only on

physical expression for the duratíon of the unit and do not
have to worry about what they will say. This is particularry
important for students with littre or no dramatic training as

it arlows them time to ease themserves into dramatic work. By

the time that speaking is introduced art students have

something to sêy, not just the very vocar, outgoing ones.

The mime that is introduced in this unit is essentialry
pantomime, not the highry stylized art form that is tlpified
by performers in white-face. Mime as a component of
improvisation allows the students to focus specificarly on the
physicar definition of whatever activity they may be invorved
in and to experiment with the visual power of movement. rf
young inexperienced performers begin improvisation work
without adequate instruction and without workshop time to work

on the physicalization of characters and situations, the
potential range of physicarization Ís highry limited as the
performers are not in possessÍon of skirls that can take them

beyond what they know. Even when endowed with mime skirrs,
performers neglect physicar detair, for a time, when speech is
introduced into scenes. rt takes time for the inexperienced
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performer to create a balance of action and speech in their
acting.

The activÍtíes are generalry instructor-guided at the
beginning of the unit, leading to more autonomy at the end of
the unit. Students cannot be expected to be creative without
ski1ls and without the deveropment of setf-esteem that comes

from feering secure in a particurar environment.

rn large group activities, the crass is divided into two

sections so that one section becomes the audience for the
section that is performing. rn the REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN-

based drama curricurum, the audience becomes an important and

active part of the performance. performance is to be viewed

as a concrete sharing of the performers' process the best
product avaÍlable at the designated performance time.
AudÍence members are expected to engage activery in watching
and listening to whatever material is being presented for them

and then to share their observations and comments during post-
performance discussion. Thus the reflection process is
promoted by audience observation and commentary in an attempt
to aid performers in their reflection upon their work.

A large portion of the refrective work in the Ðrama 20G

classroom takes the form of weekly journal writing,
particurarly at the beginning of the year. A typícaI weekly
journar entry wourd consist of responses to the activities in
the two or three one hour crasses the students would have

attended that week. students respond to guided questions
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prepared by the teacher/director. The questions are directly
rerated to the activities and events that occurred in the
class and are designed to enable students to document personal
response to specific activities, detail in the work done by
their peers, and suggestions and comments that wourd improve

the work being observed. sampres of journar guidelines are
available in the appendix

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The mime unit is divided into smalrer sub-sections.
Action Oriented Tasks

Experiencing and Creating Environments

Precise Definition of Smal1 Objects

Developing Emotional Response to Situations
Development of scene structure/DefÍnition of tdho,

blhere and What

6. Evaluation

Action-Oriented Tasks

The first mime activity introduced to the crass is that
of action-oriented mime tasks. The objective of this activity
is to have students reproduce conmon tasks within a new

context, mime. students wirr be required to focus on the
detaÍIs that define and crarify the activity and on the space

required to make the activity believabre. They will also need

to interact with each other in order to develop an overarl
sense of purpose in the activity.
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The crass is split into two groups. one group wilr be
the performers and the other, the audience. The group is
informed that a volunteer from the performers' group wilr be
given an action-based task to begin, such as cleaning the yard
in autumn. This task will not be reveared to the rest of the
group- Using mime only, volunteers are expected to define the
area to be used for the task, define the equipment necessary
to do the work, and then to begin the work. The remainder of
the performers' group and the audience are to watch as the
volunteer creates the defining parameters of the task. lrJhen

members of the performer's group can identify the task, they
are to enter the scene and contribute to the accomplishment of
the task by either herpíng the originar performer directry
with the task or by providing an auxiliary task that
contributes logically to the scene of the task. performers
can exercise the right not to enter the scene, but must be
prepared to explain their choice with verbal justification for
not entering the scene. The scene continues at the discretion
of the teacher/dírector.

Prior to the beginning of the performance (process-
sharing), the entire class is instructed in the appropriate
behaviour of an audíence during a performance. This is
necessary at this introductory level 0f instruction since many

students wirl either be unaware of appropriate behaviour or
may have acquired poor audience behaviour from past
experiences. As stated earlier, an audience in a REFLECTTVE_
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coMMuNrcATroN-based drama program is actively involved in the
action presented in the performance area of the classroom.

Audience members are asked to observe and make note of
the actions generated by the performers. They are
specificarry instructed to make note of actions that
contribute or detract from the believability of the intended
actíon. tdhen the task ís completed, they wirr be given the
opportunity to comment on what they saw and to make

suggestions to the performers. Negative comments are
acceptabre but not without justification and suggestion for
improvement. Positive comments are also to be connected with
solid reasoning.

Arthough the groups are clearly d.irected in their rores
as performers and audience members, there is no formal
discussion about the importance of form and detail in a piece
of mime work. This type of comrnentary is more usefur after
the initial experience when students have some ideas about
what an effective or ineffective mime piece rooks rike.

tdhen all performers who are intending to enter the scene
have entered and have had adequate time to contribute to the
scene, the action is frozen. performers are then asked what
they were doing to contribute to the scene. At the end of
this comrnentary, the orÍginar performer is asked to present
the original task and to narrate the actions prior to the
entrance of the rest of group. Discussion can begin at thís
point, but is usually generated out of the comments from the
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audience. commentary from the audience can offer the
performers a relativery objective perspective on the work

being done. The objective eye of the audience can see the
whore picture often obscured for the individuar performers by

their focus on the creation of specific detairs in the scene.

The performers are instructed not to argue with the audience

about the points made. They are expected to accept the
comments as stated observations of what actually occurred.

Before the two groups switch rores, time shourd be

allotted for group discussion directed at a corlective
definition of an effective mime piece. The two groups then

switch roles and the process is repeated with new group of
performers and audience members, and a new task. Each time
the groups rotater âr attempt should be made to incorporate
the comments and suggestions of the audience into the creation
of the new task. Each group shourd perform two or three tasks
in order for students to experiment with the deveropment of
qualíty in the mime work, gained from attempting to appry the
observatlons and commentary generated by the audience.

Creatinq and Experiencinq Environments

The objective of this mime activity is not definition of
action but rather definÍtion of reaction. students are to
identify and present in mime, sensations unique to specific
environments. They are to focus on the sensual qualities of
the identified environment and to react to these quarities in
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order to create an accurate and detailed picture of the

environment.

The class is once again split ínto two groups, the

audience and the performers. The audience resumes the role of
observers and commentators and wilr be given time to present

its observations at the end of each set of activities-
The performers are instructed to find a space in the

designated work area and are to work individualry on the task.
other performers moving into their work-space are to be

treated as objects that may be responded to but not interacted
with. Performers are to concentrate on their immedÍate

response to the created environment.

The teacher,/director describes the environment that the

performers will be exploring, sets up the situation and then
gives the performers an objective that wilr requÍre movement

through space to accomplish. For example:

rt is sunmer. You are in the dunes at Grand Beach and

have been there all day swimming and relaxing.
unfortunately you have falren asleep in the sun for
several hours. You are awakened by a loud or sharp sound

and realize that it is time to go home. you are badly

sunburned. You realize that you have not brought your

shoes with you and wÍrr have to find a way to get to the

board-walk without burning the soles of your feet on the

scorching sand. Your scene will start when you hear the

sound,
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The teacher/director can vocally coach the performers

through the scene to make sure that they are exploring the

environment as much as possible. Some performers will be able

to use total recall from their own past experience. Other

performers will use partial recall and will apply sensations

that they have experienced to an unfamÍIiar context. There

are also students who wÍll have to construct the environment

with minimal or no background knowledge, relying totally upon

imagination. The coaching by the teacher/director should

reflect all of these possibilities.

When all students have completed the activity, comments

are invited from the audience members. They can comment on

what worked and why; they can gíve suggestions to ímprove the

work they observed; and they can ask questions of performers

if they found the work confusing in any way. Performers may

respond to questions but not to comments. This exchange

creates an active sense of connection between the work of the

performer and the response of the audience; students are given

the clear message that an Ínterplay should exÍst between the

two groups. Through the sharing of comments, the performers

become aware of how their work was received. They become more

a$¡are that the their intention for the performance is not

necessarily the intention perceíved by the audience.

Performers can use audience comments to refrect upon their own

work and to work toward improvement. The teacher/director
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should be prepared to comment on areas of student work not

covered by the audience in their peer critic role.
The two groups switch roles and the activity begins again

with a new environment for the performers to define and

explore. The activity should be repeated so that each group

can work on defining an environment at least two times.

PrecÍse Definitíon of Small Obiects

The objective of the activities Ín this section is to
draw students' awareness to common objects in their immediate

environments in order to accuratery portray these objects in
mime. often, the most common of objects is the one most

difficurt to recreate in mime. The more common an object is
the more likely it is to be used unconsciousry. once an

object has become a taken-for-granted reality an awareness of
unique dimension is lost.
L. Mirror activitv.

students are divided into groups of two. one person wirl
be the'real'person (leader) and the other wirl be the
mirror. students are asked to choose a morning or evening

rituar that wourd be done in front of a mirror: putting on

make-up, brushÍng teeth, or shaving. students are to become

consciously aware of actions and activities that have become

habitual. They are to concentrate on the shapes and sizes of
the objects that they are using and to try and keep the mirror
activity in tandem.
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2. Passinq the obiect.

Students are to be in groups of two or three. The group

must choose a familiar piece of sports equipment to pass to
each other. This piece of equipment must travel through space

before reaching the next person. rt cannot be passed hand to
hand. students are to concentrate on the shape, weight and

size of the object being passed and on the time that it would

take to travel through space to the next person. Keeping

these definitive factors consistent is a very important part
of the activity. The teacher/director coaches vocarry through

the activity and signals students to change speed (fast, sIow,

regular ) .

3. Maqic box.

students are divided into groups of eight or ten and are

asked to sit in a circle. one student in each group is given

an ínvisibre rmagic box' by the teacher/ director. That

student is asked to open the box, to take something out of it,
and then to define the item by the way in which it is used.

rf the item is not identified in two guesses by the rest of
the group, it must be redone in a sríghtry altered way

(slower, faster, with more detair). tdhen the item has been

correctry identifÍed, the 'magic box' is passed on to the next

student where it may change shape and size. The change must

be shown by the student who receives the box. students are to
choose items and articres that they are famiriar with in order
to utíIíze personal experience and knowledge. The activity
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should extend long enough for each student to have two or

three opportunities to define common items. Food items may be

substituted for common objects. students should define the

food item in the way that they prepare to eat the item as welr

as ín the way that it is eaten.

4. Dinner table.
This activity utilizes a formar audience/performer

division with the audience again acting as peer critics. Group

awareness of the importance of detailed definition in mime is
generated through this evaruation of student work by student

critics

Five or sÍx 'volunteers'6 are asked to come into the work

area. This will become the stage area. one of the students

witl be designated the host/ess and the others assume the
roles of dinner guests. The tabre is to be a mime creation
marked at its perimeter with real chairs that wilr be used.

rt is the responsibility of the host/ess to define the

boundaries of the table, to decide what to serve for dinner

and then to proceed with the preparation. This preparation

must take prace in full view of both the guests and the

audience. Any utensirs necessary to the eating of the meal

must arso be defined and presented to the guests by the

6The volunteer policy is developed from the teaching approach
of British drama educator Keith Johnstone who, in an attempt todissolve the fear of failure in his students, asked then to -blame
him when they failed at an activity. By 'volunteering' students
the risk is lessened (in most cases) as they have been told that
they can blame the teacher for choosing them.
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host/ess. once the food is prepared, it is served a¡rd the
guests are expected to extend the scene by eating the food.

The focus of the audience should novr shift from hostr/ess to
guests. rf the guests cannot identify what they are to be

eating, they are to gather further detair by watching the

host/ess eat. At the point where all guests have attempted to
eat the prepared meal, the teacher/director asks each of the
guests for a description of what they thought they were

eating. Performers are to give reasons for their choices.

Finally, the host/ess is asked for a description of the menu

and of the preparation process. The audience is then invited
to comment, to question, and to suggest with justification.
comments without expranations or examples to support the
statement are not acceptable. performers can answer specific
questions posed to them by the audience but are not to argue

with the observations or judgements being made. The activity
is repeated until all students have been involved as

performers.

Development of Emotional Response to Situations
This activity is directed at defining and developing

emotionar response in student work. For many students,
emotionar response to a sÍtuation conjures up images of facial
expression onIy. It will be necessary for the

teacher/director to ensure that students understand the

concept of a whole body reaction, through discussíon and/or
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demonstration. The objective of this exercÍse is for
performers to physicalize their responses in a way that would

make facial expression unimportant to the understanding of the
their reactions. They must also do this without speaking or
even mouthing words.

students are organized into groups of three. Two

students will assume the role of the performers and the third
group member becomes the audience. The teacher/director will
assign each group of performers a particurar situation to
respond to, that will demand an identifiabre emotional
response from each character. performers will be allotted a

few minutes to prepare the scenario. The situations shourd be

common to the students range of rife experience or something

that would be easy for them to imagine.

The audience is seated in a designated area. Arthough
physicarry, a formar audience-performer relationshÍp is being
created, performers are actually only being viewed by one

member of the audience. This gives performers the opportunity
to become comfortabre in front of an audience without the
pressure of the entire audience watching them.

hlhen arl groups of performers have completed their
responses, the audience member from each group is asked to
comment on the clarity of the emotional messages being
transmitted. rt is important for the performers to know

whether the message that they thought they were sending was in
fact the message that was being received. Audience members
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should be

in which

repeated

a chance

prepared to gíve suggestions for improving scenarios

emotional responses were unclear. The activity is
two more times so that each member of the group gets

to be the audience member,

What

The finar activity ín the míme unit introduces novice
performers to simple scene structure in which definition is
limited to who, where and what. The objective of the activity
is to have students experiment with scene creation using
skills that they have been deveroping throughout the unit.

Performers are divided into groups of four or five and

are instructed to create a scer¡e using the theme of ESCApE (or
some other action-based theme). Performers define their roles
(who), their environment (where), and their activity (what) in
the scene with as much detail and accuracy as.possible. The

detaÍls that define the activity of the scene (the what) must

be very specific as the generar what (an escape) is a given in
all of the scenes. Performers are arlotted twenty or thirty
minutes to plan and rehearse the scene and then alr scenes

will be presented to the peer audience. The audience is
invited and encouraged to respond at the end of the group of
presentations. The teacher/director wilr use the work
presented to discuss and irrustrate scene development. For

the purpose of skíll deveropment, it is as important for
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students to know why some scenes were effective and why others
were not. The scenes that were effective can be discussed as

a large group. The scenes that were under-developed or
problematic in other ways can be used by the teacher/director,
within the context of a workshop, to show students how to
improve or correct various problems and to introduce new

staging techniques or ski1Is.

Evaluation of Mime Unit

The structure for the evaluation of any creative work

must establish clearly defined expectations for the skilt work

being evaruated, whire providing enough frexibirity to arrow

for artistic freedom and interpretation. rt is mandatory that
the teacher/dírectors be definite and consistent in their
expectations and that those expectations be clearly understood

by the students. McGregor (t976) states that:
evaluatÍon cannot effectively take place unless teachers

are crear about their intentions. That could [can] onry

happen within the context of a theoretical framework

which gives adequate grounds and criteria for the
teaching of the subject. (p. 90)

The evaruation for this unit wilr take the form of a

short scene that the students wirr present to a peer audience

and the teacher/director. Students wiII choose the
individuals they wish to work with and will organize

themselves into groups of three or four. As a group they will
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plan and rehearse their ideas for an action-based scene that
clearly defines the who, the where, and the what of the scene.

Two crass days wilr be allotted for the students to work on

the scene.

Guiderines for assessment are cJ-early stated by the
teacher,/director prior to the conmencement of the planning and

rehearsal session. The performers' abÍrities to define the
scene will be evaruated in terms of the rores of the
characters and their rerationship to each other (who), the
space rerationships and specific detair Índicative of the
environment (where), and the activity that the plot centres
around (what). rn addition, performers are expected to
maintain concentration throughout the scene(stay Ín the scene)

and to display a sense of order and direction in the
proceedings of the scene (continuity).

Students are expected to read the evaluation comments and

to make sure that they understand the reasons that the
comments were recorded. students who do not understand the
comments are asked to consurt with the teacher/director in
order to benefit from the commentary. performers who are

dissatisfied with the resurts of the evaluation can redo the
scene, using evaluation comments as a starting point from

whích to begin to improve their scene. This practice shourd

be linÍted to performers who experience difficurties in the
evaluation situation as the result of being nervous, not as

the result of being under-prepared. The teacher/director can
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arso provide verbal feed-back to the performers as a crass,
after the series of scenes have been performed. This feed-

back can serve as a reinforcement of the comments made on the

individual written assessments, as an opportunity to identify
well-crafted scenes, and as an opportunity to identify common

staging probrems that occurred. At the discretion of the

teacher/director workshopping of scenes can occur at this
point.

Reflective-Communication in Drama 20G

REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN is being deveroped in many ways

in this very basic unit of study. Most commonry, the process

is evídent in the way in which many of the activities are

structured. Activities such as action oriented mime tasks,
experiencing and creating environment, and deveroping

emotíonar responses to situations, present students with a

situation that enabres them to have an initÍar EXPERTENCE.

They gain this experience in two ways: as the performer

experimenting and working with a new skirl and as the
character experiencing a created situation. students are to
concentrate on the mime task and to focus their energy and

attention on staying with the created reality in order to make

the initiar EXPERTENCE, as a character, as vivid and intense
as possible.

Performers are aided in the REFLECTTON stage through the
acknowledgement of audÍence response. blhen members of the
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audience have questions about the work presented, the
performers are encouraged to think (REFLECT) before they

respond. Although questíons from the audÍence are ansr¡rered,

comments are to be treated simpty as observations and are not
to be debated by the performers. performers are to use their
reaction as a base for further REFLECTTON in their journal

entries. By thinking about what has occurred in performance

and then by responding verbalry and/or in writing, students

express the shift that has taken place from the actual
experience to the effects of that experience. They are then

in the positÍon to use that ínformation to ALTER their
ORIENTATION toward that particular activity or EXPERIENCE and

therefore toward similar situatíons Ín the future. This can

affect the manner in which they approach the next activity
(CoNCRETE REALIZATTON) .

The exercise in which students focus on the precise

definition of small objects features three short activities
which shourd be discussed separatery. Arl activities in this
section are similar in that they focus on details such as

shape, weight, and how objects are used. The students

EXPERTENCE both the creation of mime objects and the
interpretation of other creations; they are then guided in
REFLECTTON on that work, so that they have the opportunity to
ALTER their ORTENTATTON toward the way in which they develop

their mime creations. rn the new, but similar, task that
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follows, they can appry to their work what they have absorbed

from the previous activity (CONCRETE REALIZATION).

The final activity, focusing on the development of scene

structure, allows the students to EXPERTENCE and experÍ-ment

with an objective (an escape). After all groups perform their
scenes, students are guided through REFLECTTON of the work by

the teacherr/director. Audience and performers are arr
encouraged to present their cornments, observations and

suggestions concerning specific scenes. As students begin to
develop an awareness of specific actions and attitudes that
shape their work' ORIENTATION ALTERATION occurs. AII students

wirr be abre to apply their discoveries when faced with the
development of subsequent drarnatic situations, coNcRETE

REALrzATroN. some of the groups will have a chance to realize
this stage immediately if their scenes are workshopped.

During the workshop process performers wirr have the chance to
apply the observations and suggestions that shifted their
vision for their scene.

Journals provide students with the opportunity to record
their RBFLEcrroNs on paper, and a chance to further analyze

initial refrections. The teacher/director provides the
students with journal guidelines each week that direct thought
to specific concepts and activities that took prace in the
crass. students subnit a private journal once a week.

students are encouraged to keep their journar entries in a

notebook rather than on loose sheets, because the journals can
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provide the students wíth an accurate 'map' of who they r¡rere

and where they were during the Drama 20G journey.

Even the evaluation serves as a means of developing
REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN. students are continuatry apprying
the REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN process to the rehearsar for
their presentation. Each group starts with the generation of
an idea, or ideas, which they transfer to a concrete form,

their scene. They try the initiar ideas (EXPERTENCE); they
discuss how well the ideas worked (REFLECTTON); and through
this discussion the originar concept for the scene is modified
and reshaped (oRrENTATroN ALTERATTON). The group remounts the
scene using the artered idea (coNcRETE REALTZATTON).

Conclusion

Even at the most fundamental and basic level of dramatic
training REFLECTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN can be deveroped in
students. Processes must be introduced without overwhelming

students, and activities need to be structured and guided by

the teacher/director in the role of facilitator.
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Drama 30G and Rehearsal SkiIls

students who have successfully completed the Drama zoc

course will possess a considerable range of general dramatic

skilrs that have been appried to the deveropment of well-
crafted improvised scenes. They wilr also be in possession of
basic character development skilrs that wilr enable them to
create characters wíth distinct physical and psychorogical

detailing.

The developmental focus at the Drama 30G level is on the
rehearsal process and emphasizes script analysis and character

development within the context of literature and performance

style that defines the hlestern theatre tradition. students

wilr work with both scripted and student-generated materiar.
The developed scenes wirr use a rehearsed-improvisation

technique as a developmental process.

There is an assumption that students electing to study

drama at a 30G lever have successfurry completed the zoc

course and are prepared to undertake a more comprex study of
dramatic content and performance style. potential students

shourd be serf-disciprined and shourd be capable of assuming

a serf-critical stance concerning their work in the course. At

this level, the students' written work wirr shift from the

Observationr/reflection format of the Drama zOG course to a

more formar reflective/critical style of documentation in
Drama 30G.
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In the Drama 30G course major emphasis is placed on the

development of effective rehearsal skitls. During the

rehearsal process students wilr discover opportunities to
share Ídeas, solve problems, make choices, and collectively
organize a finished product. Therefore, the rehearsal process

can provide students with a rich opportunity to hone language

skills and to gain a better understanding of the po$rer of
languag:e. Smlth ( 1-984 ) states that the rehearsal of f ers

students the opportunity to learn:

granmar; language functions; culture; pronunciation

and intonation; language 'coping' strategies like
circumlocution and paraphrasing; role playing;

appreciation of underlying meaning, that is, how to
analyze individuals and situations using available
IínguÍstic and extra-linguistic data; appreciation

of non-verbal communication; interpretation of sub-

text, that is, reading between the lines; using the

script as literature and analyzing it as a chunk of
discourse; observation skills; communication ie,
self-expression; empathy; exploitation of the

memory, including kinaesthetic nemory, tonal
me¡nory, and sense memory; sensitivity to speech

dlmamÍcs like tempo and rhythm; self-confidence in
using the language; and lexical, physical, and

emotional vocabulary. (p. 5)
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Throughout rehearsar, constant diarogue between

individual performers and between performers and the
teacher/director, enables students to become aware of the
creative choices available. Through experimentation, the
students will become aware that the choices made in rehearsal
will affect the manner in which the audience receives or
recognizes the intent or message the performer is attempting
to share. Effective interactÍon between performers is
important in rehearsar where triar and error is the rule.
According to Smith (L984):

a strength of the drama rehearsar as a pedagogical

instrument is that it provides both freedom and

motivation for learners to deverop skirr in spontaneous

communication, and it is arso a form in which the
teacher/director is abre to intervene frequentry as an

instructor. (p. 4)

The rehearsar process presents the performers with the
opportunity to experience the direct effect of thought to
action through moment to moment dialogue between the
performers and the teacher,/director (coaching) and through
dialogue between the índividual performers.

Through the study of the characters, students rearn more

about human comrnunication and its nuances (Adrer, 19Bg; Morris
1977, 1988; stanislavsky j.948, tg4g, !969). The performers

must come to an understanding of how diction, tone, gesture,
and movement might affect the way in which the character might
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be perceived by the audience. with that knowledge performers

can consciously develop the character information that they
intend the audience to receive.

Human beings learn most of what they know about human

interaction and rerationships from experience in their own

lives (Bowers L974, 'J-987; Dewey 19i-0, r-939). Arthough

students cannot be expected to have an extensive range of
experience, they can rearn to project familiar emotions into
unfamiliar roles or situations (Adrer j_9BB; Morris L977, 19gB;

stanislavsky 1"948, 1949, Lg6g) . creating real feerings within
a contrived situation is a powerfur way to present students
wÍth a close-to-life experience (Richards and Hodgson Lg74).

Experimenting wíth different rores enables students to
generate informatÍon about a wide variety of issues and

concepts and then to respond to that information (Heathcote

1981-; Slade 1954, 1-957; hlard j_957, j.960; Way Lg67).

The unit used to irlustrate and exemplÍfy the processes

and methodology introduced and developed in the Drama 3oG

class, uses the Ínteractions of a modern famiry as a core from

which to explore these skills. This unit forlows the
introductory unit of the course in which skirrs developed in
Drama 20G are reviewed. The objective of the Modern Famiry

unit is to have students become aware of the difference
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between what the media views as a famiry unit and what a

family unit constitutes in reality. The composition and

dynamics of rear and fictionar families are exprored as a

means of discovering new meaning. From the information that
they know and expJ-ore, students are to create a realistic and

believable nuclear and extended family unit.
The process of REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN is evídent Ín the

organizational structure of the unit which will proceed in the

following manner:

L. whole group discussion about families using

that is familiar to studentsinformation

IEXPERIENCE];

2. organizatíon of small sub-groups (family units);
3. inter-group decision making concerning extended

family issues IREFLECTION ORIENTATTON

ALTERATION];

4. SmalI group discussion and planning (individual
family units) [REFLECTION] ;

5. Large group meeting to clarify issues development

and character interaction [ORIENTATION ALTERATION] ;

6. rehearsal of smaIl scenes with teacher/director
coaching and directing group rehearsal log

IEXPERTENCE - REFLECTTON - ORTENTATTON ALTERA,TTON -
coNcRETE REALTZATTONI ;

7. rough sketch presentation to whole class

IEXPERTENCE];
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8. further refiníng and development of characters and

scenes continuation of rehearsal log [REFLECTION

ORTENTATION ALTERATION CONCRETE REALTZÀTIONI;

9. final performance of stage scenes IEXPERIENCE];

L0. written review of peer work IREFLECTION

oRTENTATION ALTER.A,TIONI ;

1-1. development of basic dramatic business within the

context of the large scene IEXPERIENCE];

L2. initial taping and viewing all performers take notes

during the viewíng, concerning their own work and general

Scene problems IEXPERIENCE REFLECTION - ORIENTATION

ALTERATION];

13. discussion of taped performances with suggestions for
improvement IREFLECTION] ;

L4. continued rehearsal IEXPERIENCE REFLECTION

ORIENTATION ALTERATION - CONCRETE REALIZATIONI; and

15. final taping and discussion IEXPERTENCE - REFLECTTON

oRTENTATTON ALTERATIONI .

The plan.

The unit is designed to begin with the correctÍve
experience, understanding, and observation of the students,
about families. All students will have had some experience

with a family, although not all the experience wirr be the
same. This collectively generated information serves as a
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familiar starting point from which the group can extend into
more unfamíliar situations.

Students work in small groups, create characters and then

develop a script using the characters as a base for the

generation of script material. tlhen the first phase of the

project is completed, a second script is generated by the

group that wíIl involve all group members. This script will
use a specific famÍly celebration or holíday as a setting and

is developed as a film script that will be taped at the

completion of the project. Both scripts are developed using

the Rehearsed-Improvisatíon process.

The unit begins with a class discussion about the family
unit in general. It is important to draw from the experience

that the students can bring to the discussion. This

experience may take the form of actual personal experÍence,

observation, images from media, or documentary sources. The

following are questions that can be used to generate

discussion:

1. l¡lhat are some of the traditional views and def initions of
the family structure?

Do these definitions hold up under present social
conditions and situations?

I¡Ihat other combinations of individuals would also

qualify as family today?

4. hlhat kinds of misconceptions do people have about family
living in this day and age?

2.

3.
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5. How does the media, partícu1arIy television, perpetuate

myths about the family?

6. Name some television families. t¡Jhich families are the

most realistic and why? Which are the most unrealistic
and why?

7 . lrJhat kinds of issues does the family have to face

Ín this part of the twentieth century? I¡Ihat about

'every-day crises'?
As this discussion wilI form the basis for the

information pool from which students will begin to draw their
ideas, it should not be rushed, Students need the opportunity

to compare and contrast their experiences, both real and

fictional, with those of other students. The length of the

dÍscussion is up to the discretion of the teacher/director;
however, the outcome of the discussion must provide students

with enough basic information to enable students to begin

creating characters and scenes.

The rehearsal.

Group formation is directed by the teacher/director. The

large group is divided into at least two sections of extended

families before the smaller family groups are formed, unless

class sizes are under twenty. A class of twenty-four could be

divided lnto two extended family groups of twelve. Small

inter-connected family units of three to five are created

after the initial division. Within each extended family, a
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connecting sibling is identified in each of the small family
units.

the next phase is to generate a consistent family history

- for example names of parents, birth order and significant
early life occurrences. The entire extended famity group

meets in order to make decisions about conmon background. A

member from each small family unit records the information for
their group. This information will be entered as part of the

daíly documentation recorded by the group in their rehearsal

rog.

After the major structural details of the famity history
and background have been discussed, debated and decided, the

performers separate into their small famíIy units to create

characters and to plan the content of their individual scenes.

Decisions will be made about the nature of the relationships
between the characters, personalities, ages, occupations, ês

well as any issues that will be dealt with during the course

of the scene. The group can choose to make use of any natural

conflict within the group to create the scene or can create a

completely fictional scene. The reason for working with
natural conflict rather than ignoring it is to make use of
existing energy while solving conflicts which otherwise might

extend into the rehearsal sections of the project.

At least one more meeting should be scheduled for each

extended family unÍt in order to confirm common details,
particularly narnes of relatives and the background of the
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siblings. The rehearsal of the individual scenes ínvolves a

continual process of planning, experimenting, discussing the

experiments, readjusting the ideas, and experimenting with the

evolving scene.

I¡lritten documentation of the rehearsar process in the

form of a rehearsal log is expected of each group. The 1og is
to serve as a kind of daily diary that will chronical the

group's progress. At the very least, it will serve to
document probrems. Even the lack of a well-detailed log is
tangible evidence that can arert students to reasons for
difficurty with the project. rn the rog, rehearsar detairs
such as problems, questions, and comments are to be recorded

for each rehearsal session. Group members take responsibirity
for transcribing rehearsal notes on a rotatÍng basis. The

entry is dated and signed by the Índividual who wrote it.
During the designated rehearsal period performers

experiment with the characters, the scene content and the

staging. The teacher/director acts as a coach and director,
asking questions and guiding students toward finding their own

answers. This direction can mean offering several suggestions

and having the students experiment with them, or it can also

mean generating solutions through dÍscussion and workshop with
the students. Most of the inquiries and problems wirr be

unique to each group; however the teacher,/director may find
that common probrems are occurring and can call the entire
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crass together in order to focus on the specific probrem as a

group.

Mid-way through the designated rehearsar time, each group

will present work-in-progress. presentation at this point in
rehearsal serves a number of purposes:

f. it enables the group to organize the scene as a finished
product and to test audience response to the work;

2- it allows members of the class to comment, to make

suggestions, and to ask questions about the materiar
being presented; and

3. it enables the teacher/director to comment on the scene

as a finished product; the students can use the

commentary (critical anarysis) to refine and improve

their scene without penalty imposed by evaluation.
After the presentation of the work-in-progress, an 'open-

forum' discussion takes place in which students are encouraged

to respond to the work of their peers. Forrowing that, each

group is given comments from the teacher/director during
individual group consurtation meetings. Groups continue the
rehearsar process utilizing comments from their peers and

their teacher/director to reshape their work. Documentation

of rehearsal progress continues to be recorded in rehearsal
logs throughout the rehearsal period. The focus during
rehearsal shifts from development of content and characters to
the fine-tuning of characters, content and interaction.
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The Þerformance.

At the end of the rehearsal period the finished product,

the fÍnal draft of the scene, is presented for evaruation.

The teacher/director evaruates the scene based on criteria
that judges skirl development but that alrows for a wide range

of creative choice. Sample outlines for evaluation are

presented in the appendix.

As students watch, they evaluate the work of their peers

in the form of a review. students are given a review outrine,
prepared by the teacher/director, from which to base their
judgement. They are instructed to justify all comments and

observations. Rough notes are to be made while the
performance is in progress. From those notes, students are to
choose one of the presentatÍons to review formalry. Reviews

are submitted for evaluation by the teacher/director one week

after the final scene is performed.

The film seque+ce.

The final phase of The Family unit focuses on the

deveropment of large group scene that will be acted for the

camera (video). This activity provides performers with an

introduction to the differences between acting for the stage

and acting for the canera. As a group, the class decides

which details from the stage scenes it wishes to emphasize in
the firm scene and which issues and events can be continued

from the stage scenes into the large group film scene.
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severar students are chosen to record the information that
beÍng generated. The recorded detaÍIs wi1l alI
incorporated into a large group production book.

The scene is set at a particular family hotiday or
celebratíon, such as a birthday, an anniversary, Thanksgiving,

or christmas. once again performers are encouraged to use

their own experience as a starting point for generating scene

content. The first pranning session is relativery brief, but

decisions must be made concerning structural detail: the

location, the set arrangement, the order that the characters

wilr enter the scene. Performers must also famiriarize
themselves with the character names of all relatives.

The scene is firmed eÍther from the point of view of an

impartiar bystander (a camera-person who is not invorved in
the scene) or from the point of view of various characters in
the scene. rn the case of the latter format, decisions

concerning the transfer of the camera from character to
character should have been made in the pre-taping pranning

session. Having the performers film their scene from the

point of view of various characters creates a 'home-movie'

tone for the filming, in which the performer firming the scene

is an active participant in the scene rather than simply an

objective recorder of events.

The performers are given specific instructions before
viewing their work on the screen and are asked to write their
responses as they watch the sçene:

1S

be
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l-. Make note of your oum character work. How consistent was

it? How well defined was it? What kind of adjustments

wilr you have to make in your acting to move successfulry
from the stage to the film medium?

2. t¡Jhat was the overarr quarity of the work being done in
the scene? How consistent and werr defined were the

characters? hlhat was the quality of the interaction like?
t{hat kinds of problems were there? hthat kinds of
adjustments wirr have to be made in the stage movement

and focus of the scene?

This written commentary provides the basis for a post-
viewing discussion that will cover all aspects of the filming
experience. After the díscussion, the teacher/director
directs the group in the structuring of an order of events

that will make the scene more cohesive. Adjustments are made

in the staging in order to create a more focused and effective
firm presentation. Adjustments are tested on camera. Further

suggestions made by the performers and the teacherr/director
are tested and adjustments made during the rehearsar period

that forrows the initiar taping session. several performers

are chosen each session to act as the recorders of the new

material and the adjusted materiar for the production folder.
A second taping can be arranged so that performers can view

the effects of the adjustments. The finar performance is
taped using fulI costume and real properties.
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The evaluation.

The evaluation of this unit, including both stage and

film scenes, is organized in a manner designed to assess a

variety of ski1ls. The forlowing are used as primary tools of
assessment.

1. The Rehearsar Log - A formalry organized set of rehearsal
notes, chronicring thoughts and ideas primariry for the
performers' benefit. Notes generated by the performers and

comments from the teacher/director are fited here arong with
character sketches, scene slmopses, diagrams of set desigtrsr
prop and costume rists, and technical requirements. À11

members of the group are expected to contribute to this dairy
journarling of the process during the rehearsal period. The

1og is handed in at the end of the rehearsar period for
assessrnent and a group mark is assigned.

2. scene t^Jork - students are notif ied of the criteria f rom

which the scene wilr be evaruated and the performance

objectives that they must reach. Mid-$¡ay through the
rehearsar process scenes are presented and evaruated ,as ifr
they were finished performance pieces. comments and notes
referring to the work-in-progress are given to the group in
private consultations with the teacher/director. Following
the consultation, further rehearsal time is arlotted in order
to allow the group the opportunity to utílize suggestions and

comments from the consultation in scene and character
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development. A final group mark is assigned at the end of the

designated rehearsal Period.

3. Character t¡Iork - Performers are notif ied of the specif ic

character development skills that wÍll be evaluated in the

final performance. Performers develop their characters first

on paper and then through physicalization and interaction with

other characters. During the viewing of the first draft of

the group scene, the individual characters are evaluated ort

the pre-arranged criterium. Performers receive their

assessments during the post-presentation consultation with the

teacher/director and can discuss difficulties at this time.

A fínal individual character mark ís assigned after the last

taping of the large family scene. This allows the performers

an extended time in whÍch to define and develop their

characters.

4. The Review - Students review and evaluate the work of

their colleagues usÍng an outline prepared by the

teacher/director that lists specific review criteria.

Although encouraged to make notes on several presentations,

they are to choose the work of one group to evaluate formaÌIy

in writing. Reviews are due one week from the date that the

last scene in the unit is presented. Reviews are assigned

individual marks.
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Reflective-Communication and Drama 30G

The manner in which the REFLECTM-COMMUNICATION process

is interwoven throughout the entire unit provides a detailed

illustration of the inter-connective quality of progress and

knowledge extracted from this process. What this statement

implies is that progress does not necessarily occur only in a

forwardly propelled linear fashion. New knowledge can be

extracted or discovered from reviewing previously accepted

information in order to produce ne$¡ understanding. The image

then of acquiring new knowledge is not a straight line, or

even a spiral line, but rather, a spiral line that curves in
and around itself indefinitely.

During the discussion that occurs at the beginning of

this unit, students share that whÍch they know or believe

about family life, family structure, and famity ínteraction
from their real life experience. This discussion also becomes

a forum for the presentation of their knowledge of fictional
families from television shows, films, novels, and current
periodicals. As students present their observations and

comments about what they know and are familiar with
(EXPERIENCE), they are also being guided by the teacher-

director to question the observations presented in order to
gain active meaning from the information rather than remaining

passively accepting (REFLECTION). Through discussion,

students gain access to a collective sum of vicarious and

actual (EXPERIENCE) and have the opportunity to REFLECT on a
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collaborative range of EXPERTENCE that may extend beyond the
rearm of the students' actual experience. This places

students in the position to expand the limits of their
knowledge and therefore to ALTER their ORIENTATION concerning

possibilíties for fanily structure and interaction when

deveroping their scenes. This shift in the students,

understanding will enable them to transfer adjusted ideas into
action as they rehearse their scenes (coNcRETE REALTzATToN).

During the development of the famiry background that
occurs once the groups have been organized, information is
generated and then dÍscarded as new information becomes

availabre and appears more useful to the development of the

content and context of the scene being constructed. Each

nuclear family unit generates information suitable for their
specific family unit. This is then presented and discussed

within the context of an extended famity forum in order to
decide whether the information is compatibre with the

information generated by other famiry units. The process of
REFLECTTVE-coMMUNrcATroN is seen Ín the creation of the

initiar character information (EXPERTENCE) which is then

discussed and debated within smarr and large group contexts
(REFLEÇTrON). This leads to the adjusting or discarding of
that information in the light of the newry generated materíar
(oRTENTATTON ALTERATTON) .

Each nuclear family group departs from the large group

discussion with materiar that they wilr use as a base for
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their creative experience. They will use the information as

a pivotal poÍnt from which to create characters and scene

content in an improvised scene. This scene will then be

shaped and moulded through the Rehearsed-Improvisation process

until a specified time when the most polished version of the

scene will be presented. The process begins with the creation

of the initial scene (EXPERIENCE), critical REFLECTION of that
scene after working through Ít, a shift in thought or attitude
toward the scene or character as a resul-t of personal and

group critique (ORIENTATION ALTERATION), which leads to
another trial of the scene and,/or the character applying the

new or altered information (CONCRETE REALIZATION). This

process will repeat itself several times and each new coil of
the spiral will produce new information that can be reacted to
and utilized in the scene. At times the adjustments will
appear to be monumental and at times there will be little that
shifts in terms of physical manifestation.

In rehearsal, both the use of the process of rehearsed-

improvisation to develop original material and the analysis of
an existing script, provide performers with a direct and very

concrete experience with the REFLECTIVE-COMMUNICATION process .

Performers bring to the project certain knowledge and personal

belÍefs about the way in which the world operates

(EXPERIENCE). From that knowledge they isolate that which is
pertinent to the project and they shape a creatíve experience

that places them, as Stanislavsky (L948, 1,949 ) believed, in an
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'as if' situation; rife EXPERTENCE used to shape an artistic
EXPERTENCE. They portray the characters' responses based on

what they know of the characters and of the situatíon at that
time. In the case of this instructional unit which emptoys

the use of the rehearsed-improvisation technique, the first
phase is the initiar improvisation of the scene based on

readily accessibre information. once the scene has been

improvised, performers discuss what has been accomprished.

Through discussion, group members gain more objective and

affectíve meaning from their 'as if' experÍence (REFLEcrroN).

Through critical discussion (REFLECTroN) the performers'

original perceptions about characters and situations change.

The magnitude of that change, depends on the degree to whích

the performer discovers new meaning through discussion
(ORIENTATION ALTERATION). The performers then apply the

shifts in their perception in a concrete way to the further
development of their scene (coNcRETE REALTZATTON). As the

rehearsar (REFLECrrvE-coMMUNrcATroN) process continues, the

direction of the REFLEcrroN, which wirl affect the rater
phases of the process, shifts as the scene becomes more

consistent and more cohesive, and takes on a more definite
form. The REFLECTIVE-COMMUNICATION continuum,

EXPERI ENCE/REFLECT ION/ORI ENTAT ION ALTERAT I ON/CONCRETE

REALrzATroN, is applied more specificarly toward character

definition and development. As the characters become

believabre entities with identifiable personarities and
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attitudes, the apprication of REFLECTTVE-CoMMUNICATroN wirl
shift again. This time the shift is toward a focus on

character interaction and toward specific detail of diarogue

content.

The finar shift in the apprication of the furl spectrum

of the REFLECTTVE-COMMUNIcATroN process occurs as the

improvised scene deveJ-ops highly defined dímensions and form

associated with scripted pieces. At this point the performers

REFLECT on the production values after a run-though of the

scene; attention is paid to the staging of the scene and to
the use of sets, propertíes, and costumes, if this is
applicable. The scene continues to deverop throughout the

rehearsal period but the noticeable shifts become more subtle
and more specific.

üJhiIe the performers are actively engaged in the

rehearsal process, the teacher/director circurates among the
groups, monitoring the progress in an informal way making

suggestions, asking guestions, and herping the performers to
solve character, content, and productíon problems. The

objective is to herp the performers strengthen and crarify the
points that they are trying to make, not to impose the

teacher/director's point of view on either scene content or
character development.

The teacher/director needs to prepare performers to
accept the rearity that rehearsing can be a difficurt process.

They need to be reminded that situatíons wirt not always work
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out as anticipated in the planning, and that mistakes and

false starts can often provide rich learning situations when

viewed as hurdles, not impenetrable walIs. Although the

teacher/director may need to provide encouragement to some

groups and individuals in order to sustain them through

difficurt sections of the process, the teacher/director shourd

not by-pass sections of the process for the students. rf the
process of REFLECTM-COMMUNICATION is to be introduced and

utilized effectively, students need to learn that the

discovery and the development of real knowredge takes time;

that it is often not an instantaneous recognition, but one

that can require extended periods of concentration,
refrection, and experimentation in order to trury move into
new territory.

The REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN process is also deveroped

through the use of the rehearsal log books and through the

reviewing of peer performance. students, during both writing
activities are REFLECTTNG upon an earrier EXPERTENCE, the
performance or the rehearsar period. The review and the

rehearsal log entry are both opportunities for the students to
document their REFLECTIONS. Transferring an observation from

a thought to words that hord meaning, forces the student to
clarify the REFLECTTON ín some way. ORTENTATTON ALTERATTON

occurs when students read and then reinterpret the meaning in
their own words, and that interpretation of meaning changes

the originar thought. students shourd refer to specific
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exampres from the performance or the rehearsal session they
are REFLECTING upon in order to seLf-direct their REFLECTION

toward specific details of their EXPERIENCE.

The rehearsar for the deveropment of the extended famiry
scene follows the same pattern as the rehearsat for the
nuclear family scenes. rt therefore provides the sarne degree

of access to the REFLECTTVE-coMMUNrcATroN process as the
initial rehearsal period. The exception to the original
rehearsal pattern is that the teacher/director plays a central
rore as director/producer, after the initiar video-taping. As

a resurt, the REFLECTTON and coNcRETE REALTZATTON stages of
the REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN process become more externally
structured. It is important that the teacher as

director/producer act as a facilitator and editor, rather than

as a writerr so that performers take responsibility for
development of scene content and for the direction of
character interactíon.

This is a necessary adjustment as the creative process

for this section of The Modern Family unit is directed toward

the production of a large cast firm scene. rt can be assumed

that student performers in a stage acting program wirl have

littIe or no experience with acting for a camera and will need

guidance and Ínstruction as they experiment with the scene.

rn addition, large cast productions generalty require a more

choreographed direction of action.
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The performers have spent many weeks defining and

developing characters and patterns of interaction between

nuclear famiry members in their smalr group scenes; therefore,
character development needs little attention. performers wiII
need to discuss and experiment with character interaction
however, since possibitities for interaction among characters
has increased with the size of the cast. performers have some

idea of the issues to be deart with, but the initial taping of
the family gathering is predominantry improvised (EXpERTENCE).

After the taping, performers view the scene and com¡nent on the
general production quality of the scene, the work of their
peers, and their orÂrn performance contribution (REFLEcrroN).

Students are asked to record their comments and observations
as they view the tape, and these notes will serve as the
starting point for the group discussion forrowing the first
viewing of the scene. The objective of the discussion is to
use the performers' comments to establish an a$¡areness of the
differences between acting for the stage and acting for the
camera and to develop strategy for adaptÍng the content of the
scene for the new medium (oRrENTATroN ALTERATTON). The

shifted perspective will enabre the performers to shape, to
develop, and to improve the production and artistic quarity of
the scene for the second taping (coNcRETE REALTZATTON). The

second taping provides the performers with feed-back
concernÍng the varidity and effectiveness of the adjustments
that they have made. The REFLECTIVE-COMMITNICATfON process is
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applied to the rehearsar period following each subsequent

taping. The final taping using full sets, properties and

costumes gives the performers the opportunity to develop

appropriate production values for a film setting (coNcRETE

REALïZATTON AND EXPERTENCE) .

Conclusion

The rehearsar process provides students with extensive
opportunities to develop REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN due to its
cyclicar nature which parallels the stages of the REFLECTTVE-

coMMuNrcATroN process. Specific to this unit, the Rehearsed-

Improvisation technique provides a,concrete exemplification of
the REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN process. students at this leve1

of artístic development are coached through their progress by

the teacher/director.
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Drama 40G and Performance Skills

There is an expectation that students who enter the Drama

40G course (The company) have successfurty completed both

Drama 20G and 30G. Due to the developmentar nature of the

program it is important that students have sufficiently
developed skills that wilr be necessary to achievement at the

next level of skill and process building. An interview with
the teacher,/director is recommended for alI potential
candidates for Drama 40G. The interview would provide an

opportunity for the student and the teacher/director to
collectivery and accuratery assess the potential student's
understanding of the level of commitment required in order to
successfully complete Drama 40G.

The Drama 40G course (The company) is organized in the
manner of a small theatre company with skill instruction
deveroped to suit the needs of the company members. Members

of The company produce a short corlection of pieces that
comprise the equivarent of a theatre season: two pieces for
publíc presentation (one scripted piece and one correctivery
deveroped) and a continuing lunch-hour series for an audience

of their peers. Actors are expected to be invorved with
technical aspects of the productions as werl. rn order to
ensure adequate time for preparation, students wirl be

required to attend regurarly scheduled after school

rehearsals. The interview alrows tÍme for each student and
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the teacher/director to discuss the realistic implications of
such a commitment on their personal and academic schedures.

A company cannot be successful without intense commitment from

the performers.

rdeally, the 40G student should possess a combination of
substantial ski11 and interest in the subject area. Talent,
although important, is ress important than the abirity to
continually develop and fully utitize personal potential.
students entering the senior lever of this program shourd

possess rearistic and accurate knowledge of their skilr and

tarent level. rnformed by this knowledge, students shourd

arso be prepared for intensÍve focus on development of skilts
and techniques that wilr enable them to expand their skirls
beyond existing limitations. self-awareness is important for
acting students at this stage in their artistic deveropment.

They need to be aware of their strengths and weaknesses as

performers in order to control the direction of their creative
growth.

As an instructor in the Drama 40G course, the

teacher/director takes on an additionar roleras an acting
coach. As a coach, the teacher/director needs to challenge

the performers in an individual way and to dj-scover means for
each of these individuars to meet these challenges. rn some

cases this may take the form of coaching performers to achieve

artistic goars that they have identified for themserves. rn

other cases, the coaching may entail setting goals for the
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actors. One way in which the teacher/director can challenge

the performers is through the choices made in the casting of

the productions.

Instead of type-casting, which often happens when

organizing the school play, the teacher/director can challenge

the actors by assigning characters that offer a confrontation

with unfamiliar or foreign material. This offer of the

unknown can be achieved through the introduction of

differences in personalities, attitudes, morals, and values,

or through combinations of those traits. This approach cannot

be utilized if the performers are untrained and do not possess

the skills that would enable them to process the nee,

information and to make further discoveries of their own.

This method of casting emphasizes the importance of

disciplined training to a performers artistic growth.

Performers must be in possession of skí1ls and processes

before they tackle the challenge of the public performance

project. Thís is not always the point of view upheld in the

training of actors in the public school system. McCaslin

(L981-) emphasizes the necessity of skill training as a means

to extend creative boundaries.

Knowledge and skills cannot be overlooked or slighted.
T-f we have no too1s, our investigation reaches a blind

waII. To be encouraged to search, to think deeply, takes

time. And chíIdren as weII as adults need time - time to
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try again, time to share and time to have sensitive
questions answered judicíously. (p. 31)

In the Drama 40G courser âs members of a company,

students develop their acting and creative skills at a more

intense individual level and test those skills in a public
forum, the performance. Performance is viewed as a part of
the dramatic process the performers have undertaken; a

predesígnated point at which the dramatic piece will be

shared. Students present the best possible production at a

given time. Performance is treated as a sharing of the

artist's work; a natural progression of the creative process.

The Iive performance can make a powerful statement

(Linnel, 1-985). Although the performer/artist has had the

benefit of a creative experience through the rehearsal

process, the completion is in the sharing of the experience

with an audience. Not to perform drama is akin to hiding a

painting away from spectators once it is compJ.eted. It is my

berief that alr art, is meant to be shared. Beyond the realm

of drama theorists such as Heathcote and t^Iay known to de-

emphasize the importance of the performance experience, most

performance theorists berieve that the onry thing that arl
theatre has in common is that it needs an audience (Brook,

1968; Growtowski, 1-968). rn fact some theorists go so far as

to say that the experience of the audience/spectator is the

dramatÍc experience. The exploration of performance skirls
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then serves two functions: to train the student as a performer

and as an audience member.

The training of students in performance skirls not onry

enabres the performers to extend and then to test their
creative investigations but it can arso serve as a base for
training audience skirrs. rt is a widery accepted berief by

those who perform and those who study performance, that the

audience is an important part of the act of performance. ft
is assumed that this audiencer ês a group wirr bring with it
an energy and interest that is extended to the performers

(Brook, 1968; Growtowski, L968). However as many professional

actors know, this is not necessariry the berief held by most

audience members. rn generar twentieth century theatre
audiences do not realize that they shourd come to the theatre
wanting something other than to be entertained. They are not

necessariry of the berief that their participation in the

event will affect the quality of the experience that they have

at the theatre. rt is important then, to train students to be

skilled audience members who can interact with the theatricat
presentation whether it be a fuII-rength professionar pray or

scene-work in the c.lassroom. Audience members who can make

observations, formulate questions, and who can attempt to
connect emotionarry with the actÍon on the stage need to be

trained to do so. In order to do this, members of the

audience must be capabre of making judgements and comments

about the work being done. This takes time and practice.
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The development of ristening skirrs ís important for the

development of effective communication during rehearsal and

other skill building activity and during actual performance.

Effective listening is also necessary in the deveropment of
active audience participation. Responses in arr cases must be

dependent on incoming messages. Drama students are presented

with opportunities to expand their ristening skirrs in a

variety of ways: as the performer in rehearsar, interacting
with class members as they organize and experíment with the

material with which they are working; as the performer in
performance, listening to the character they are interacting
with and reacting with responses appropriate to the

situation; as the critic making judgements and gathering

evidence to support their point of view.

rn addition to having the opportunity to deverop focused

listening skilrs, students arso have extensive opportunity to
develop verbar communication skirrs as they discuss and

evaluate their own work and the work of others. According to
Seeley (1976):

one of the teacher's responsíbilities, both during
group work and in the discussion, is to help pupils
to become more articulate about what they are doing

and why it may be going well or badIy. There seems

to be three ways of talking about these performance

scenes: total message,/overall impression;
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literary/dramatic - character, mood tempo, climax;

and technical/theatrical. (p. L05)

Drama 4OG/The Company is designed to create an

environment for senior students to continue to develop their
dramatic skills through performance. The course is organízed

to provide as much variety as possible in production style in
order to offer students the opportunity to:
L. experience different t11pes of rehearsal methods;

2. work as individuars and as members of an ensembre on the

stage;

3. develop and perform original material;
4. interpret and perform the words of

plalrwright;
an existing

5. perform for different tlpes of audiences,-

6. experience the difference between performing 'Iive' and

performing for a camera; and

7. determine and to deverop strengths as a performer and to
focus on those strengths when preparing for auditions

The unit used to illustrate the development of
REFLEcTTvE-coMMUNrcATroN ín the Drama 4oG course revolves

around The Company's first public performance.

PIav Selection

The play selection procedure starts when the

teacher/director knows how many students have registered for
the class. This may be as early as May or June of the
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previous year. The interview procedure, discussed earlier in

this section, ensures that the teacher/director has met with

all potential company members and has a sense of possible

group dlmamics. Suggestions for selection criteria are as

follows:

L. The play should offer a variety in the range of character

types ì

2. Roles and relationships should be relatively accessible

to the students, emotionally and experientially; and

3. An attempt shouLd be made to select plays in which the

size and/or importance of the roles are relatively equal.

This is particularly important as star-making vehicles of

expression should be avoided. In some cases this may mean

rewriting or adding a role or two, in which case the play

becomes an adaptation of the original. In a case such as this
it is important to be familiar with copyright rules and

statutes.

Mystery and suspense plays are often a good choice,

because they generally involve a fairly large cast of

characters with a range of personalities and attÍtudes.

Castinq

The unit organized around The Company's first public

performance follows the opening unit of the course in which

students are required to write and to perform original
monologues. The objective of the monologue project is to
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present the performer with the opportunity in which to create

and portray the character that they would most want to play if
gíven the chance. A very basic content and structural
guiderine is provided in the form of a teacher/director
developed outline.

The monologue presentation gives performers the chance to
present their most recent character development range for the

teacher/director. But casting for the first pubric production

is not based on this performance alone. At this point, the

teacher/director has been working with the students for two

years and shourd have a reasonably accurate sense of each

índividual's skill range and abí1ity. t¡ithin the structure of
the Drama 30G course students are provided with a wide variety
of opportunity to work on scripted and non-scripted dramatic

pieces. During this time students' rehearsar process and

character deveropment abirities take shape. During the course

of the year, the teacher/director can make pragmatic

observations concerning the quarity of individuar student

work. Because The company's first pubric performance occurs

early ín the school year, observations made the end of the

Drama 30G course concerning performers' skill deveropment,

wourd still provide a varid indicator of the students'

capabilities. The simurated audition opportunity provides the
performer with the chance to affirm or to alter the

teacher/director's previous observations and assessments.
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Prior to the actual castíng of the play, the

teacher/director should discuss essentÍa1 details of the play

such as plot, characters, and the nature of the character

interaction. In order to cast specific aroupings such as

couples or family members, it may be necessary to have groups

of students in cold readings of the play in order to make use

of naturally existing chemistry and potential interactive
patterns. These readings should be performed for the entire

company, so that all cast members are comfortable wíth, or at

Ieast aware of, the manner in which the casting is being done.

If time permits, students should be allowed to read for

specific parts so that they can see and hear the various

interpretations of that part presented by their colleagues.

The casting of the play must done with great care and

attention paid to the performance capabilities of each student

in the company. Although it is unrealistic to believe that

all students reaching the 40G IeveI wiII possess similar

talent, skill development, and character range, casting must

stitl be done in an equitable manner. In order to provide each

performer with an opportunity to expand their artistic
potential, an effort must be made not to type-cast them.

There are many aspects of the students' personalities and

abilities to be taken into consideration when casting:

L. The student must be challenged but not overwhelmed

with the role that they are given;
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2. The roles can be assigned to allow performer's to tackle
specific skitl development or character development

di fficultíes;

3. The student's leve1 of responsíbility to themselves and

to others must be taken into consideration when casting

key roles; and

4. The student's involvement with other activities in and

out of school must be taken into account.

Students should be informed of extenuating factors that
will be used in the casting selection process, so that they

will have a better understanding of why they were cast as they

were.

Taking risks when casting is always Ímportant, but

casting risks must be calculated. I¡Jhen taking such risks,
teacher/directors must be reasonably sure, that through the

coaching process, they can guide the students to successful

portrayals of the characters. Often focused coaching and a

strong belief in the students' abilities is enough to ensure

this success. This does, however, require that the students

have complete trust in the work of the teacher/director.
Once casting is completed, the teacher/director should be

prepared to justify the choices to the students. Students

need to know why they are given a specific role, what personal

challenges they are to expect from the role, and what personal

objectives they will have to achieve in order to approach the

role successfully. Students will need to be consulted with in
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order to define personal starting points for each student;

they need to begin with what they do know and then through the

process of rehearsal shift into the exploratj.on of that which

is unfamiliar or foreign (REFLECTM-COMMUNICATION) .

Rehearsal

The allotted rehearsal period will be eight or nine

weeks, exclusive of the actual production week. AII cast

members will be required to attend alI of the initial
rehearsals (both in class and extra-curricular) in which role
relationships and the definition of characters are being

explored and developed. Once characters and character

interactions have been established, a rehearsal schedule (for
both in class and extra-curricular rehearsals) is drafted and

rehearsals proceed according to that schedule. It is the

performer's responsibility to check rehearsal times and to be

in attendance when required.

The first rehearsal will consist of a reading of the

play. If the play has been handed out the day prior to
rehearsal, it can generally be assumed that many cast members

will have read at least some sections of the play. As the
performers are reading their parts, they are to collect any

information from the text that provides insight into the

character. Performers should be encouraged to mark the

relevant passages as they read or to jot the information in a

notebook for future reference. They should also be instructed
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to note words that they do not understand or that they cannot

pronounce. Discussion should follow the initiat reading of
the play. QuestÍons pertaining to plot, character, diction,
syntax, word meaning and enunciation should be discussed.

Plot devíces such as mood, tempo, fore-shadowing and climax,

can also be discussed after the initial reading. Students

should be encouraged to ask questions and the questions need

to be answered. In some cases answers may need to be

researched by either the teacher/director or the performer.

Near the beginning of the rehearsal process, a written
character analysis assignment is íssued as a guideline for the

performer's individual character definition and development.

The assignment is to be handed ín no later than one week prior
to the opening of the play and will be returned to the

performer prior to the opening of the play. Generating the

information necessary to comprete the assignment provides the

performer with the experience of creating a detailed character

study. Part of the assignment is structured so that the

performer is generating information about the character from

a third person point of view, but the finat section of the

analysis is to be written from a first person poínt of view;

'as-if' the performer were the character.

The character analysis outlines provide the base for the

rehearsar session immediatery folrowing the one at which they

e{ere issued. Performers are not required to have completed
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the analysis but wiIl use the rehearsal to generate

information that is required for the assignment.

The performers are specifically grouped according to

kinship and or acquaintanceship. Often contrived situations
will have to be generated to ensure that all performers have

a group to work with.

Using the character sketch outline as a guidíng tool,
performers are to develop character backgrounds. Members of

the same family can use this grouping to generate common

background and to establish role and personality relationships

anong the family members¿ so that a common sense of family

interaction is established early on in the rehearsal.

Groupings of 'friend roles' (characters that know each other

and interact with each other during the play) can help each

other to generate colnmon social or psychological connections

and can provide a collaborative effort in the development of

any given character. Even the performers assigned to the

contrived groupings of 'stranger roles' (characters that do

not interact at all in the play t or characters that interact
but that have no knowledge of the other character prior to the

initial contact) can help each other with character

development although no conmon information will be generated.

Once students generate enough background and specific
character information, they begin transferring that
information Ínto physícal aspects of the character. For

example, Iow self-esteem may be physically interpreted as
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rounded shoulders and avoidance of eye contact with strong

characters. This is where the teacher/director's role as

acting coach begins. Character development wiII become a very

individual process for each performer. The teacher/director
will need to become familiar with the performer's

interpretations of the characters in order to develop

strategies for the performer to achieve futl character

potential.

The experimentation with character development begins.

Large 'family' groups are sub-divided into smaller groups of
two or three. Performers are given time to explore their
characters in improvised situations. Characters and character

interaction are tested by the performers in scenes depicting
a situation from the character's life prior to the start of
the p1ay. The teacher/director coaches, consults with, and

provides each group wíth resource material for character

bui lding.
Performers are reminded that they must find something

that they like, or at least admire, about the characters that
they are playing in order that each portrayal of that
character is connected wíth the performer's emotional

resources. Performers are encouraged to turn inwards and to
find experiences from their own 1ives, and emotional

expression from their own personalities, that could be

incorporated into their characters.
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Each of the improvised scenes is presented with the rest
of the company taking the role of audience. The

teacher/director will interject and coach the performers

during the scene in order to generate more information for the

performers to work with. The rest of the class is asked to
respond with questions and comments directed toward any scene

or any character. In this hray a collaborative effort is
established in the creati-on of characters and character

ínteraction.

At the conmencement of the rehearsal process, the

teacher/director possesses the most lucid picture of the

characters, theÍr interaction and their role in the overall
plot of the play. This statement is based on an assumption

that the teacher/director has read the play a number of times

and has created an overall vision of what the play will look

Iike and the general dynamics of the character interaction.
By the end of the rehearsal process, the teacher/director
should stilI have the most detailed picture of overall
creative and technical dlmamics, but each performer should

know more about theír character than the director does. If
this has not happened, the performers have not done their
work.

Improvisation of the characters' personalities and their
interactions with other characters should provide the

performer with enough information to begin to understand why

that character speaks and acts as he or she does within the
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text of the play. Perforners are encouraged to develop

characters by paying attention to physical and psychological

details that make the character a unique individual. The

character is to be played with and moulded over a period of
time. The performers are to make the characters their own by

investing them with personal energy and careful detaíIing.
Once the character work has begun, the rehearsal sessÍons

become focused on scene work. A rehearsal schedure is
generated and alr performers are expected to be at rehearsals

invorving scenes that feature their characters. Any changes

that the teacher/director makes in the original schedule

should be posted well in advance, to allow students time to
make the necessary adjustment in their schedules.

The teacher/director must be very clear about what is
expected of the performers during the rehearsal process. The

performer must:

l-. be in attendance and on time for all scheduled

rehearsals;

2. bríng the script I a pencir and whatever character
props are necessary to every rehearsal;

3. record all stage directions ín pencir on the script and

must be familiar with the directions for the next

rehearsal of that scene;

4. meet scheduled off-book deadlines;

5. arrange extra rehearsars wíth colleagues for attending to
problematic scenes; and
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6. urork as a supportive and responsible cast member.

The rehearsal process will be evaluated at its completion

and it is mandatory that performers understand the criteria
for that evaluation so that they can control the results.

Technical /Product ion Involvement

Members of The Company are expected to work on at least

one technical area of productíon, in addition to their
performance commitment. These areas include:

1-. publícity (postersr programs, tickets, in-school

promotion, organization of in-house crews);

2. Iightingr (designing and hanging of lights);
** since it is impossible for company members to operate

lights during performance, operation of lights is done by

students in Drama 30G or zOG or a student not taking

drama but who is interested in gaining experience in a

technical area **

3. costumes (organization of costumes and accessories for
the entire cast);

4. properties (organization of props for entire production);

and

5. sets (organization of large set pieces and building of

sets for the entire production).
** often friends and family of the cast will volunteer to
heIP with this **
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The students are given the opportunity to choose their

technical areas on a first-come-first-served basis. After

that, they are assigned to the areas of greatest need.

Students are encouraged to either employ existing skills to

unfamiliar contexts or to choose a technical area that they

would like to gain some practical experience in. Deadlines

for completion of tasks will vary according to demands of the

technical areas for which the students are responsible. It is

mandatory that deadlines are met. Students assigned to

technical areas are not necessarily required to do all the

work required of that technical contract. However, they are

responsible for ensuring that the work is satisfactorily

completed by someone and within the allotted time-frame.

Students are to keep log books documenting the detail of

their tasks and the amount of time required to complete each

task. Personal trials and tribulations are also to be

documented as a means for students to reflect upon the

experience. The log will be handed in to the teacher,/director

after the show closes as part of the evaluation process.

Evaluation

Evaluation of students occurs at

the unit and serves in the assessment

L. Character development.

Students are generally assigned

challenge their existing ski1l and

various points within

of specific skilIs.

characters that will

talent; however, the
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development of a background and the creation of physical and

psychological traits are critical to this process. Character

development is assessed in two ways:

a) Character Sketch Early in the rehearsal process

students are given a comprehensive character sketch outline
that poses questions pertinent to both physical and

psychological character development. Students are asked to

bring the character sketch to rehearsals in order to record

character information that might be discovered during the

rehearsal process and Ín order to test material that they have

reflected upon while not in rehearsal. The final written
assignment is due a week before the play opens.

b) Practical Character tdork During the course of the

rehearsal process, several pre-arranged times will be set for
the performers to present character work in progress. This

may be done by having characters improvise pre-play situations
or by improvising events that occur during the time of the

play but that are not presented on stage. The first of these

character development assessment periods should be arranged as

workshop situations for the performers to present their work

and to get responses and suggestions for improvement from both

the teacher,/director and their peers. The final character

presentation should occur about mid-way through the allotted
rehearsal schedule. The performers will receive individual
commentary from the teacher,/director with specific reference

to vocal work, physícalization of the character, emotional
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development of the character, and the overall realism and

believabílity of the character. This evaluation must be

strategically placed in the rehearsal process to aIlow

sufficient time for the performers to absorb the feed-back and

to incorporate the suggestions into their work in time for the

opening of the play.

2. Memorv work

Deadlines for memory work are determined at the beginning

of the rehearsal process. Generally an appropriate

arrangement Ís to expect the first half of the play to be

memorized for the first deadline and the last half of the play

to be memorized for the second deadline. The only exception

to this ruling would occur in a case where the performer's

lines are unevenly distributed throughout the play. In this
case, the performer would memorize half of their Iines for the

first deadline and the remainder of the lines for the second

deadline. The teacher/director needs to clearly define the

distribution of marks for this section, for example, full
marks for completed memory work, half marks for half of the

Iines, quarter marks (or no marks) for work partÍa1Iy
memorized in which the performer requires frequent cuing.

3. Attendance, attitude and skills.
Assessment ís based on completion of, and attention to,

the mechanical details of the rehearsal process.

Expectations for rehearsal conduct and preparatory work are

clearly stated at the onset of the rehearsal period. Students
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are evaluated according to their maintenance of those

expectations.

4. Performance qualitv.

Students are evaluated on the quality of their

performances each night of the play's run (generally two

nights for public performances). The set of criteria is

similar to that used to evaluate the character earlier in the

rehearsal process, except that it also includes the evaluation

of the quality of such performance-specific details as the

delivery of lines, contínuity of character, retention of stage

movement, and recovery, if applicabler âs well as the

contrÍbution to the general ensemble work. Notes are given to

the cast prior to their second run so that fine tuning of the

performance can still take place on the final night.

5. Performance and technical dutv self-evaluation.

After the play has completed its run, performers are

asked to reflect on their own work, and then to submit a

written post-production evaluation including self-assessment

of both artistic and technical work. A basic outline is
provided as a guideline for the students. The submission of

the technical 1og book is part of this assignment.

Reflective-Communication and Drama 40G

Students in the Drama 40G class develop REFLECTI\IE-

COMMUNICATION with less guidance from the teacher/director
than in the Drama 20G and 30G classroom environment. In part,
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this is because there is an assumption that Drama 40G students

will have successfully completed both pre-requisite courses

and will have internalized the basic tenets of the REFLECTIVE-

COMMUNICATfON process: EXPERIENCE, REFLECTION, ORIENTATION

ALTERATION, CONCRETE REALIZATION. At thís stage in the

students's development REFLECTIVE-COMMUNICATION should be a

familiar and readily accessible process.

REFLECTIVE-COMMUNICATION in the Drama 40G course

contínues to be developed through the rehearsal process.

During the early phases of the rehearsal process, as the

performers experiment with their characters, they develop

REFLECTIVE-COMMUNICATION in the manner described in the Drama

30G unit, The Modern FamiIy. Performers spend tíme in

designated groups discussing the background of the characters;

they then EXPERIENCE the characters in an improvised setting.

This is followed by group discussion in which individuals can

comment on their own work and receive feedback from peers and

the teacherr/director (REFLECTION). This information in turn

affects and alters performers's views of the characters and

the character's reality (ORIENTATION ALTERATION).

Subsequently, in the next practical experience they have with

their character they can physically utilize their shifts in

attitude and thought toward the character (CONCRETE

REALTZATTON).

Through the development of the character, the performers

become focused on another person's life. They develop this
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Iife physically through vocal and movement patterns, gestures,

and expressions. Using the character sketch outline as a

guideline, the performers can individually launch themselves

on the journey through the REFLECTM-COMMUNICATION process.

They start with what they know about the world, the people in

the world, and the expression of emotion. I,rJith this
information as a starting point they create a thumbnail sketch

of the characters they will portray. Each performer

experiments wíth the character both physically and

psychologically during the improvised or scripted situations
developed during the rehearsal period (EXPERIENCE). They then

can refer back to the character sketch outline for guidance in

the further development of the character once they have

EXPERIENCED, REFLECTED, ALTERED THEIR ORIENTATION toward the

character and then REALIZED those shifts in a CONCRETE manner

through further practical work. The teacher/director

functions as a director and coach during the rehearsal period

providing students with continuous feed-back on their
character development and/or on their interpretive work with

the script.

This is a time of questioning. Does the character beÍng

developed fit with the plalnvright's intentions for that
character as interpreted from the script? How can the

moulding of the character's physicalization and psychological

profile add to the development of that character's on-stage

motivations and objectives? How can the subtle shadings of a
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character's profile be shown by the performer? Each time the

performer creates something nevr for the character, it is
necessary that the performer REFLECT upon that addition. Is

it useful, or is it extraneous detail that actually serves to

obscure rather than clarify the characterization?

I¡Ihile the performers are focusing on the definition of

their characters, the teacher/director can be extremely

instrumental in maintaining the effectiveness of that process.

During the course of the rehearsal process, the

teacher/director has developed an overall perspective of the

plalrwright's intentions, and the capabilities of the

performers, while maintaining a personal vision for the

direction of the production. As a result, the

teacher/director plays the pivotal role in the promotion of

the balance and the growth of the production. Thought

provoking questions and open-ended solutions to character and

production problems are necessary tools in motivating

performers to further experimentation. Through focused and

guided REFLECTION, the performers are able to shift their
thoughts and feelings (ORIENTATION ALTERATION) and then to
move into a ne$, experíence or set of actions (CONCRETE

REALTZATTON).

The performers also develop REFLECTIVE-COMMTINICATION

through the study of the script itself. The script may be set

in another time, or involve characters or situations that are

completely beyond the boundaries of the students' levels of
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experience. The students arrive at rehearsal accompanied by

personal baggage: experiences, attitudes and emotional

development (EXPERTENCE). This is the point of reference with
which they will approach the script and the characters that
they will portray. Through reading, discussion and re-
enactment of the plot, messaçJe, or image provided in the

script, performers will begin to make connections between what

they know and what they need to know in order to accuratery

portray the plalrwright's intentions (REFLECTION) . This

stretching of the performers' experience and understanding

leads to an altering in the way ín which they will perceive

the content and the possibilities for characterization
(oRrENTATroN ALTERATTON). This then can read to the coNcRETE

REALTZATToN of the shifts and changes. No matter how sright
that arteration, it is an arteration and any movement defies
stagnation.

The post-production written evaluation of performance and

technical work provides the students with an opportunity for
formal documentatíon of the REFLECTM-COMMUNICATION process.

The students have EXPERTENCED the rehearsal process and the
performance of their work. They have arso been Ínvorved with
an off-stage aspect of theatre production. The written
evaruation provides the performer wíth an opportunity to
REFLECT upon the experience and to make observations and

comments based on that refrection. The objective of the

assignment is to make the perforner aware of the Ínseparable
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connection between the process and the product in art,

specifically in performance art. In becoming aware of the

affective elements of the experience, performers move into

their next experience with knowledge and understanding that

they díd not possess at the beginning of the project

(ORIENTATION ALTERATION) and wilI approach their next

performance project with a different frame of reference

(coNcRETE REALIZATTON) .

Students are also given the opportunity to develop

REFLECTI\/E-COMMTNICATION skilIs through their commitment to

the technical aspects of the program. Performers wiIl

approach the initial rehearsal situation with whatever

knowledge they have retained from past experÍence with

rehearsal. The same premise applies to their responsibilities

to a technical area of theatre production. The expectations

of students within these two areas is very clearly stated and

very basic. There is very little room for interpretation of

these expectations. The students Ínitial EXPERIENCE with each

of these areas will be based on their own prior experience, oE

lack thereof. In the case of both rehearsal expectations and

technical duties, once the EXPERIENCE has occurred, there may

be very litt1e time to REFLECT before an ORIENTATION

ALTERATION occurs and movel the, student into further action,

CONCRETE REALIZATION. The student then is placed in a

situation where a judgement must be made based on the

information available at that time. The student will have to
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make the best judgement possible gÍven the circumstances and

the available information. The shift from REFLECTIVE state to

ORIENTATION ALTERATION to CONCRETE REALIZATION and into the

CONCRETE REALIZATION can be very rapid in these instances.

Often the students experience greater and more varied

ORIENTATION ALTERATION as they are faced with the Ímmediate

consequences of their choice of actions as influenced by each

consecutive CONCRETE REALIZATION. The rehearsal process, and

ultimately the performance' offers drama students what Hornby

(1992) calls an "identíty laboratory in whích social roles can

be examined vicariously" (p. 51). It is what Stanislavsky

(1-948, 1-949 ) meant when he coached his actors to experiment

with 'as if' situations. The concrete aspects of the

rehearsal, such as memory work and retention of movement

patterns, and the technÍcal responsibilities, confront the

students with responsibility for the choices that they made

(ORIENTATION ALTERATION and subsequent CONCRETE REALIZATION) .

Thus, the concept of REFLECTIVE-COMMUNICATION is continually

being developed and incorporated into the performance aspects

of the program in addition to its previously established

presence in the rehearsal process.

Conclusion

REFLECT IVE - COMMUNI CAT I ON is developed in

through the rehearsal process, which involved

character analysis, and through the development of

this unit

script and

performance
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skíI1s. Students' involvement with a technical aspect of
production also presented opportunities for utilization of the

process. The teacher/director functioned as director and

coach guiding students through a nor^r familiar process.

Impl-ementinq the Proqram

The implementation of the REFLECTIVE-COMMIINICATION-based

drama program must uphold, âs a fundamental tenet of

operation, the creation and maintenance of a non-critical/non-
judgemental environment. Students must feel comfortable

enough to take artistic and personal risks in order to stretch
the limitations of their current knowledge, understanding, and

experience.

ThÍs kind of environment is established by developing

trust between the teacher/director and the students and

between the students themselves. The more trust that exists
within the classroom situation, the more creative the work

wilI become. Establishing an environment that encourages

students to trust each other and their teacher/director
requires the establishment and maintenance of several

important premises:

1-. the teacher/director wiIl not place the students in risk-
taking situations without adequate skill preparation;

2. students must be supportive of and respectful of each

other's work; and
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3. the concept of críticism must be established as a

positive and constructive tool ín aiding students to
develop and improve dramatic and technical skiIIs.

It is also critical to establish for performers, the

importance of training prior to performance. Many students

will arrive at high school after performing for two or even

three years in junior high school productions, without any

training at all. These students may have difficulty

understanding why they wiII not be allowed to perform for two

years. It is essential that students move toward a solid

understanding of the importance of traíning and of rehearsingi

effectively.
The teacher,/director is a key factor in the success or

failure of any drama progiram but particularly in a drama

program that focuses on the process of REFLECTM-

COMMUNICATION that requires students to continually explore

their world and their skills. The teacher/director is not

only the instructor providing a sense of structure through

formal instruction and coaching, but also a creative role
mode1, taking risks and exemplifying the REFLECTM-

COMMUNICATION process through his/her actions and approaches

to creative work and to life in general.

The teacher/director's teaching methods must be flexible
and must take into account the general experience level of the

students. Careful consideration must be made when deciding

upon time lines for various projects to ensure that enougrh
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time is allowed for experimentation and exploration during the

rehearsal period.

As with any effective

REFLECT IVE - COMMTJNI CAT I ON_ b AS Ed

and presented with great care

area.

curriculum structure, the

drama program must be planned

and commitment to the subject
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Summary and Recommendations

Proiect Summarv and ExPerience

As a drama educator with over ten years of teaching

experience that spans the public school system and the

specialized theatre school environment, I am constantly

reminded of the tremendous personal power that can be

developed and harnessed through drama training and through

expression in the theatre medium. I have had the opportunity

to teach all ages of children, and adults and have always been

fascinated by the multítude of ways in which drama affects

lives.
I have always believed that process and product were

integral parts of the sarne whole and that the product was the

natural extensions of the process. I believe that art must be

shared and that performance is the best available product at

the designated time of presentation. As I gained increasing

familiarÍty with dramatic processes and began to develop my

own to suit the needs of the original program that I was

developing, I began to experiment with !'¡ays to develop a

respect for that process in my students. The focus of the

original program, as in the REFLECTIVE-COMMUNICATION based

program, ís on the development of both content and process:

character development, script analysis, rehearsal and
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performance ski1ls. Performance is the sharing of that

process.

Through the development of the REFLECTM-COMMUNICATION

based drama progran I wanted to emphasize the importance of

process to artistic development, to illustrate the sharing and

the skill development aspects of performance, and to draw

parallels between the development of dramatic skiIls and

processes and the development of higher thinking skills-

Reflections

I resumed my academic studies after spending two years

teaching in a theatre school followed by six years subsequent

years in the public school system. I was surprised to

discover the continuatíon of a decade o1d academic and

practical battle focused on the question: Should dramatic

training in schools be focused on process (drama) or on

product (theatre)? My energies had been so focused on my own

projects and experimentations that I had conveniently closed

my mind to the outside world. However, I was curious about

this debate over a separation that I knew to be completely

unnatural. In my vacuum I had developed a program in which

process and product $¡ere vj-ewed as cyclical and inseparable.

I knew that drama provided students with skills far

beyond those acknowledged in curriculum documents for arts in

education; I had observed this through my work with students
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over several years. t¡lhile drama shares with other arts the

potential for developing creative and imaginative powers, it
also makes a unique contribution to the development of higher

thinking skills and to the improvement of general cognitive

skills. This is due to the manner in which language is
developed and rehearsed in all aspects of training and

performance. Yet, drama has remained a frínge course, a frill
or decoration to attract public attention ín the extra-
curricular sense but given little respect or attentíon as a
serious content subject.

Through the initial lines of ínquiry for thís study, I
discovered several discerning facts:
L. The drama/theatre dichotomy (dÍscussed in Chapter Two of

this thesis), had, as Faulkes Jendyk (1981) suggested,

impeded the growth of any influence that early drama

advocates may have generated for the subject;

2. Drama advocates who chose sides were actually serving to
fuel this dichotomy and were essentially actively
contributing to the destruction of the credibitity of
drama as a subject area; and that

3. In 1977, Peter S1ade, one of the foremost proponents of
process oriented drama-in-education, publicly stated his

adjusted views on drama in the schools to Ínclude product

(presentatÍon) but evidence suggests that classroom

practice remained unchanged.
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The direction that the study should take became very

clear after pursuing further lines of inquiry that included a

survey of generalist philosophies in education in an attempt

to locate philosophic views of education sympathetic with the

potential for learning offered through the study of dramatic

processes. Drama needed to be presented in light of it's
uniqueness among arts. It needed to be presented as having

potential for generating the kind of thinking that would be

necessary in order to survive in a highly technological world.

I realízed it would be necessary to show drama as having an

affect on the intellectual development of students. The

project took the form of developing a process that would

present the link between dramatic processes and the

development of higher thinking skilIs such as analysis,

synthesis, and interpretation. Standing on the shoulders of
two Íntellectual giants, John Dewey and C. A. Bowers, the HOhl

and I¡IIIY of that process gradually came into focus.

Conclusions: Orientation Alteration

Through the examination of the theories of two

educational philosophers not generally associated with drama

education, Dewey and Bowers, and through the application of
those philosophies to the development of the REFLECTIVE-

COMMUNICATION process, it is hoped that a bridge may have been
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forged in the understanding and acceptance of drama education

in a broader context than is the case at the present.

Drama education generating from the philosophically

grounded REFLECTIVE-COMMUNICATION base makes several important

contributions toward the advancement of educational relevance:

L. The educational philosophy of Dewey and Bowers offers a

basis from which to develop a new and powerful

instructional process;

2. Drama is presented as a discipline that contributes to
the development of higher thinking skills;

3. Drama educators are provided with a philosophy based,

drama program that promotes higher thinking skills and

that acknowledges both process and product in the

teaching of dramatic skills; and

4. Administrators, general practitioners, and general

curriculum development specialists are provided with a

specific and current document that ídentifies the

irnportance of the subject of drama to the general concept

of education.

Irnplications for Further Studies:

Concrete Realization

The most obvious consideratíon for further study would be

a fietd study: a pseudo-ethnographic study of the

application of the proposed program, using the sample

1-.
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2.

uníts provided. The observations would be examined and

analyzed to document and to examine the connections

between the development of REFLECTM-COMMUNICATION and

the drama program proposed in this study.

Another possibility for further research would be a

comparison study between a drama program employing a

REFLËCTIVE-COMMUNICATION process and one using

traditional teaching methods; or a comparison study

between the REFLECTIVE-COMMUNICATION-based program and a

drama program that is organized around another

instructional theory of drama education.

Research could be conducted on the application and

adaptation of the REFLECTM-COMMUNICATlON-based program

to other areas of arts educatÍon, or even to other non-

arts subject areas. A study could be designed to observe

the difference between the development of REFLECTIVE-

COMMUNICATION in the academic classroom and in that of an

arts education classroom.

This study also implies the need for further research

into the status of drama education in the province of

Manitoba

a

4.
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APPENDIX:
Forms used for developmental and evaluative purposes in the

illustrative units.
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MIME DEFINITION 105

GROUP MEMBERS

DEFINITION OF ENVIRONMENT

DEVELOPMENT

DEFINITION OF SPECIFIC DETAIL

DEVELOPMENT

DEFINITION OF ROLE RETATIONSHIPS

DEVELOPMENT

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

CODE

5 EXCETLENT
4 VERY GOOD
3 GOOD
2 ADEOUATE
1 NEEDS IMPROVEMENT
O NOT ÐONE

SIS STAY IN THE SCENE: LOSS OF CONCENTRATION
OSE ON STAGE CUE
tOC LACK OF CONTINUITY
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DRAMA JOURNALS 1-05

IVHAT ARE YOUR FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF[{EEK. hJHAT I¡¡ERE YOUR PERSONAL HIGH
EXPLAIN I^JIIY.

DRÀ}ÍA AFTER THE FIRST
POINTS AND LOIJ POINTS.

3

5

DO YOU HAVE ANY PERSONAL EXPECTATIONS OF THE COURSE AT THISPOINT TN TIME? ARTISTTC? PERSONAL?

DID YOU FEEL MOST COMFORTABLE WORKING I/'IITH A PARTNER, A SMALT
GROUP OR THE WHOLE CLASS? EXPLAIN bIHY.

WHAT I^JERE You'RE rMpRESsroNS oF THE AcrrvrrrEs AND woRK DONEAT THE NATIONAL THEATRE SCHOOT? ffiTY DO YOU SUPPOSE ACTORS
MUST ACCUMULATE SO MANY DIFFERENT KINDS OF SKILLS?

I¡JERE YOU SURPRISED TO FIND OUT HOI,ìI AN ACTOR IS TR_A,INED? IFYou I^¡ERE suRPRrsED, hri{AT suRPRrsED you Mosr ABour rHE KrND oFTRAINING AN ACTOR RECEI\/ES AT THEATRE SCHOOL? IF YOU hIEREN'TsuRpRIsED, EXPLAIN WHy yOU b¡EREN'T SURPRTSED?

I^IEEK TWO

WRITE DOT.TN THREE THINGS THAT YOU LEARNED ABOUT YOURSELF FROMJOINING IN.

HOI¡J DO YOU THINK THAT THE GAMES AND ACTIVTTIES WORKED THRUOGHTHIS T¡JEEK WILL HELP YOUR FUTURE vtIoRK IN DRAMA?

hIHAT SKILLS DTD YOU FIND USEFUL T4IHILE TAKING PART IN THISI¡JEEK'S ACTIVITIES?

I"IHAT sKrLLs Do you rHrNK you wrLL HAVE To DEVELOP ro woRKEFFECTIVELY WITH OTHERS?

WHICH GAME OR ACTTVITY DID YOU FEEL IM/OLVED YOU MOST
COMPLETELY THIS I¡JEEK? EXPLAIN hIHy.

5
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2

4

I,IJEEK THREE

DID YOU FEEL THAT THE GA¡1IES THIS I^JEEK T¡¡ERE COMPETITIVE IN ANY
I¡JAY? HotAI? rs coMPETrrroN PART oF cLASSRooM DRAMA? wHy oR
I¡¡HY NOT?

I¡JHAT ELEMENTS IN THE GAMES AND ACTIVITIES THAT t¡JE I¡JORKED
THROUGH THIS }¡EEK T^'ILL HELP YOU IN DRAIVIA T¡¡E PROGRESS THROUGH
THE YEAR?

T^JHAT DID YOU BECOME AWARE OF IN YOURSELF AND IN OTHERS THROUGH
PLAYING THESE GAMES?

DO PEOPLE PLAY THESE TYPES OF GAMES TÁ¡ITHIN THE FRAME oF REAL-
LIFE STTUATIONS? EXPLAIN. CAN YOU THINK OF ANY SPECIFIC
EXAì4PLES?

HOT{ DID THE MOVEMENT EXERCISES MAKE YOU FEEL? EXPLAIN I^JIIY.

WEEK FOUR

hTHAT KIND OF IDEAS WERE BEST EXPRESSED WITHOUT 1.rTORDS (IÂJHILE
DOING MIME)? I,{HAT KIND OF TDEAS WERE THE MOST DIFFICULT TO
EXPRESS I¡JITHOUT WORDS?

A CLASSICAL MIME ARTIST REQUIRES YEARS OF STUDY AND PRACTIVE.
hIHAT ELEMENTS OF MIME COULD BE USEFUL TO ALL DRAMÀ TdORK?

hIHAT DO YOU FEEI THAT YOU HAVE LEARNED FROM THIS TYPE OF
MOVEMENT WORK?

I¡JHAT TS THE MOST DIFFICULT ASPECT OF PRESENTING MIME, FoR YoU?
IÄJHY?

bJHAT PERFoRMANCE ELEMENTS MÀKE A 'GooD' prEcE oF MrME tJoRK
'GOOD'?
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TAJEEK FIVE

1. WHAT WAS THE MOST DIFFICULT THING ABOUT TAJORKING IN A GROUP?
HOI¡J DID YOUR GROUP OVERCOME SUCH DIFFTCULTIES?

2 HOUT DID DECISIONS GET MADE IN YOUR GROUP? T¡JAS THE DECTSION
MAKING PROCESS TO YOUR LIKING? COULD THERE HAVE BEEN A BETTER
t^¡AY TO GET THINGS DONE?

3 HOh] DID YOU FEEL ABOUT YOUR PERFORMÀNCE? IN RETROSPECT WAS
THERE ANYTHING THAT YOU OR ANYONE IN THE GROUP COULD HAVE DONE
TO MAKE THE PERFORMÃNCE BETTER IN ANY üJAY?

4 I^¡HAT KINDS OF THINGS DID ,YOU LEARN ABOUT IÂIHÀT TO DO AND b¡HAT
NOT TO DO IN PERFORMANCE FROM bJATCHING THE WORK OF OTHER
GROUPS? BE SPECIFIC AND USE EXAMPLES.

5 CHOOSE A SCENE THAT YOU FELT WAS WELL DONE AND EXPLAIN AS
SPECIFICALLY AS POSSIBLE, USING EXAMPLES, l^¡IÍY THAT SCENE WAS
IÀJELL DONE.

I{EEK SIX

1- WHAT DID YOU FIND TO BE THE MOST DIFFICULT PART OF DEFINING A
MIME EN\/IRONMENT AND W}TY? TÀ¡HAT DETAILS DID YOU NEED TO BE
AWARE OF?

2 AFTER I{ATCHING PERFORMANCES AND WORKSHOP PRESENTATIONS TJHAT
ADVICE I¡JOULD YOU GIVE TO OTHERS ABOUT DEFINING THEIR ROLB
RELATIONSHIPS? HOI¡J CAN ROLE RELATIONSHIPS BE DEFINED?

3 hrHAT BENEFIT I^IILL THE DEVELOPMENT OF SENSE !,IORK HAVE ON THE
REST OF YOUR ACTING TRAINING? HOt^l CAN YOU SEE YOURSELF USING
YOUR SENSE TRAINING IN YOUR WORK LATER IN THE YEAR?

4 bJHAT HAVE YOU TEARNED ABOUT THE PERFORMANCE OF SENSE DATA FROM
THE I¡JORKSHOP SCENES THAT HÀ\IE BEEN VIET¡IED IN CLASS? USE
SPECIFIC POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE EXAIIIPLES TF YOU CAN REMEMBER
THEM.

5 T,{HY DO YOU THINK MIME AND SENSE hIORK HAVE BEEN INTRODUCED TO
YOU BEFORE YOU SCENEWORK THAT INVOLVES DIALOGUE?
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THE FAIiIILY

FAMILY SURNAME:

GROUP MEMBERS:

In the spaces provided below enter the names of the fanily members,
their roler â9ê, profession (if applicable), tension pattern,
gestures, and any other informatj-on about their personality or
character that seems relevant to the project
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REHEARSAL LOG

1 Rehearsal notes are to be kept every day during planning and
rehearsal stages of the project.

2 Each day a different member of the group is to act as the stage
manager and keep the rehearsal notes. The group member who is
taking the notes is to date and then sign or initial the entry.

3 the entries should act as a chronicle of the rehearsal process.

The following are suggestions for the type of content required. in
the notes:

hlhat did the group work on during the rehearsal? Specifically
was it a planning session or an actual rehearsal?

Did the rehearsal involve the entire scene, a particular scene
or character workshoppÍng?

How are the group members developing the characters and the
character interactions? hlhat are they using as models or are
they developing the material in some other way?

Is the group encountering any problems? IÁIith the material?
Characters? Group member participation? t¡Jhat is being done
to attempt to solve the problems? Is that approach working?
l^Ihat was the outcome?

What is being done in order to ensure that the characters and
the character interaction ís believable and realistÍc?
t¡Ihat kinds of props and costumes are you goÍng to use? hJhat
does the set look like?

You do not have to answer all of the questions in each entry. But
the entries should be detailed and should provide accurate
information about what went on in the rehearsal. You may add other
information that is relevant to the understanding of the rehearsal
process that your group experienced.
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DATE: SIGNATURE:

DATE: SIGNATURE:
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CHARACTER EVALUATION

TRAITS VG GD AD NE

APPRORIATE VOCALI ZATION

age

situation

character

PHYSICALIZATION

age

character

INTERACTION

BELIEVABILITY

REALISM

FOCUS
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FAYIILY PRESENTÀTION - DRAMA 205

GROUP MEMBERS

SITUATION AND ISSUES

STORYLINE

CHARACTERS

CHARACTER INTERACTION

BLOCKING AND STAGE DESIGN

TECHNICAL ASPECTS: COSTUMES, HAIR, PROPS, SETS
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CHARACTERIZATION CHART

NAME:

ROLE:

1 LIST AT LEAST FIFTEEN ADJECTIVES TO DESCRIBE YOUR
CHARACTER.

2 LIST THE SIGNIFICANT ACTIONS OF THE CHÀRJ\CTER AND THE
IMPORTANT THINGS THAT HAPPEN TO HIM OR HER.

3 WHAT IS THE MAIN OBJECTIVE OF THE CHARACTER IN EACH
SCENE?

4 üJHAT IS THE OVERALL OBJECTIVE OF THE CHARACTER IN THE
PLAY?
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PAGE TI¡JO

b¡HAT IS THE CHARACTERIS RELATIONSHIP TO ALL THE OTHERCHARACTERS? LIST THE CAST.

IMAGES AND SUGGESTIVE IMPRESSIONS OF THE CHARÄCTER:

7 OBSERVATTONS AND
CHARACTERIZATION:

EXPERIENCES RELEVANT TO

8 IMPORTANT CHANGES AND/OR DEVELOPMENTS THAT TAKE PLACE INTHE CHARACTER DURING THE COURSE OF THE PLAY. EXPLAIN
hI}TY.
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CHARACTER ANALYSIS
DRAMA 305

A CHARACTER ANALYSTS rs A cooD I¡JAY ro coME To cRrps wrrH yoUR
CTIARACTER. THE MORE INTTMATELY YoU ACKNOI,.JLEDGE THE SMÀ,LL
DETAILS THAT MAKE UP THE CHARACTER'S LIFE, THE CLOSER YOU T¡¡ILL
GET TO BECOMING THAT PERSON INSTEAD OF JUST REPRESENTING THEM.

PREPARE TO PRESENT YOUR CHARACTER USING THE BACKGROUND
KNOTdLEDGE YOU HAVE BEEN GIVEN ABOUT THE CHARACTER FROM THE
'WRITERS' AND FURTHER DETAILS THAT YoU Í¡JILL GENERATE.

YOU MUST PRESENT THE FOLLObIING DETAILS VISUALLY OR VERBALLY:

. NAME AND AGE

VERY BRIEF FAMTLY BACKGROUND

rNDrcATroN oF Hot^¡ You RELATE To rHE orHER CH.ARACTERS rN
THE CAST AND tr¡HY YOU REACT AS yOU DO

HOW OTHERS SEE yOU (EXTERNAL CHARACTERTSTTCS)

HOhr you sEE youRsELF (TNTERNAL CHARACTERTSTTCS)

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS: ENERGY, MOVEMENT PATTERNS,
GESTURES, VOCAL bIORK, EXPRESSIONS

I¡JEAKNESSES IN THE CHARACTER (I¡JHAT TRAITS coULD CAUSE
PROBLEMS FOR yOU IN THE bJRONc STTUATION)

YOUR MOST OUTSTANDING POSITIVE CHARACTERISTIC

TáJHAT ARE THE MOST DIFFICULT, AND THE MOST ENJOY.ABLE
THINGS THAT YOU DO WITH YOUR LIFE, AND hJ}TY?

I^IHÀT WOULD YOUR TOMBSTONE READ

USE AT LEAST ONE PERSONAL PROP IN YOUR PRESENTATION AND ONE
ÏTEM OF CLOTHING THAT b'OULD BE APPROPRIATE FOR YOUR CHARACTER.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUAT ION

Evaluate your performance on the basis of the following criterium.
You may add any other information that you believe to be relevant
in the evaluation of your performance. Make reference to the fact
that their r¡rere two performances, particularly Íf you felt that you
did better on one of them.

character development
what was the process that you used to develop your
character
voice and accent (if applicable)
posture
gestures
movement
facial expression

technique
proj ection
articulation
delivery of lines (memory work)
consistency
continuity
recovery (if applicable)

Evaluate your rehearsal time using the following guideline and any
other informatíon that you feel is relevant.

deadlines for memory work
did you make those deadlines/ why or why not?
what process did you use to accomplish that goal?

- what problems and difficulties did you experience and
how could those problems be solved ín the future?

rehearsal process
- were you on time and present for aII rehearsals/ why or

why not?
if not what probrems did that cause for you and foryour cast members?

- were you organized and prepared at rehearsals with all
necessary materials?

- were you a co-operative and supportive group member?
did you respond professionatly to criticism and
direction/ w}lry or why not?

- when given stage movement to memorize did you work
through it until you had internalized it?

general involvement with the production
any information that indicates your involvement with
the production as a whole
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